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VILLAGE OF BELLEVILLE 

JOINT MEETING OF THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY AND  
THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION  

7:00 AM, THURSDAY, JULY 8, 2021 

AGENDA 

This meeting will take place in Village Hall, 24 West Main Street, Belleville WI 53508 with  
virtual attendance option as follows:  

Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.  
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/346517037  

 
You can also dial in using your phone.  

United States (Toll Free): 1 877 309 2073  
United States: +1 (571) 317-3129  

 
Access Code: 346-517-037  

 
New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts: 

https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/346517037 

 

Due to the Wisconsin Supreme Court decision on January 20, 1993, Badke v. Greendale Village Board, this 
meeting will be noticed as a possible gathering of a quorum of the Belleville Village Board due to the 
possible attendance of Trustees not appointed to this committee. Trustees may discuss items on this agenda 
or gather information, but no action will be taken on these items as the Village Board.  

1. 7:00 a.m. - Call meeting to order  
2. Roll Call 
3. Acknowledgment of Visitors  

I. Visitors wishing to speak on a non-agenda item 
4. Committee Roles and Responsibilities 
5. Tools: Available and Needed 
6. Joint Goal Setting 
7. Community Resource Development Center – August Meeting Proposed 
8. 8:00 a.m.  Adjourn  

Dale Yurs, President, Board of Trustees 
Rick Francois, Chair CDA 
Nicole Brauer, Chair EDC 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

EDC Mission: Recruit new businesses and assist and encourage business start-ups. Through 
education of emerging markets, assist existing businesses to expand and form joint ventures for 
sustainable growth. 

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/346517037
tel:+18773092073,,346517037
tel:+15713173129,,346517037
https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/346517037
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About the CDA: The organization’s purpose is to revitalize. It does this by encouraging a well-
planned community, carrying out redevelopment and urban renewal programs, and stimulating 
private development and investment activity as it relates to job creation, tax base, and economic 
diversification.  

Why a CDA is important: It has more authority than other organizations. Its special powers include 
its abilities to manage properties and grants, enter into contracts, and lead substantial 
development efforts.  

Belleville CDA Goals and Objectives:  

Goal: Redevelop Downtown Belleville:                                                                                                           
Objective: Implement an effective façade improvement program                                                              
Objective: Create a consistent theme for downtown 

Goal: Redevelop the railroad/trail corridor                                                                                                 
Objective: Encourage the train depot to be a well-planned, beautiful place for the community  

The Village of Belleville complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA): 

If you need an interpreter, translator, materials in alternate formats or other accommodations to 
access this service, activity or program, please contact the person below at least two business days 
prior to the meeting. 

Si  necesita un interprete, un traductor, materiales en formatos alternativos u otros arreglos para 
acceder a este servicio, activdad o programa, comuniquese al numero de telefono que figura a 
continuacion dos dias habiles como minimo antes de la reunion. 

 

Contact: Rhea McGee, Interim Clerk, 24 W. Main Street 

 608.424.3341    

 rmcgee@villageofbelleville.com    

Final agenda will be posted at these locations:  

Post Office, Village Hall, Belleville Library, Village of Belleville website. 

mailto:rmcgee@villageofbelleville.com


Belleville
BRAND BOOK

The contents of this book were produced in conjunction with the Belleville Chamber of 

Commerce, Belleville Public Library, Green County Economic Development Corporation, and the 

University of Wisconsin Extension.



“Belleville is a growing community and a great 

central location for employees. We have 

employees from Belleville and the surrounding 

area, so it is an easy commute. It will be attractive 

to future employees because of the reasonable 

cost of living, a great school system and the sense 

of community.”

Jeff Urso, CECOR President

Urso & Urso, Inc.
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Foreword
# BellevilleWI

Why a Brand Strategy?

Like many communities in large and thriving regions, we 

find ourselves in unspoken, friendly competition for 

attention and investment from stakeholders.  A strong 

community brand identity can help a community, like 

ours, differentiate itself from other, similar communities 

in a positive manner that helps achieve our community 

and economic development goals.

The primary objective of this brand strategy is to help 

stakeholders within the Belleville community deliver a 

consistent message about our community that is 

grounded in statistics, examples and testimony. It is the 

hope of the Belleville Branding Committee that this work 

will support economic and community growth that will 

benefit those that work or live in Belleville.

How was the Belleville Brand Strategy Identified?

The Belleville Branding Committee and the University of 

Wisconsin Extension researched and drafted the brand 

strategy over an 18-month period.  The committee 

completed a market analysis of the Belleville trade area

in order to understand the potential for retail and trade-

oriented development in the Village of Belleville, and also 

conducted a resident and stakeholder survey in order to 

better understand the resident experience of Belleville.  

These two studies were supplemented by information 

from various government and private sector sources.
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Building the Belleville Brand
# BellevilleWI

Beginning in 2016, the Village of Belleville began working with the University of Wisconsin Extension and the Belleville 

Chamber of Commerce to identify ways to enhance the community’s assets.  

Belleville is in a unique geographic and economic position. Located 30 minutes from a world-class research university, a 

nationally-recognized health care system, and positioned in the midst of a region with a thriving economy, Belleville has 

managed to remain an affordable community for residents, retailers and business.  

Costs for single family housing, retail space and commercial-ready land are among the lowest in the region. Despite low 

costs, Belleville has community-funded assets -- including its own K-12 public school, public library, public pool and park 

system -- that are typically only found in larger communities.

Based on this combination of traits, the brand committee agreed that Belleville has a unique collection of elements that 

make up the three pillars of its brand proposition:

1) Economic opportunities at local, regional and national scales

2) Quality of Life that is rooted in a wide array of local and regional amenities

3) Education offerings that range from a high-achieving public school system to a world-class university
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Belleville 
Brand Goals

The goal of community branding is to create 

a set of messages, images and facts that 

helps communicate … 

What the community offers to different 

stakeholder groups

How the community builds and upholds a 

positive reputation

Why the community seeks to welcome 

others

# BellevilleWI
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Belleville Brand Strategy
# BellevilleWI

This brand is focused on community economic development, with a particular interest in attracting private investment 

in retail sectors that would enhance the daily resident and stakeholder experience.

• Position Belleville regionally in order to take advantage of economic growth in the Madison and Dane County region

• Differentiate Belleville from other communities within the greater Madison and Dane County region

• Attract and retain business and retail development that will enhance the resident experience

• Grow public and private community assets within Belleville

• Appeal to talented residents and stakeholders

• Leverage existing municipal and private investments in the community

• Encourage and welcome potential stakeholders to invest in Belleville, whether that means a commitment to growing                            

their career, business, home or family in our community



Belleville
Brand
Identity

# BellevilleWI
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# BellevilleWI

Located in a Dynamic Region

Although the Village of Belleville can trace 

its roots to the years before Wisconsin was 

a state, the community’s population has 

been steadily growing since 2000, especially 

among young, educated professionals with 

children. 

Up & Coming
Young Town

Young * Talented Workforce
Strong Household Incomes

Low Barriers to Entry * Affordable

Helpful
Friendly

Encouraging
Energetic

Supportive
Connected 

Collaborative
Local & Regional

Up &
Coming

Brand Benefits

Brand Personality

Brand Values

Brand Essence
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Essence

Brand Values

Local & Regional An economically vibrant region

Supportive Local government and economic development 

organizations are strongly supportive of business

Connected Close proximity to state government and easy 

highway access to larger consumer markets

Collaborative Regional partnerships, business networks and 

open-minded attitudes favor working collaborations

The Belleville Brand Identity
# BellevilleWI

Brand Essence

Belleville is an up and coming young town

Values



13Brand Personality

Helpful Belleville residents and business owners look out 

for one another.

Friendly A 2017 survey of Belleville residents and 

stakeholders revealed that the community prides itself on 

its friendliness and trustworthiness.

Encouraging Local government and the Chamber of 

Commerce are supportive of new business and growth for 

existing business.

Energetic The Village of Belleville is in a region that saw 

job growth of 9% from 2001 to 2015, which is three times 

the growth seen across Wisconsin during the same time 

period.

Personality

Brand Benefits

Young Population Median age for Belleville residents is 32 

years, as compared to a state median of 39 and a national 

median of 38.

Talented Young Workforce 30 percent of Belleville’s residents 

age 25 to 44 have at least a bachelor’s degree, with rates rising 

to 36 percent among women in this age group.  97 percent of 

all residents have a high school diploma or its equivalent.  

Roughly 65 percent of Belleville’s youngest adult residents, 

those 18 to 24, have either completed or are in the process of 

earning a bachelor’s or technical degree.

Strong Household Incomes Median incomes for households in 

Belleville ($72,369), Dane County ($62,865) and Green County 

($56,219) exceed those in Wisconsin ($52,390) and the 

U.S.($53,217).

Personality

Benefits

Belleville
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# BellevilleWI

Belleville is in a unique geographic and economic 

position. Located 30 minutes from a world-class 

research university, a nationally-recognized 

health care system, and positioned in the midst 

of a region with a thriving economy, Belleville 

has managed to remain an affordable 

community for both residents and businesses. 

Belleville’s affordability and location make it an 

ideal launching pad for business interested in 

growing. 

We love our clients

Economic

A combination of high median 

incomes, and low housing costs, 

means Belleville residents are 

more likely to have ample 

disposable incomes.

Quality of Life

Jobs are plentiful and 

commutes are short.

Education

A world-class university 

system and robust technical 

school system provide a 

steady stream of talented 

employees.

We do perfect

We always develope

Key 
Messages
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Costs for single family housing, retail space and 

commercial-ready land are among the lowest in 

the region. The combination of high quality, 

reasonably-priced housing, local and regional 

amenities, and community infrastructure is 

attracting young families to Belleville, while 

providing the Dane and Green County regions 

with the next generation of talent.

We love our clients

Quality of Life

High quality, single-family 

housing is affordable in 

Belleville.

Economic

Barriers to entry are low, and a 

pro-business village 

administration and village board 

are eager for new development.

Education

A high-achieving school 

district is attracting young 

families.

We always develope



“The community in which we live 

is progressive and willing to 

change for the betterment of its 

citizenry and the kids that grow 

within it.“

Bob Gentilli

Belleville School District

“Belleville is a small town, and 

everyone knows everyone. It is a 

fun environment to be in. I love 

being able to smile and wave at 

anyone. Belleville gives a warm 

welcome!”

Gina Salmela, Belleville Resident & High 

School Student

“I wanted to share how refreshing 

it is to work with a community 

that appreciates the strong 

relationship required between 

themselves and the business 

community.”

Brad Gilbert, President

Gilbert Cost Control Consultants Corp.
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SLIDE SECTION

A BLUEPRINT FOR COMMUNICATING

Proactive

Belleville must be proactive in 

promoting its message to potential 

stakeholders.

Consistent

Using the Belleville Brand Book as a 

reference guide for communication will 

help ensure that a consistent and clear 

message is communicated to 

stakeholders.

Positive

Relying on the Belleville Brand Book 

increases the chances that we will be 

successful in promoting positive 

associations related to the community.

A community brand is a set of internal mental associations related to a particular 

place.  Therefore, a community brand identity is only useful if it is communicated 

to stakeholders. This requires effort on the part of those who are already invested 

in the community.

# BellevilleWI



Belleville
Brand
Pillars

# BellevilleWI
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SLIDE SECTION

Economic

A trifecta of geography, a talented and educated local 

work force, plus low barriers to entry make Belleville an 

attractive place to do business.

Quality of Life

Affordable real estate, community-based amenities 

and abundant outdoor resources give Belleville 

residents an extraordinarily high quality of life.

Education

High quality public schools, a strong post-high 

school technical school system, and access to a 

world-class research university, mean 

Belleville residents and stakeholders have 

abundant educational opportunities.



Economic
Located within the greater Madison and Dane County region, Belleville 

is part of a dynamic area close to state government, the University of 

Wisconsin and next to major transportation routes.

#BellevilleWI

PIXEL VISION

www.floraladdress.com www.bellevillewi.org

Small Community, Big Heart

Pillar 1: 
Economic

# BellevilleWI
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Pillar 1: Economic
# BellevilleWI

Jobs are Plentiful, Commutes are Short 

and the Workforce is Young

Job growth in Dane County increased by 

9% from 2001 to 2015, which is three 

times the growth seen across Wisconsin 

during the same time period.

Close proximity to employment and 

direct routes to Madison mean that 

median commutes to work are less than 

20 minutes.

With a median age of 32 years old, the 

workforce in Belleville is significantly 

younger than the rest of the region, 

state and nation.

Median Incomes are High, but Median 

Housing Costs are Low

Median incomes for households in 

Belleville ($72,369), Dane County 

($62,865) and Green County ($56,219) 

exceed those in Wisconsin ($52,390) and 

the United States ($53,217).

Housing costs are lower in Belleville.  

Median house value in Belleville is 

$177,300 as compared to $230,800 in 

Dane County, for a median monthly cost 

of $1,440 as compared to $1,717, 

respectively.  This difference is especially 

attractive to young, professional adults 

seeking first time home ownership.

Barriers to Entry are Low and a Pro-

Business Village is Eager for New 

Development

As of late 2017, there were 

approximately 100 acres of commercial 

land available for development and 200 

acres of residential land available.

Belleville has a high tech physical 

infrastructure, with fiber already 

currently available at commercial land.

The Village of Belleville government has 

a history of fostering business growth 

and is supportive and eager to see new 

development that would meet the needs 

of village residents and local businesses.



Economic Proposition Essence

A trifecta of geography, a talented and 

educated local workforce, plus low 

barriers to entry make Belleville an 

attractive place to do business.

Economic Target Audience

Target audiences include potential 

retailers, restaurateurs, small business, 

warehousing, and manufacturing.

Economic Key Messages

Median incomes in Belleville are higher 

than state and national medians.

Economic growth in the region is 

robust.

Low cost, shovel-ready land and pre-

built retail space are available.

Impressive picture and 
creative 

slogan here

# Slide

A gathering place for the community, the Belleville Public Library is in the midst of a 
capital campaign to raise funds for a larger building to support its busy programming 

schedule and robust circulation.



Proof Points

01

High Job Growth

Regional job 

growth increased 

at three times the 

rate of job growth 

in the state.

02

High Median 

Incomes

Median incomes in 

Belleville are 

higher than those 

in Dane County, 

Green County and 

the State of 

Wisconsin.

03

Young Workforce

The median age of 

a Belleville resident 

is 32 years old, 

significantly 

younger than the 

regional, state and 

national median 

age.

04

Available Land 

There are 200 

acres of shovel-

ready land with 

fiber broadband 

access in Belleville 

at lower costs than 

other communities 

in the region.

05

Available Retail 

Space

A number of pre-

built retail spaces 

in Belleville’s 

downtown and 

business districts 

are currently 

available.



Quality of Life
Low housing costs, short commutes and a wide array of local and 

regional amenities make Belleville an easy choice for a healthy and 

active lifestyle.

#BellevilleWI

PIXEL VISION

www.floraladdress.com www.bellevillewi.org

Small Community, Big Heart

Pillar 2: Quality 
of Life

# BellevilleWI
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Pillar 2: Quality of Life
# BellevilleWI

Single Family Housing in Belleville is 

Affordable

Housing costs are lower in Belleville.  

Median house value in Belleville is 

$177,300 as compared to $230,800 in 

Dane County, for a typical median 

monthly cost of $1,440 as compared to 

$1,717, respectively.  This difference is 

especially attractive to young, 

professional adults seeking first time 

home ownership.

Commutes are Short

Close proximity to employment, and 

Madison, mean that median commutes 

to work are less than 20 minutes for 

Belleville residents in Dane County, and 

less than 23 minutes for Belleville 

residents in Green County.

The Sugar River, Badger Trail and 

Outdoor Aquatic Center Keep Residents 

Active

Offering 91 miles of paddling, the Sugar 

River meanders throughout the Driftless 

Region, forming Lake Belle View, a 

recreational park, when it arrives in 

Belleville.

The 41-mile Badger Trail runs through 

Belleville and connects with the Capital 

City, Military Ridge and Sugar River trails 

in Wisconsin, and the Jane Addams Trail 

when it reaches the Illinois border.

The Belleville Aquatic Center offers swim 

lessons to residents of the school district 

for no charge and low cost season-long 

recreational swimming passes.

The Region is a Center for Art, 

Microbreweries and Farm-to-Table

Only six miles from artsy Paoli, and 

seven miles from the home of New 

Glarus Brewery, Belleville is located in a 

region known for art, microbreweries 

and farm-to-table food.

Young Families Choose Belleville

About 42 percent of households in 

Belleville have children under 18, as 

compared to 29 percent of households 

in Wisconsin.

Senior Citizens are Active in Belleville

The Sugar River Senior Center offers a 

robust program schedule. Membership 

is free to residents age 50 and older.



Impressive picture and 
creative 

slogan here

# Slide

Quality of Life Proposition Essence

Low housing costs, short commutes and a 

wide array of local and regional amenities 

make a healthy and active lifestyle.

Quality of Life Target Audience

Future residents, companies looking to 

relocate, start-up companies, land 

developers, and home builders. 

Quality of Life Key Messages

Belleville is one of the last remaining 

affordable small towns in the greater Dane 

County region.

An unusually high number of amenities, 

including a public pool, growing library, 

lake, and bike trails differentiate Belleville 

from other similar sized towns in the 

region.



Proof Points

01

High Quality 

Housing at Lower 

Prices

Median monthly 

housing costs are 

$300 less in 

Belleville than in 

comparable areas 

of Dane County.

02

Short Commutes

The average 

resident of 

Belleville has a 

commute of 23 

minutes.

03

Outdoor 

Recreation

Easy access to the 

Sugar River, Badger 

State Trail and 

natural areas.

04

Community 

Amenities

Belleville Aquatic 

Center and a 

growing public 

library are unique 

features in smaller 

towns.

05

Microbreweries, 

Arts & Organic 

Farms

Belleville is centered 

in the middle of a 

region known for its 

arts, microbreweries 

and organic farms.



Education
Belleville has a strong commitment to Pre-k through 12 education, and 

is within a thirty minute drive of a world-class research university and a 

strong, well-funded technical college system.

#BellevilleWI

PIXEL VISION

www.floraladdress.com Belleville Intermediate School

Small Community, Big Heart

Pillar 3: 
Education

# BellevilleWI
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Pillar 3: Education
# BellevilleWI

The Local Public School Offers a High 

Quality, Comprehensive Pre-K-12 

Education.

Enrolling a total of 964 students in 

grades Pre-K through 12, the Belleville 

School District offers small class sizes, 

but a wide range of programs, including 

advanced placement classes across the 

curriculum and 16 for-credit college 

courses.

Lifelong Learning is a Community Value.

The Belleville Public Library offers a 

variety of classes, speakers, and cultural 

events for all ages, plus access to the 

shared resources of 47 libraries.

A World-Class Research University and 

Strong Technical College System 

Guarantee an Educated Workforce.

Located less than 20 miles from the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison, 

Belleville has access to world-class 

university education, research and 

health care.

Access to Education Results in a 

Talented Workforce.

30 percent of Belleville’s residents ages 

25 to 44 have at least a bachelor’s 

degree, with rates rising to 36 percent 

among women in this age group.  

97 percent of all residents have high 

school degrees or its equivalent.  

Roughly 65 percent of Belleville’s 

youngest residents, those 18 to 24, have 

either completed or are in the process of 

earning a bachelor’s or technical degree, 

ensuring that the next generation in 

Belleville will be even more talented 

than the current generation.



“The community embraces the 

opportunity to support Belleville Middle 

School in true civic connections such as 

the Turkey Drop, Quilts of Valor, and a 

variety of other service learning projects 

which only magnifies the compassion of 

this community.”

Theresa Schultz, 

Resident & Teacher

“Knowing my neighbors, looking out for 

each other’s best interests, and helping in 

times of need is something special.  These 

are reasons I have appreciated living in 

Belleville the past 38 years.”

John Pamperin, 

Resident & Teacher

“I chose the School District of Belleville to 

work in because of the large-school 

opportunities coupled with a small-school 

atmosphere. I feel valued in the work that 

I do as an educator, and I enjoy the 

professional people I work with and the 

students and families that I serve.”

Chad Hodgson, 

Resident & Teacher 

Impressive picture and 
creative 

slogan here

# Slide

Belleville High School



Proof Points

01

High Achievement

Offering 16 for-

credit college 

courses, and 

advanced 

placement classes 

across the 

curriculum, 

Belleville students 

aim high.

02

World-Class 

University

Located less than 

20 miles from the 

University of 

Wisconsin-

Madison, one of 

the world’s top 

research 

universities.

03

High Quality 

Technical College 

System

Located less than 

25 miles from 

Madison College, 

and less than 50 

miles from both 

Blackhawk and 

Southwest 

Wisconsin 

Technical Colleges.

04

Talented 

Workforce

30 percent of 

Belleville’s 

residents ages 25 

to 44 have at least 

a bachelor’s 

degree, with rates 

rising to 36 percent 

among women in 

this age group.  

05

Bright Future

Roughly 65 percent 

of Belleville’s 

youngest residents, 

those 18 to 24, 

have either 

completed or are in 

the process of 

earning a 

bachelor’s or 

technical degree.



Impressive picture and 
creative 

slogan here

# Slide

Patches & Petals occupies a historic storefront in downtown Belleville. In addition to drawing quilters from 
around the Midwest, the store and its staff are active in outreach with the Belleville School District and in 

support of military veterans.

Education Proposition Essence

High quality local schools with small class 

sizes, and proximity to world class 

university and technical schools attracts 

school-age families.

Education Target Audience

Future residents, companies looking to 

relocate, education professionals, land 

developers, home builders. 

Education Key Messages

Belleville has a wide range of programs in 

kindergarten through 12th grade, nearby 

access to world class universities and 

technical schools, and a strong community 

focus on life-long learning for all residents.



For additional information, please contact: 

Village of Belleville

24 West Main Street,  Belleville, WI

(608) 424-3341

Belleville
BRAND BOOK
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Why Guidelines? 
THE ESSENTIALS OF MARKETING 

We know who we want to attract: young, talented families to grow 
Belleville. These folks will plant enduring roots; bring new, creative, 
and momentum-driving ideas; and grow our local economy so we can 
improve our quality of life. How are we ensuring we're creating the 
most attractive force possible? Consistency. Consistent design and 
messaging builds a common vision and helps ensure our target 
audience is, well, effectively targeted. Branding is the backbone - the 
essential factor - in marketing. Today's economy is built on  trust, 
story resonance, and authentic, recognizable experiences. If we want 
to attract the best and the brightest, we have to seem like the best 
and the brightest. Full stop. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Belleville's Story 
3

 
GROWING FORWARD: 
FROM A RICH HISTORY TO THE 
LEADER IN RURAL GOVERNING 

Belleville has deep roots. Our "beautiful village" was settled before Wisconsin was even 
a state. It prospered because of its train station and its founders ingenuity. 
Today, the train station is no longer active, but it's leaders' ingenuity remains. 

 
Following a surge of new residents from nearby, thriving Madison, they saw there was 
an opportunity to shift from their rich, traditional small town American community feel 
to an up-and-coming community by leveraging their affordability, idyllic environment, 
and numerous close amenities. 

 
 

Walk the streets and see how nice folks are - these are the type to remember your 
name, your parents' names, and help you move. Yes, we're still the small community 
with the big heart we've always been at our core. But combined that with our focused 
economic development programs, leading-edge business practices, and advanced 
technologies, you can see us for what we really are - the best place to not not just 
raise a family but also to kickstart your business. In short, the leader in rural  
governing. 
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Words We Like Words We Don't Like 
 
 
 
 

Community-wide 
Partners 
Citizens 
Collaboration 
Fairness 
Creative solutions 
Relationship building 

Interorganizational 
Stakeholders 
Customers 
Competition 
Equity 
Innovation 
Networking 

 
 

 

Belleville is kind and welcoming. When we communicate, we try to speak to citizens like we speak to our 
mother - in a conversational way, free of jargon and $10 words. 



Helpful 
Belleville residents and business owners 
look out for one another, 

Friendly 
The community prides iteslf on its 
friendliness and trustworthiness. 

Encouraging 
We provide meaningful and personalized 
support new and existing business. 

Energetic 
We grew three times the rate of Wisconsin 
between 2001 and 2015. And we're leveraging that 
growth with focused programming. 
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Belleville's Personality 
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Color Palette 
 
 

BELLEVILLE 
GREEN 

RGB: 58, 148, 52 

HEX: #3A8F3E 

Saturation: 009933 
 
CMYK: 33%, 0%, 32%, 44% 
 
Great to transform links into a 

unique color. 

Note: Use for Hyperlinks  
Great for body text./Great 

for clean backgrounds. 

RGB: 0, 0, 0/255, 255, 255 

HEX/Sat:  #000000/#ffffff  

CMYK: 75%, 88%, 67%, 90%/ 

0%, 0%, 0%, 0% 

BLACK/ WHITE BELLEVILLE 
BLUE 

RGB: 54, 86, 117 

HEX: #365675 

Saturation: 003399 

CMYK: 25%, 12%, 0%, 54% 
 

Great for headings and themes 

because it conveys a sense of 

calm. NOTE: Use of Headlines.  

BELLEVILLE 
RED 

RGB: 111, 64, 0 

HEX: #6f4000 

Saturation: 993300 

CMYK: 0%, 18%, 44%, 56% 
 
Great to transform bold text to a 
unique color. 
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Belleville's Typefaces 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Noto Serif is for 
headlines. It gives 
off a sense  of 
professionalism 
we need as a 
government. 

Yantramanav is for 
body text. It's  a 
clean, modern, and 
easy to read to  text. 
FOR SUBHEADINGS, YOU 
CAN USE YANTRAMANAV 
BOLD. 

Satisfy is for 
decorative text. We 
can place it over 
images, on title 
pages, and anywhere 
we want to  add a 
distinctive feel. 

Noto Serif Substitutes 
Sabon Next LT 
Noticia Text  

Yantramanav Substitutes 
Roboto  
Cambria 

Satisfy Substitutes 
Lucinda Handwriting 
Bradley Hand ITC 



Belleville's 
Logos 

 
 
 

There are two logo variations. One has a tagline. It's 
used for printed documents like community guides or 
pamphlets. It's okay to occasionally cut out the tagline. 
The other is used when we title something using our 
heading text or in situations where not including the 
name would still make sense. 

8 
Complete Logo 

 
 

 
 

Icon Logo 
 
 

A Note about Online Publishing size:  
To keep your images looking good on a wide range of 
screen sizes, start with a moderate size.  
1920 X 600 pixels is recommended on most websites.  



Logo dos and 
don'ts 

Leave the logo on white or 
neutral backgrounds. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Up-and-coming means appropriate use of the logo. This 
can be tricky. But hopefully this helps. 
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Don't put the logo on top of 
backgrounds that are too dark. 

10 

Don't put the logo on images that 
are cluttered. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

PURPOSE 
This market analysis is designed to be a business development tool for Belleville.  This information can be used by the 
Belleville community in a variety of ways.  This study is designed to: 
 

 Support business retention and expansion; 

 Attract businesses and entrepreneurship; 

 Inform improved customer service;    

 Guide improvements to the physical environment; and 

 Inform marketing and branding efforts. 
 
The market analysis is the result of a community‐led initiative, with local business and community leaders actively 
involved in the research and analysis.  They were supported by specialists and educators with UW‐Extension. The project 
was funded by the Village of Belleville.  
 

PROCESS 
The research process involved the following: 

1. Identifying the geographic area to be studied; 
2. Understanding characteristics of the residents, businesses/workers, and visitors in the area; 
3. Conducting a business inventory; 
4. Learning from peer communities; 
5. Conducting a community survey; and 
6. Development of recommendations to increase economic development efforts. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS IN BRIEF 
After analyzing the data collected through the research process, the work group developed the following 
recommendations.  These recommendations are based off the information gathered, and are intended to be 
implemented through multi‐stakeholder efforts.  
 
Business Retention and Expansion 
1. Create a business retention and expansion team. 
2. Regularly meet with businesses on an individual basis to hear their needs and concerns. 
3. Use the market analysis data to identify new businesses that complement existing businesses. 
4. Identify the optimal location in town for businesses considering a change in location.  
5. Develop a plan for capturing commuter dollars. 
6. Help businesses and organizations promote other businesses and the Belleville community. 

 
Business Attraction 
1. Create a business recruitment team. 
2. Conduct a space inventory to market properties. 
3. Develop marketing materials. 
4. Identify and recruit businesses that leverage Belleville’s assets and existing businesses. 
5. Invite area entrepreneurs to Belleville.  
6. Create a supportive business environment with seamless assistance for business development. 
 
Resident, Worker, and Visitor Experience   
1. Help downtown become a central social district. 
2. Increase the variety of options for commuters. 
3. Increase the number of people living downtown. 
4. Explore ways to better‐serve in‐commuters and visitors. 
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Improving the Physical Environment 
1. Improve first impressions of the community. 
2. Encourage improvements to buildings. 
3. Leverage Belleville’s natural amenities. 
 
Marketing and Branding Strategies 
1. Apply this research to the branding process.  
2. Develop and adhere to a branded “theme.”  
 
Organizing for Action 
1. Agree on a shared oversight plan. 
2. Designate roles and responsibilities to each group. 
3. Identify what cannot be done through existing resources.  
4. Increase communication across groups. 
 

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES 
The following opportunities were based on demand and supply calculations, survey results, peer community visits, and 
consumer characteristics of local residents. These opportunities can be filled through business expansion efforts as well 
as business attraction efforts.  
 
Restaurants 
A variety of family dining places; a casual sit down restaurant with healthy food, a coffee shop and bakery, fast food 
including pizza, ice cream, drive‐thru, etc. Respondents prefer burgers and chicken, traditional American, sandwiches 
and pizza (with delivery).  They also enjoy ethnic food. Many respondents would prefer reasonably priced menus with 
lake‐view and take out. 
 
Retail 
Many would like to see specialty retail shops locating downtown (antiques, gifts shops, arts and crafts shops, florist, 
sporting goods, pet store, among others). They would also like to see a hardware store, or hardware section in another 
store.  
 
Services 
Other business services could be offered in the Study Areas including personal services (such as a hair salon or 
barbershop), professional services (such as medical or legal), and other services such as a bed‐and‐breakfast or outdoor 
rental equipment outfitter. 
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

This section includes: 

 The purpose of the study; 

 The process used; 

 An overview of relevant prior research in Belleville. 
   

PURPOSE 
Belleville is full of opportunity. However, many prospective business operators may not know the potential the 
community has to support expansion and new business development. This market analysis helps identify some of the 
opportunity. 
 
The purpose of this community‐led market analysis is to compile and interpret information useful in economic 
development efforts. This study is designed to: 
 

 Support business retention and expansion; 

 Attract businesses;  

 Inform improved customer service;    

 Guide improvements to the physical environment; and 

 Inform marketing and branding efforts. 
 

The market analysis for Belleville provides current and objective information on the consumer and competitive 
environment in order to inform business development initiatives. The analysis focuses on identifying the key market 
segments to be served, needs and preferences of these segments, and whether the current business mix is fully serving 
the segments. Recommendations by the study group are made to guide the community’s business retention, expansion, 
and attraction efforts. The data assembled in this analysis support a series of business development priorities.  This 
report and its executive summary are intended to be actively used in economic development educational efforts. 
 

PROCESS 
This project represents a community‐led initiative in which local business and community leaders were actively involved 
in the research and analysis. This study group met regularly to review and interpret data gathered from the market 
analysis.  A flowchart illustrating the sequence of events in this project follows. 
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FIGURE 1: MARKET ANALYSIS PROCESS 
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PRIOR RESEARCH 
Before launching a new research initiative, it was important to understand prior efforts. A quick overview of some of the 
previous research is below.  The full documents can be found online at the Village of Belleville website at 
www.bellevillewi.org or at the Belleville Public Library. 
 
Belleville Comprehensive Plan, 2004 
The 2004 Belleville Comprehensive Plan included recommendations that Belleville should prepare a Main Street area 
improvement plan, which integrates the Sugar River into the design and identifies specific businesses that will 
complement downtown. The downtown improvement plan should include the following: 
 

 Identify an historic theme for Belleville in order to develop design guidelines, which could be incorporated into 
signage, storefronts and other design features. 

 Plan for an opening to the Sugar River from Main Street. The opening could be emphasized by treatments such 
as brick paving, landscaping and lighting. 

 Provide for a bicycle‐pedestrian circulation network along the Sugar River linking the Main Street area to 
Belleville Community Park and the proposed Badger State Trail. 

 Identify potential redevelopment sites. 

 Encourage organization of Main Street area business owners and tenants. 

 Develop a database of Village businesses, property information and conduct consumer and business surveys. 
 
First impressions Study, 2009  
This is a program of community assessment and improvement, with exchange visits between Belleville and Dodgeville 
Wisconsin. The First Impressions program helps communities learn about existing strengths and weaknesses through the 
eyes of the first‐time visitor and provides a structured opportunity to learn about strengths and weaknesses of similar 
communities. The results from a First Impressions visit can serve as the basis for community action and as a way to 
document changes in the community over time. Example positive impressions from the study include the high school, 
lake and parks, and quiet town atmosphere. 
 
Economic Development Partners (EDP), 2010 
The consulting firm, Economic Develop Partners (EDP) has studied Belleville and its key amenity, the lake in the center of 
the community.  A lack of promotion to appeal to nature lovers means that many outsiders are not familiar with 
Bellville’s treasures, such as the bike trail, the library, the bridge and the lake. EDP's research, through a branding focus 
group, found that Belleville's excellence is known to only a part of its residents and business owners. In fact, many of the 
residents on the north shore of the lake don't come into town, but head to other communities. EDP found Belleville to 
be a desirable community for families seeking the ideal balance of a solid educational system with the natural amenities 
of the community. 
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SECTION 2: UNDERSTANDING THE STUDY AREAS 
 

This section includes: 

 Defining the Study Areas; 

 A brief analysis of the existing retail and restaurant business mix; and 

 Definitions of the three different consumer segments for the study. 
   

DEFINING THE STUDY AREAS 
This market analysis focuses on three Study Areas.  These three areas compose the majority of retail, restaurant, and 
service businesses in Belleville. They include: 
 

 A traditional downtown, located on West Main Street; 
 A highway‐oriented business area, located along Highway 69 north of the downtown area; and  
 A developing area along Highway 92 at Highway 69, west of downtown.   

 
These three areas are presented in Figure 2 and referred here on as the Study Areas. 
 

FIGURE 2: MAP OF THE STUDY AREAS 
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CURRENT RETAIL & RESTAURANT BUSINESS MIX 
The Study Areas include 13 retail and restaurant businesses representing approximately 55,000 square feet of space. 
This does not include the relocated Francois Ford dealership on the west side of the community. This data, collected 
through a retail and restaurant inventory, will be used later in the report in the calculations of demand and supply.  
 

 
FIGURE 3: CURRENT RETAIL & RESTAURANT MIX IN STUDY AREAS 

Description 

Square Footage in 
the Study Areas 

Businesses in the 
Study Areas 

Furniture and home furnishings stores                          ‐                             ‐    

Electronics and appliance stores                          ‐                             ‐    

Building material and garden without home center                          ‐                             ‐    

Food and beverage stores                 25,000                            1  

Health and personal care stores                   2,000                            1  

Convenience Stores in Gas stations (excluding gas)                   3,500                            2  

Clothing and clothing accessories stores                   3,000                            1  

Sporting goods, hobby, musical, and book stores                   4,400                            1  

General merchandise without warehouse and 
supercenters 

                 7,000                            1  

Miscellaneous store retailers                          ‐                             ‐    

Drinking places (alcoholic beverages)                   7,000                            4  

Full‐service restaurants                   2,000                            1  

Limited‐service restaurants                   1,000                            1  

Snack and nonalcoholic beverage bars                          ‐                             ‐    

Total Retail                 44,900                            7  

Total Food and Drink                 10,000                            6  

 
The above business inventory does not include the many service businesses that are located in the Study Areas. Over 60 
personal and professional service firms, ranging from banks to auto body shops, are located in the Village. Many of these 
businesses are aligned with construction. 
 
There are several retail and restaurant operations outside of the Study Areas, but within the Trade Area. When added 
together, these outlying communities add an additional 25% of retail and restaurant establishments. This statistic will be 
used in the supply and demand analysis. 
 
While not inside the Study Areas, there are retail and restaurant operations outside of the Study Areas, but within the 
Trade Area.1 These outlying communities together add an additional 25% of retail and restaurant to what exists in 
Belleville’s Study Areas. This statistic will be used later in an analysis of demand and supply. 
 

                                                            
1 See section 3 for more information about the trade area. 
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CONSUMER SEGMENTS 
Three primary market segments are, or could be, served by businesses in the Study Areas. These segments are explored 
in more detail later in this report. They include: 
 
Residents of the Trade Area 
Residents make up the largest market segment in the community. The availability of, and satisfaction with, retail, 
restaurants, and services have a direct impact on local quality of life. While there many business choices in Verona and 
Madison, the availability of goods and services in Belleville is an important convenience factor that most residents value. 
Though this analysis is focused on the residents of the Village of Belleville, a significant number of Trade Area residents 
live outside of the Village. 
 
Workers 
The inflow and outflow of workers to a community represents an important segment that increases the daytime 
workforce population. It represents employees that “commute in” and may have time during the day to visit the Study 
Areas for purposes of eating, shopping, or services. 
 
Visitors 
Visitors traveling to or through Belleville, both for leisure and business, are important because they provide additional 
sales to businesses that provide an authentic and convenient experience. Leisure travelers can include enthusiasts like 
bicyclists on the Sugar River Trail or outdoor recreationists.  In addition, visitors can include friends and relatives of 
community residents.  
 

TRAFFIC VOLUME 
Traffic counts are important because they impact the sales volume of certain businesses. The average daily traffic count 
is the number of vehicles that pass a given location on an average annual basis. The most traveled segments of the Study 
Areas are along Highway 69, River Street north of downtown with up to 6,900 vehicles per day. For comparison, 
Highway 69 in New Glarus has an average daily traffic count of 7,900 while Highway PB in Paoli has an average daily 
traffic count of 9,300. 
 

FIGURE 4: TRAFFIC COUNTS 

 
Source: Wisconsin Department of Transportation 
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SECTION 3: IDENTIFYING THE TRADE AREA 
 

This section includes: 

 A brief overview of the geographic context for the study; and 

 Definitions of the Belleville equal competition Trade Area.   
   

GEOGRAPHIC CONTEXT 
Belleville is located in southern Wisconsin, approximately 20 miles south of Madison. It is located in both southern Dane 
County and northern Green County. A significant number of retail, restaurant, and service businesses are located in 
Verona and Fitchburg, approximately 11 miles north of Belleville.  
 

DEFINING THE TRADE AREA 
A Trade Area is the geographic area from which a community generates, or could generate, approximately 75% of its 
customers. Knowing the size and shape of the Trade Area is very important because its boundaries allow for 
measurement of the number of potential customers, their demographics, and their spending potential.  
Each individual business in a community has a unique Trade Area. The distinct Trade Area for an establishment will 
depend on factors ranging from the type of business to the variety of products and services sold.  Certain business types 
will only attract local customers, while other categories have the potential to draw customers from a broader 
region.  For purposes of this analysis, the focus is on local customers as reflected in a “convenience Trade Area.” In 
addition to serving local customers, there is some demand from nonresidents including in‐commuting workers and 
visitors.  
 
A convenience Trade Area is typically based on the purchase of products and services needed on a regular basis, such as 
gasoline, groceries, and hair care. Because these purchases are relatively frequent, consumers usually find it more 
convenient to buy these products and services from businesses located close to their home or workplace. 
 

EQUAL COMPETITION AREA 
To define the Convenience Trade Area, an “equal competition area” was used.  This method is simply formed by lines 
drawn exactly halfway between each of the competing commercial centers.  Any point within the equal competition 
area is closer to the subject commercial center than any of the surrounding commercial centers. The following map 
presents the Belleville Equal Competition Trade Area, as well as lines illustrating local ZIP Code boundaries for 
comparison. 

FIGURE 5: BELLEVILLE EQUAL COMPETITION TRADE AREA 
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SECTION 4: MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
 

This section includes: 

 Trade Area demographics;  

 Predominant lifestyle profiles;  

 Analysis of worker inflow and outflow; and  

 Visitor analysis. 
   

TRADE AREA DEMOGRAPHICS 
The demographic and lifestyle characteristics of Trade Area residents provide information on who lives locally that could 
potentially generate demand for businesses in the Study Areas. In addition, characteristics of in commuters and visitors 
are also presented to describe their significance within the Trade Area. Comparison data is included for Wisconsin and 
the U.S. to explore the uniqueness of local consumers. 
 

POPULATION 
The population of the Village of Belleville was 2,643 in 2015.  It has increased slightly from 2,606 in 2010. The Village 
represents 44% of the Trade Area residents. Population helps quantify both current market size and future market 
growth, both of which are used to measure the direction of consumer demand. Population is defined as all persons living 
in a geographic area.  The population of the Trade Area was 6,040 in 2015.  This reflects an annual change of .6% since 
2010. This rate of change is consistent with both Wisconsin and the US. 
 

FIGURE 6: POPULATION 

  Belleville 
Trade Area 

Wisconsin  USA 

2010 Population  5,868  5,686,986  308,745,538 

2015 Population  6,040  5,742,139  318,536,439 

% Annual Change 
2010‐2015 

0.6%  0.2%  0.6% 

 

HOUSEHOLDS 
Households consist of one or more persons who live together, regardless of relationship, in the same housing unit. 
Households are characterized by size, composition, or stage in family life cycle. Typically, individuals or household as a 
group influence household purchases and generates demand. Projected household population growth may indicate 
future retail opportunities. Households in the Trade Area are going faster than Wisconsin and the US. Households. 
Average household size was 2.55 in 2015, above Wisconsin (2.41) and the same as the US (2.57). 

FIGURE 7: HOUSEHOLDS 

  Belleville 
Trade Area 

Wisconsin  USA 

2010 Households  2,270  2,279,768  116,716,292 

2015 Households  2,364  2,323,302  120,746,349 

% Change 2010‐2015  0.8%  0.4%  0.7% 

2015 Average 
Household Size 

2.55  2.41  2.57 

2010 Percentage of 
Households with 
Children 

36.8%  30.6%  33.4% 
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HOUSING OWNERSHIP 
Housing ownership is an important factor for retailers to consider as it directly correlates with expenditures for home 
furnishings and equipment. Furniture, appliances, hardware, paint, floor covering, garden centers and other home 
improvement products all prosper in active housing markets. The Trade Area had 78% of its housing units recorded as 
owner‐occupied in 2010. This is much greater than Wisconsin and the US which ranged between the 58% and 59%. 
 

FIGURE 8: HOUSING 

  Belleville 
Trade Area 

Wisconsin  USA 

2010 Owner Occupied  78.1%  59.1%  57.7% 

2010 Renter Occupied  18.0%  27.7%  30.8% 

2010 Vacant or 
Seasonal 

3.9%  13.1%  11.4% 

 

HOUSEHOLD INCOME & PER‐CAPITA INCOME 
Income can be an indicator of the spending power of residents. It positively correlates with retail expenditures in many 
product categories. Some retailers may also target specific income ranges based on their target market segment. 
Median household income in the Trade Area was $72,000 in 2015, significantly higher than Wisconsin’s median 
household income ($52,000) and the US ($53,000).  Per capita Income (PCI) is calculated by dividing the area’s total 
income by its total population. The PCI for the Trade Area was $33,000 in 2015, significantly higher than Wisconsin 
($28,000) and the US ($29,000). 
 

FIGURE 9: INCOME 

  Belleville 
Trade Area 

Wisconsin  USA 

2015 Median 
Household Income 

$72,369  $52,390  $53,217 

2015 Per Capita 
Income 

$33,162  $27,779  $28,597 

 

AGE PROFILE 
Age often affects a person’s tastes and preferences. Understanding the population’s age distribution helps businesses 
effectively address the needs of the market.  Accordingly, retail, service, and restaurants often target certain age 
groups.  The Trade Area has a median age of 39.1, higher than Wisconsin (38.4), and the US (37.1). Interestingly, while 
the median age is high, the Trade Area also leads the comparison areas with the highest percentage of households with 
children (36.8%). 
 

FIGURE 10: 2010 POPULATION BY AGE 

  Belleville 
Trade Area 

Wisconsin  USA 

2010 Median Age  39.1  38.4  37.1 

Percentage of 
Population over 18 

73.4%  76.4%  76.0% 
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RACE & ETHNICITY 
Spending patterns often differ with ethnicity.  Understanding the ethnic distribution of a population is the first step to 
meeting the needs of different groups. As the Trade Area was 97% white in 2010, it lacks diversity of race and ethnicity. 

FIGURE 11: 2010 RACE & ETHNICITY 

  Belleville 
Trade Area 

Wisconsin  USA 

White  97.0%  86.2%  72.4% 

Black  0.4%  6.3%  12.6% 

Asian  0.5%  2.3%  4.8% 

Other  2.1%  5.2%  10.2% 

Total  100%  100%  100% 

Hispanic  2.4%  5.9%  16.3% 

 

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT – POPULATION OF 25 & OVER 
Education can be an indicator of the socio‐economic status of an area. Not only do education levels affect income, they 
also impact consumer tastes and preferences.  The Trade Area had 29% of its population in 2015 having a baccalaureate 
degree or higher.  This compares to Wisconsin (28.3%), and the US (30.0%). 

FIGURE 12: 2015 EDUCATION 

  Belleville 
Trade Area 

Wisconsin  USA 

Population 25 and 
Over 

4,073  3,885,748  214,026,813 

Percentage of Bachelor 
Degrees or Higher 

29.2%  28.3%  30.0% 

 

LIFESTYLES 
Trade Area residents can also be studied using lifestyle segmentation information. Lifestyle segmentation systems 
examine the buying habits and preferences of consumers in a geographic area. One lifestyle segmentation system is 
Tapestry™, by ESRI Business Information Solutions. Consumers are classified into 67 demographic and behaviorally 
distinct segments. The segments are based on type of neighborhood (urban, suburban, rural); the residents’ 
socioeconomic status (age, income, occupation, type and value of residence); and their buying behaviors. The top three 
Tapestry lifestyle segments in the Belleville Trade Area are presented below along with ESRI’s descriptions of these 
segments.2 
 
Middleburg Neighborhoods (42% of Households in the Trade Area) 
These neighborhoods transformed from the easy pace of country living to semirural subdivisions in the last decade, 
when the housing boom reached out. Residents are conservative, family‐oriented consumers. Still more country than 
rock and roll, they are thrifty but willing to carry some debt and are already investing in their futures. They rely on their 
smartphones and mobile devices to stay in touch and pride themselves on their expertise. They prefer to buy American 
and travel in the US.  

 Residents are partial to trucks, SUVs, and occasionally, convertibles, or motorcycles. 

 Entertainment is family‐oriented, TV and movie rentals or theme parks and family restaurants. 

 Spending priorities also focus on family (children’s toys and apparel) or home DIY projects. 

 Sports include hunting, target shooting, bowling, and baseball. 

 TV and magazines provide entertainment and information. 

                                                            
2 The source for the following lifestyle information is ESRI Business Information Solutions.  
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 Media preferences include country and Christian channels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Up and Coming Families (32% of Households in the Trade Area) 
A market in transition—residents are younger and more mobile and ethnically diverse than the previous generation. 
They are ambitious, working hard to get ahead, and willing to take some risks to achieve their goals. The recession has 
impacted their financial well‐being, but they are optimistic. Their homes are new; their families are young. This is one of 
the fastest‐growing markets in the country. 
 

 Rely on the Internet for entertainment, information, shopping, and banking. 

 Prefer imported SUVs or compact cars, late models.  

 Carry debt from credit card balances to student loans and mortgages, but also maintain retirement plans and 
make charitable contributions. 

 Busy with work and family; use home and landscaping services to save time.  

 Find leisure in family activities, movies at home, trips to theme parks or the zoo, and sports, from backpacking 
and baseball to weight lifting and yoga. 

FIGURE 13: MIDDLEBURG NEIGHBORHOOD AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD BUDGET INDEX 
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Green Acres (17% of Households in the Trade Area) 
Features country living and self‐reliance. They are avid do‐it‐yourselfers, maintaining and remodeling their homes, with 
all the necessary power tools to accomplish the jobs. Gardening, especially growing vegetables, is also a priority, again 
with the right tools, tillers, tractors, and riding mowers. Outdoor living also features a variety of sports: hunting and 
fishing, motorcycling, hiking and camping, and even golf. Self‐described conservatives, residents of Green Acres remain 
pessimistic about the near future yet are heavily invested in it. 
 

 Purchasing choices reflect Green Acres’ residents country life, including a variety of vehicles from trucks and 
SUVs to ATVs and motorcycles, preferably late model. 

 Homeowners favor DIY home improvement projects and gardening. 

 Media of choice are with an emphasis on country and home and garden. 

 Green Acres residents pursue physical fitness vigorously, from working out on home exercise equipment to 
playing a variety of sports. 

 Residents are active in a variety of social organizations, from fraternal orders to veterans’ clubs 

FIGURE 14: UP & COMING FAMILY AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD BUDGET INDEX 
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FIGURE 15: GREEN ACRES AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD BUDGET INDEX 
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WORKER INFLOW & OUTFLOW 
Worker inflow and outflow data, to and from the Village of Belleville, helps measure the significance of commuter 
potential spending in the community. Some employees may live in other communities with the potential to purchase 
within the Study Areas during, before or after their work shift. Conversely, some employees may live in Belleville, but 
work elsewhere. Both group of workers, those traveling to and those traveling from Belleville, offer spending potential 
to be captured.  
 
The following map shows employees who come to work in Belleville, work outside of the Village boundaries, or who live 
and work within the Village. The orange polygon represents the boundary of Belleville.  
 

FIGURE 16: WORKER INFLOW & OUTFLOW 

 
 
There are 1,186 employees that come in to Belleville to work, but who live in a different area. Inversely, 1,873 people 
reside in the Village, but work in surrounding areas. Lastly, 120 people live and work in Belleville.  
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FIGURE 17: ORIGIN OF WORKER INFLOW 
 

 
Place of Origin 

 
Number of 
Workers 

Percentage of 
Total Number 
of Workers 

City of Madison (WI)  124  9.5% 
Village of Belleville (WI)  120  9.2% 
City of Monroe (WI)  44  3.4% 
Village of New Glarus (WI)  43  3.3% 
Village of Monticello (WI)  41  3.1% 
City of Verona (WI)  34  2.6% 
Village of Oregon (WI)  32  2.5% 
Village of Mount Horeb (WI)  31  2.4% 
City of Evansville (WI)  30  2.3% 
City of Fitchburg (WI)  28  2.1% 
All Other Locations (WI)  779  59.6% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Center for Economic Studies 
 
The larger employers in the Village of Belleville and their full and part‐time employment are listed below.  
 

FIGURE 18: MAJOR EMPLOYERS IN BELLEVILLE 
Employer  Number of 

Employees 

Duluth Trading Co.  510 

Federal Industries  172 

School District of Belleville  133 

Anderson Custom Processing, Inc.  38 

Burreson's Foods, LLC  38 

Francois Sales & Service  34 

SICO America, Inc.  28 

Cate Machine & Welding  26 
Village of Belleville  24 

Argall Dairy Systems, Inc  16 

Belleville Early Learning Center  14 

Christen Brothers Service, LLP  8 

Custom Craft Vinyl Products, Inc.  6 

   

Note that this data was sourced directly by each employer and accurate as of spring 2017. 
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VISITORS 
Visitors are defined as nonresidents who come to a community for business or leisure. They either make day trips, or 
stay overnight at local lodging or with friends and relatives. Other visitors include leisure‐time travelers and those simply 
passing through the area.  
 
Belleville’s events and amenities that bring in visitors include: 
 

School Events 
‐Ball Games 
‐Wrestling Tournaments 
‐Volleyball Tournaments 
‐Music Events/Concerts 
‐Forensics Compe ons 
‐FFA Events 
‐Gradua on  
‐Fall Fest 

 

Businesses: 
‐Patches & Petals 
‐Duluth Trading Company Outlet Store 
‐Francois Ford 
‐Sugar River Ou i ers‐canoe/kayak rentals 
 
 
Church Fes vals/Dinners 
 

Community Events: 
‐Community Picnic  
‐Music Crawl 
‐Lake Fest 
‐Music in the Park 
‐UFO Day 
‐Triathlon 
‐Public Safety Day 
‐Bas lle Day 
‐Fire Department Fish Boil 
‐Community garage sales 

Youth Spor ng Events: 
‐Summer Baseball  
‐Bobcat Football 
‐Bulldog Soccer 
‐Raider Wrestling 
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SECTION 5: SURVEY RESEARCH 
 

This section includes: 

 The methodology for the community survey; and  

 The findings from the community survey. 
   

METHODOLOGY 
In spring 2017, the work group developed a survey to learn about opinions and perceptions regarding Belleville and its 
downtown area. The survey audience included people who lived and worked in Belleville. In order to make it as 
accessible as possible, the survey was available online and as hard copies located at various public places in Belleville. 
The survey was advertised and distributed via email, through a press release, through the school, and as a Facebook 
advertisement. Altogether, 707 responses were collected. Responses were analyzed through the online survey tool 
Qualtrics.  
 

FINDINGS 
This section provides information on resident opinions and perceptions regarding Belleville and its downtown. A large 
number of community residents shared their opinions on how to increase commerce while improving the quality of life 
in this community. 

1. How satisfied are you with Belleville’s downtown area?  
(0 = not at all satisfied, 5 = very satisfied) 

 

 
Key Takeaways: 

 There’s not a lot of money going into the buildings and the businesses downtown when it comes to 
improvements. 

 The attractiveness of some of the buildings downtown is an issue. 

 The lack of variety of businesses downtown is a concern.  There isn’t enough of a business mix to bring 
people downtown.   

 High safety and walkability are some of Belleville’s assets. 
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2. Would you or someone in your household patronize the following types of businesses if they were 
located in Belleville? 
 

Grocery Store (Large) 

 
Coffee Shop/Bistro 

 
Drug/Personal Care Store 

 
Youth Center 
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Arts/Entertainment Space 

 
Dollar Store 

 
Day Care Center 

 
Hair salon or barber shop 
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Consignment Store 

 
Automotive/Car Parts 

 
Antique Store 

 
Chiropractor 
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Nail salon 

 
Florist 

 
Music Studio/Lessons 

 
Insurance Agent 
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Artist Studio or Space 

 
Karate Studio 

 
Tax/Accounting Service 

 
Real Estate Office 
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3. In the past three months, how frequently have you visited or ordered food from the 
following types of restaurants? 

  
Key Takeaways: 

 A fast food restaurant might have a better chance than a supper club or family restaurant.  People want 
commuter food. 

 People want more “upscale” pub/grill – not a fancy supper club but still a good pub/grill.  
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4. How likely, if at all, are you to eat at a restaurant that serves the following types of 
food?  

 
 

Key Takeaways: 

 Respondents want a pizza place, burgers/chicken, traditional American, and sandwiches. 

 The food preferences indicated in question 4 match the types of restaurants identified/preferred in 
question 3.  
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5. Imagine Belleville’s downtown area in 5 years.  Please tell us how much you agree or 
disagree with the following statements: 

 
Downtown should look the same as it does today. 

 
Downtown should focus on attracting visitors and tourists. 

 
Downtown should dramatically different than it does today. 
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Downtown should become a center for those using recreational amenities  
such as the bike trail. 

 

 
Downtown should focus on the needs of residents. 

 
 
 
Key Takeaways: 

 Most people agree that Belleville should focus on the needs of the residents. 

 People really want the downtown to look different than it does today.  This fits with what came out in 
question 1 – that people don’t feel that the downtown is very attractive.  

 People highlighted the connections to the bike trail and want the downtown to appeal to visitors.  This 
indicates an opportunity to reach out to businesses that would appeal to both residents and visitors.  

 Need to find things that are enough to keep people from the bike trail here, to sop, stay, and come back.  
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6. Please indicate where you typically shop. 
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Key Takeaways: 

 Drug or personal care stores 
o The number of people staying in Belleville could be higher. 

 Food and beverage stores 
o This indicates that there’s an opportunity here.   

 Restaurants 
o People are not staying in Belleville when they are eating out.  

 Home improvement. 
o With the larger stores in Madison, it’s hard to be competitive with this. 

 Professional services. 
o Belleville have a good mix of professional services – it has the same amount as people going to 

Madison.  

 Personal services. 
o People are staying in Belleville for this.  

 
7. What non‐business facilities and activities would you like to see downtown? (Choose 

all that apply). The word cloud of these responses is below. For the complete responses to this question, 

please see Appendix A. 
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Key Takeaways: 

 Many residents would like to see better utilization of the lake. This could include offering kayak or canoe 
rentals, developing a lakeside trail, and encouraging hospitality businesses to make use of the lake 
views. 

 People really want community events and musical performances, natural areas, tours/trails, and parks. 
Many would like a splash pad or playground downtown. 

 Many mentioned a youth center with an afterschool facility 

 Library improvements are also important. 
 

8. How can we encourage people to shop, dine, and spend time in Belleville? 
The word cloud of these responses is below. For the complete responses to this question, please see Appendix B.

 
 
Key Takeaways: 

 Many desire restaurants, coffee shop and a bakery downtown. For restaurants, many respondents cited 
family‐friendly, reasonably priced, Lakeview, sidewalk umbrella tables, and menus that offer takeout. Ice 
cream shops and pizza with delivery was also mentioned frequently. Many residents expressed concern 
that downtown’s image is built around taverns, with little to offer local families. 

 Though preferences between locally operated and nationally affiliated restaurants were mixed, there 
were many saying that drive‐through service is important 

 Second behind food service, many would like to see specialty retail shops locating downtown. These 
could include antiques, gifts shops, arts and crafts shops, sporting goods, among others. A hardware 
store, or hardware section in another store, was also identified as a retail gap. 
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 People really wanted a consistency in the downtown area, saying “pick a theme and stick with a theme” 
to improve the attractiveness.  

 Opportunities for canoe rental so people are using the lake more. 

 More festivals.  Talked a lot about music. 

 Some would like to see a bed‐and‐breakfast in town. 
. 

9. How can we market Belleville as a destination for retail, recreation, and family‐
oriented activities? The word cloud of these responses is below. For the complete responses to this 

question, please see Appendix C. 
 

 
 

Key Takeaways: 

 Need to market better locally – the Village can improve public relations. 

 People want a variety of services but didn’t specify. 

 Having more events was a common response to making it a place where people want to visit.  Also, 
people want events that they can take kids to. 

 Promote as a French village, similar to how New Glarus promotes itself as a Swiss Village. 

 People didn’t like being only identified for UFO Days. 

 Promote the recreation, lake, trails, etc. 

 Put a restaurant or café in the depot. 

 Leverage proximity to Epic and work to attract their employees.  
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SECTION 6: COMPARISON COMMUNITY ANALYSIS 
 

This section includes: 

 Lessons learned from peer community visits; and  

 Analysis of retail and restaurant businesses in comparison communities. 
   

COMPARISON COMMUNITY SELECTION 
As a community considers business development strategies, it is helpful to examine the downtown Study Areas of 
comparable communities that have similar characteristics. Comparison communities were chosen based on their 
population, distance from Madison, and market segments served.  Most importantly, the communities chosen had to 
have an active and well recognized downtown core. For this analysis, the following committees were chosen: 

 Evansville, WI 

 Edgerton, WI 
For each community, an appointment with either the chamber of commerce or city administrator was arranged. In 
addition, a walking tour and conversations with local business operators were conducted.  

 
LESSONS LEARNED FROM EVANSVILLE 
Belleville Visit to Evansville – Monday, April 24, 2017 
 
Interviewees  

 Christina Slabeck – Executive Director, Evansville Chamber 

 Jason Sergeant – Community Development Director, City of Evansville 
 
Chamber 

 Structure 
o Chamber has two part time positions – the executive director is 20 hours and the one staff position is 10 

hours per week.  They do have a group of volunteers and a very active volunteer board.  They have 
approximately 115 members.  

o The Chamber is separate from the city, although the Chamber is part of the economic development 
committee and has a non‐voting seat; it is a voting member of the tourism committee 

 Funding 
o The Chamber gets money from the City on a project by project basis – right now they are working with 

the City to put together an inventory of businesses and available properties.  They are working on 
coordinating this information behind the scenes so the city and Chamber can keep up to date and make 
connections.  Their goal is to have a solid, up to date database, and they’re really focusing on the back 
end because not everyone wants the info to be public.  

o Chamber funding: 50% is from membership dues, 50% is from fundraising.  Their top three are a cash 
raffle (they have a $10,000 prize and make about $10,000‐$15,000).  Second, they have a raffle on 
Memorial Day and raffle off a four wheeler (the Chamber buys and the board sells tickets – one business 
is really good at selling tickets) 

 Activities/Projects 
o Chamber conducts industry specific roundtables – for example, contractors are notified of upcoming 

projects, which they might be interested to bid on.  Will do a roundtable for direct sellers, 
manufacturers, etc.  They do invite anyone from the businesses to attend, not just Chamber members – 
the agenda is deliberately loose.   

o The Chamber has really been working on promotions, events, educational opportunities; has been 
working on bringing people downtown with events (such as a pop up market) 

o Chamber takes the lead on promoting the vacancies – they even have a category for “underused” – they 
use a document shared between the City and Chamber 

o Put out a newsletter 
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Partnership 

 The Chamber and City have been very intentional in working together to develop a unified front.   
 
Community Development Position 

 Jason’s position is newer – he’s an ex officio on the Chamber board.  His position is such that it allows businesses 
to have one contact person at the City to minimize confusion.  

 Jason’s position was created about 4 years ago.  The City did a reorg, merging a financial position with the City 
admin position and moving from a contract planner to this position.  The position description was for a 50/50 
split between economic development and community development, but it is frequently more like 80/20 

 
Additional Resources & Partners 

 They have an active entrepreneur group as well as a women’s entrepreneur group; these are run on volunteer 
time 

 SCORE from Madison has come down several times to do business to business mentoring 

 They have been working with MadREP and the Rock County Development Corporation 
 
Recruiting New Businesses 

 They have a more streamlined process for messaging regarding Evansville – really focusing on “before we sell 
what we have we need to make sure we have what we think we have” 

o So what properties are available, what people are available – what are the skills in the workforce and 
what businesses would match up with those skill sets well. Right now they don’t really have enough 
data. 

 A business came to the downtown area after participating in the pop up market. 

 They have a waiting list for their storefronts; lots of small scale businesses.  They’ve been getting lots of inquiries 
for spaces. They appear to be somewhat choosy in who occupies downtown space.  They typically wait for 
people to come to them.   

 Their business recruitment efforts are careful and deliberate. 

 They don’t use LOIS or Locate in Wisconsin. 

 They are very careful with business recruitment; they want to make sure the existing businesses are doing well 
before they recruit new ones.  

 
Drawing People Downtown 

 Retail is becoming their niche; they’re really working together to fix up downtown. 

 They just started using Facebook and social media and the businesses have now all been doing this and 
promoting each other.   

 Still struggling to schedule – for example, having everyone open late.  It’s been hard to get that to keep going 
because the customer knowledge and attendance isn’t regular.  

 There have been a couple core businesses that have always been downtown 

 Right now they don’t really have any destination food places 

 They are getting people to turn in from the interstate but it’s hard; Google bypasses their main street. They tried 
billboards, but they needed to better communicate reasons to stop. They can’t promote a single business 
because they need to be more neutral. For these reasons they have been focusing on the low hanging fruit – 
people who live in Evansville.  

 They have been working on messaging to “shop local” 

 Right now their downtown area and the Highway 14 businesses haven’t really mixed – in their comp plan rewrite 
(2015) they City pointed out the benefits of the closeness of the downtown business area (community, 
walkability, etc) in their economic development section and highlighted wanting to recreate and promote that 
as they move forward with economic development. 
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Store Front Improvements 

 City offers $1,200 max grant for store front improvement.  Really the improvements have been driven by 
community and civic pride 

 The catalyst – the City invested in downtown.  Businesses have taken a lead after that, and they keep tabs on 
themselves and each other.  Business peer pressure keeps downtown looking good.  

 So far to date the City has not had to put much into the downtown storefronts. 
 
Supporting Businesses 

 When businesses do come in the city helps with permitting, etc and actually stat down to help with cutting red 
tape.  Coaches the businesses to get them to think about the long term and flexibility. 

 Together Jason and Christina go to each of the businesses once a year; Christina doesn’t go with membership 
forms, Jason doesn’t look for code violations – it’s just to check in and ask them how things are going, what 
they’re interested in, etc. 

 No one has taken them up on using their revolving loan fund. 
 

Marketing 

 Working on putting together a marketing video 

 When they work in their groups/committees they are being really intentional about content – everything needs 
to have someone take responsibility for it or it doesn’t go up, for fear that it will be outdated. 

 Chamber has a Facebook page – the City doesn’t have one. 
 
Observations from Walking Around 
 

 Evansville has more multi‐story buildings; their stores are more open in the evenings 
 Pharmacy sign better in Evansville, even though it’s the same pharmacy 
 Storefronts looked much more consistent and historical 
 Very impressive downtown with historic features such as cobblestone street and original building facades.  
 The downtown is lacking a full service restaurant 
 Evansville has a full Main Street including services, some retail, and some food and beverage.   
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM EDGERTON 
Belleville Visit to Edgerton – Monday, April 24, 2017 
  
Interviewee 
Ramona Flanigan – City Administrator, Edgerton 
 
Chamber 

 No staffing for the Chamber. They have someone who works about 10 hours/week, which is enough to do the 
website and the Facebook page 

 It’s only supported through memberships 

 They promote events – they don’t lead any but they do organize the private businesses and do community wide 
marketing 

 They have a citizen committee member that helps facilitate conversations between the City and Chamber 
 
Redevelopment Committee 

 Provided funding for some marketing 
 
Downtown Renewal Group 

 A group made of retired people – downtown was in bad shape several years back.  A group of people sat in on 
the City council meetings and said, this is what you need to do – they took care of the street trees, benches, etc 

 
Working with Businesses 

 Business recruitment has not been a strong role of government 

 City tries to stay in touch with the businesses but they struggle to do so; they have a quarterly newsletter for the 
community but not business specific; they don’t have any sort of roundtables 

 They do have a façade program (a 60/40 split); they interpret this very loosely to include roof, etc. The limit is 
$12,500.  They’re aiming for a 1920s look, if it’s a major change the City pays to have an architect work with 
them.  People can make changes in phases to increase the funding assistance 

 They also have a code violation program because they were noticing difficulties with people renting out the 
spaces with violations, etc 

 
Housing 

 The City went through a downtown master plan and decided they need to have more people living downtown 
because there are lots of shopping opportunities in other places.  In the last 20 years they have been building 
lots of housing units; the downtown now is focused more on entertainment and service buildings 

 They have a large new development, including underground parking, retail/service, and housing. This allows for 
modern retail space in their downtown area.  They went out and developed a RfP and made a deal with a 
developer (Vandewalle and Associates helped with the RfP). This has helped attract businesses that otherwise 
wouldn’t be there; the space is popular but the retail is still unfilled. 

 Downtown is much busier at night because of the focus on entertainment; everyday shopping is out on highway 
51 

 They have found that the ability to cash flow for a lot of the businesses downstairs is the ability to rent out 
apartments above to bring in money.   

 The master plan calls for additional housing downtown to support businesses.  Not sure if they could create 
enough downtown residential units to support retail.  

 Their TIF district is very successful because of a large apartment project, which was successful early on. 

 Condos are selling well at around $125,000. 
 
Resources/Partners 

 They are part of the connect communities 

 No main street group 
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Depot 

 The CDA/City got a DOT grant about 10 years ago ‐‐ $250,000; at that point the City owned the building.  City 
owns the building, leases it to the Chamber as a way to help the Chamber – the idea was that if they had a staff 
they were going to have space and the location is good for visitors, etc.  But they have no staff. 

 Coffee shop is a startup, the other half is pretty much empty.  One end was a pottery museum, the other was a 
history museum.  The pottery group donated the collection to the library, which has worked well.  The historical 
museum – no one is ever there, it might be moved to the library.  

 
Appealing to Developers 

 RfPs out for warehouses; appeal of land control, polished document with all demographic info, etc. 

 They were able to redevelop several old tobacco warehouses; the seller sold the buildings, a business person 
came in, and the city helped out.  

 
Edgerton Community Outreach 

 Provides services to residents in need, funded by a donation‐based thrift store.  They don’t take any public 
money for operating, it’s probably one of the most popular places.  They make about $125,000/year and that 
money goes to support services such as the food pantry, etc 
 

Teen Center 

 One guy is very motivated, he bought the building, they had a lot of volunteers fix the building up. It’s really 
great for kids; they have tutors, a shop in the back where kids are taught skills related to auto work, and they 
have open mics, etc 

 
Festivals 

 They work with the festival groups when they are thinking about changing the streetscapes to ensure that it will 
work with the festival needs; festivals are organized individually by individual groups 

 
Observations from Walking Around 
 

 Things really aren’t open on Mondays 
 Evansville had more of a mix between services and retails 
 Really like Edgerton’s wayfinding signs 
 Good street trees and benches; really makes a difference in the look/feel of the downtown 
 Nice street lights 
 Clear difference between the aging north side of the street and the new developments on the south side of the 

street.  Interestingly, both sides of the street, while different in appearance, have significant commercial 
vacancy.  

 The older storefronts are typically 25 feet wide with a building depth of 125 feet, equaling 3,000 ft2.  
 
 
 

BUSINESS MIX OF COMPARISON COMMUNITIES 
This comparison shows what kinds of retail/restaurant are currently in operation in similar or comparison places. This 

data, presented in number of businesses and their square feet, can be used to determine if there is an obvious shortage 

in a business category relative to its peers. It’s also useful to compare the mix of businesses, such as food & beverage to 

retail. 

 
The following exhibit displays the number of businesses, and their square footage in Belleville as well as two comparison 
communities.  
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FIGURE 18: BUSINESS MIX OF COMPARISON COMMUNITIES 

   Belleville  Evansville  Edgerton 

Retail or Restaurant Category 

Total 
Number of 
Businesses

Total 
Square 
Footage 

Total 
Number of 
Businesses

Total 
Square 
Footage 

Total 
Number of 
Businesses 

Total 
Square 
Footage 

Furniture & Home Furnishings 
Store (NAICS 442)  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Electronics & Appliance Stores 
(NAICS 443)  0  0  1  10,000  1  4,000 

Building Material & Garden 
without Home Center (NAICS 
444)   0  0  1  20,000  1  25,000 

Food & Beverage Stores (NAICS 
445)  1  25,000  2  35,000  2  35,000 

Health & Personal Care Stores 
(NAICS 446)  1  2,000  1  5,000  1  10,000 

Convenience Stores in Gas 
Stations Excluding Gas (NAICS 
447)  2  3,500  2  7,000  1  3,000 

Clothing & Clothing Accessories 
Stores (NAICS 448)  1  3,000  1  2,000  0  0 

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Musical, 
and Book Stores (NAICS 451)  1  4,400  1  2,000  1  4,000 

General Merchandise without 
Warehouse & Supercenters 
(NAICS 452)  1  7,000  1  7,000  1  7,500 

Miscellaneous Store Retailers 
(NAICS 453)  0  0  10  23,000  3  13,500 

Alcoholic Beverage Drinking 
Places (NAICS 7224)  4  4,500  3  8,000  3  6,000 

Full‐Service Restaurants (NAICS 
722511)  1  2,000  4  13,000  3  10,000 

Limited‐Service Restaurants 
(NAICS 722513)  1  500  4  10,000  1  1,000 

Snack & Non‐Alcoholic Beverage 
Bars (NAICS 722515)  0  0  2  3,000  0  0 

                    

Total Retail & Restaurants  13  51,900  33  145,000  18  119,000 

Note: Reflects inside square footage.  
Estimates are only approximations based on passerby estimates and square footage using Google Earth. 

 
The exhibit indicates that Belleville has fewer retail and restaurant businesses than Evansville and Edgerton. Similarly, 
the amount of retail space in Belleville is significantly less than its comparisons.   
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SECTION 7: ANALYSIS OF RETAIL & RESTAURANT DEMAND & SUPPPLY 
 

This section includes: 

 Measuring retail and restaurant demand in the Study Areas; and 

 Calculation of retail and restaurant demand based on Trade Area. 
   

MEASURING RETAIL & RESTAURANT DEMAND IN THE STUDY AREAS 
Demand is the amount of a good or service required to fulfill the needs of customers in a Trade Area. It is mainly driven 
by the number of customers in the Trade Area and their purchasing power. Demand is also a function of the number of 
in‐commuting workers and tourists visiting community. Both demand and supply can be measured in terms of sales, 
square feet, or store equivalents. 
 
This section calculates projected demand for various retail and restaurant categories. It differs from traditional methods 
in three ways: First, demand is estimated for only the Study Areas and is based on a “proportionate share” of the entire 
Trade Area. Secondly, it excludes demand for certain large format stores that typically do not locate downtown. Finally, 
the following approach looks beyond local resident demand to include other market segments including in‐commuters 
and visitors. 
 
Key Assumptions Used 

 The 2012 U.S. Economic Census of businesses with employees reasonably reflects resident behavior in the Trade 
Area. 

 Trade Area resident spending is adjusted through modifications for income and lifestyles relative to U.S. 
averages. 

 The Study Areas’ ability to penetrate the Trade Area’s overall demand is a function of its commercial activity 
(and/or commercial space) as a share of the total Trade Area. 

 Demand for other market segments (in‐commuting workers and visitors) are estimated using state and national 
data describing their spending behaviors.  Adjustments are made to reflect the Study Areas’ ability to capture 
their spending potential. 
 

Market Segments 
For this analysis, three market segments that are important to the subject Study Areas are examined to determine their 
spending potential (demand) and estimated sales (supply). The segments include: 

 Residents of the Trade Area 

 Workers – in‐commuters 

 Visitors ‐ leisure and business 
 
NAICS3 Categories Analyzed 
This analysis provides an estimate of demand and supply in the Study Areas for 14 categories of retail and 
restaurants.  Most of these categories are presented at the three‐digit NAICS level. The categories used (see following 
pages) reflect the types of businesses found in many downtowns. Again, various categories are adjusted to exclude large 
format stores including home centers, warehouse clubs and supercenters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
3 North American Industry Classification System (NAICS). 
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FIGURE 19 RETAIL CATEGORIES 

 
 

Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores 

 Furniture stores 

 Floor covering stores 

 Other home furnishing stores 
 

NAICS 
442 

 
 

Electronics & Appliance Stores 
 
 
 
 

NAICS 
443 

 

Building Material & Garden  
Without Home Center 

 Paint and wallpaper stores 

 Hardware stores 

 Other building material dealers 
 

NAICS 
444 

 
 

Food & Beverage Stores 

 Convenience stores, beer, wine, and liquor stores 

 Meat markets, fish and seafood markets 

 Fruit and vegetable markets 

 Other specialty food stores 
 

NAICS 
445 

 
 

Health & Personal Care Stores 

 Pharmacies and drug stores 

 Cosme cs, beauty supplies, and perfume stores 

 Op cal goods stores 
 

NAICS 
446 

 
 

Gas Sta ons & Convenience Stores 
 

NAICS 
447 

 
 

 

Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores 
 
 

NAICS 
448 

 
 

Spor ng Goodes, Hobby, Musical, & Book Stores 

 Hobby, toy, spor ng goods, and game stores 

 Sewing, needlework, and piece goods stores 

 Musical instrument and supply stores 

 Book stores 
 

451 

 
 

General Merchandise 
Without Warehouse and Supercenters 

 Department stores 

 Dollar stores 

 All other general merchandise stores 

452 
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Miscellaneous Store Retailers 

 Florists 

 Office supply and sta onary stores 

 Gi , novelty, and souvenir stores 

 Used merchandise stores 

 Pet and pet supply stores 
 

453 

 

Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages) 

 Bars, taverns 

 Cocktail lounges, nightclubs 
 

NAICS 
7224 

 

Full Service Restaurants 

 Steak houses 

 Diners 

 Fine dining 

 Restaurants 
 

NAICS 
722511 

  Limited‐Service Restaurants 

 Carryout restaurants 

 Fast food, drive‐ins 

 Pizza delivery 

 Sandwich shops 
 

NAICS 
722513 

  Snack & Non‐Alcoholic Beverage Bars 

 Coffee shops 

 Ice cream parlors, sweet shops 

 Snack shops 

NAICS 
722515 

 

CALCULATION OF RETAIL & RESTAURANT DEMAND IN THE TRADE AREA 
The demand for businesses in the Study Areas is based on a “proportionate share” of the broader Trade Area as defined 
earlier. Typically, not all categories are represented by the same Trade Area, as some stores pull from a larger 
“destination Trade Area” while others pull from a smaller “convenience Trade Area.”  For purposes of this analysis, a 
single Belleville Trade Area, as defined in Section 3, was used as a basis for this demand analysis. The Study Areas will 
compete for a share of this demand. 
 
Trade Area Residents 
Resident spending potential indicates the demand for a type of business. Calculating this information involves the 
variables listed and defined below.  
 

 Population 
The number of residents in the Trade Area. 
 

 Spending per Capita 
The U.S. sales in each retail category divided by the U.S. population. The sales information used is as per the 
2012 U.S. Economic Census. 
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 Per Capita Income Index 
The per capita income in the Trade Area, in relation to the U.S. per capita income as per the 2010 U.S. Census. 
The U.S. per capita income is 100. 

 

 Behavioral Index 
A local indicator of consumer behavior in relation to the average U.S. consumer. The U.S. consumer behavior is 
indexed at 100. The behavioral index accounts for regional competition and demographic and lifestyle factors 
that would increase (>100) or decrease (<100) a person’s likelihood to purchase in a particular business category 
in the Study Areas. (Source: ESRI Spending Potential Index). 
 

 Trade Area Spending Potential 
A way to look at demand in the Trade Area for a particular business category. This is the result of multiplying the 
above variables (population x spending per capita x per capita income index x behavioral index).  
 

 Study Areas/Trade Area Establishments 
A measure of the current commercial activity based on the number of businesses, or retail square feet, in the 
Study Areas as a percent of those in the Trade Area. This is also known as a “proportionate share.” 
 

 Study Areas’ Spending Potential 
This is the multiplication of Trade Area spending potential and the Study Area/Trade Area establishments. This 
calculation produces the Trade Area resident demand that could be captured. This is the based on its 
proportionate share. 

 
The actual calculation is presented later in this section (PAGE NUMBERS). 
 
In‐Commuters 
The Study Areas’ worker demand potential is based on the number of employees in the Village, multiplied by worker 
spending as estimated by the International Council of Shopping Centers (2012). Sales are then allocated among the retail 
and restaurant categories in proportion to Trade Area resident spending. A local modifier or behavioral index (US=100) is 
applied to account for the amount of retail and dining offerings in the subject district relative to other office districts in 
the country. 

Spending potential (or demand) for each business category is calculated using the variables listed below.  

 Worker Population 
The number of in‐commuting employees in the Village. While many of these employees are also Trade Area 
residents, their presence in the Trade Area may generate more spending potential than residents who commute 
out of town. 
 

 Spending per Year 
The U.S. annual sales in each store category are based on estimates by the International Council of Shopping 
Centers (2012). They are distributed among business categories according to the 2012 U.S. Economic Census.  
 

 Behavioral Index 
A local adjustment for consumer behavior, indexed to the US consumer average. This factor accounts for 
regional competition and demographic and lifestyle factors that would increase (>100) or decrease (<100) a 
person’s likelihood to purchase a particular business category in the Study Areas.  
 

 Study Areas’ Spending Potential 
This is the multiplication of the worker population, spending per year, and the behavioral index. It indicates the 
amount of worker spending potential that could be captured in the Study Areas. 
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The actual calculation is presented later in this section on page 49. 
 
Visitors 
Overnight and day visitor demand is based on total Wisconsin Department of Tourism traveler spending estimates for 
Dane County.  Sales were then allocated among the retail and restaurant categories in proportion to Trade Area resident 
spending.  A percent of these sales was allocated to the Study Areas based on the number of restaurants in the Study 
Areas as a percent of those in Dane county. A local modifier, the behavioral index is applied to account for attributes of 
the Study Areas as an inviting place for visitors relative to the county as a whole. The behavioral index for Dane County = 
100. 

Calculation of the spending potential (or demand) for each business category involves the variables listed below.  

 Annual Visitor Spending for Dane County 
The direct annual spending by visitors (source: Wisconsin Department of Tourism) plus the distribution of sales 
(source: 2012 U.S. Economic Census), divided by the U.S. population. 
 

 Study Areas Divided by County Businesses 
A measure of the current hospitality industry activity, this is the number of restaurants in the Study Areas as a 
percent of restaurants in Dane County.  
 

 Behavioral Index 
This accounts for attributes of the Study Areas that make it an inviting place for visitors, relative to Dane County 
as a whole. The behavioral index for the U.S. = 100.  
 

 Study Areas’ Spending Potential 
This is the result of multiplying the worker population, the spending per week, and the behavioral index. This 
calculation produces the amount of worker spending (or demand) that could be captured in the Study Areas 
based on its current retail and restaurant mix. 
 

The actual calculation is presented later in this section on page 49. 
 

RETAIL & RESTAURANT DEMAND CALCULATION 
The first worksheet that follows is titled “Demand by Market Segment” and calculates the total demand in each of the 

three market segments, for 14 retail and restaurant categories.  Demand potential from each segment reflects dollars 

that could reasonably be captured in the Study Areas.  Again, to make the analysis most relevant to downtowns, it 

excludes spending potential at large format stores including home centers, warehouse clubs, and supercenters. 

 

RETAIL & RESTAURANT SUPPLY CALCULATION 
The second worksheet is titled “Demand and Supply Gap Analysis.” This worksheet contains the estimated supply of 

businesses in the Study Areas measured in terms of square feet of space and number of businesses. Estimates were 

based on a physical inventory of businesses and are subject to error.  

Dividing $Demand by the average sales per US establishment (per the 2012 US Economic Census), results in the 

generation of a rough estimate of the number of stores that can be supported in each business category.  While there 

are significant limitations in using such averages (sales vary widely among businesses in each category), it does provide a 

starting point for the comparison of demand and actual supply (existing) businesses. 
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GAP ANALYSIS: COMPARING DEMAND & SUPPLY 
The demand and supply gap analysis provides a comparison of demand and supply in terms of number of operations and 

square feet. This is called a gap analysis. 

The following summary table presents demand and supply in terms of square feet of space and number of 

establishments. These data were calculated based on the U.S. Census and other sources obtained by the UW‐Extension, 

Center for Community and Economic Development. 

FIGURE 20: SUMMARY OF RETAIL & RESTAURANT GAP ANALYSIS 

   Retail  Restaurant 

Square Feet Demand  52,442  28,958 

Square Feet Supply  44,900  10,000 

Gap  7,542  18,958 

Number of Businesses in 
Demand  11  11 

Number of Existing Businesses  7  6 

Gap  4  5 
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FIGURE 21: RETAIL & RESTAURANT GAP ANALYSIS 

 

     

  

Description (NAICS) 

Alcoholic Beverage 
Drinking Locations 

(7224) 

Building Material & 
Garden Store without 
Home Center (444) 

Clothing & Clothing 
Accessories Stores 

(447) 

Summary 

  

There is currently 
more business in this 
category than the 
typical US community 
would support. 

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion or 
recruitment in this 
category. 

There is currently 
more business in this 
category than the 
typical US community 
would support. 

Dimension 1: Sales Potential 

Total Sales Potential in the Study Areas  $285,336   $2,480,387   None 

Dimension 2: Square Footage 

Sales per Square Foot (U.S. Average)  $192/Square Foot  $391/Square Foot  $353/Square Foot 

Amount of Retail Space the Study Areas 
Could Support (Based off U.S. Average)  1,486  6,344  None 

Amount of Current Retail Space  7,000  None  3,000 

Gap  5,514  ‐6,344  3,000 

Dimension 3: Number of Businesses 

Average Amount of Sales Per Business in 
the U.S.   $472,205   $2,067,780   $1,580,253  

Total Number of Businesses the Study 
Areas Could Support  0.6  1.2  None 

Total Number of Existing Businesses  4  None  1 

Gap  3.4  ‐1.2  1 
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Description (NAICS) 

Convenience Stores 
in Gas Stations 

Excluding Gas (447) 

Electronics & 
Appliance Stores 

(443) 
Food & Beverage 

Stores (445) 

Summary 

  

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion 
or recruitment in 
this category. 

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion 
or recruitment in 
this category. 

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion or 
recruitment in this 
category. 

Dimension 1: Sales Potential 

Total Sales Potential in the Study Areas  $3,058,372   $863,169   $11,335,749  

Dimension 2: Square Footage    

Sales per Square Foot (U.S. Average)  $480/Square Foot  $647/Square Foot  $573/Square Foot 

Amount of Retail Space the Study Areas Could 
Support (Based off U.S. Average)  6,372  1,334 Square Feet  19,783 Square Feet 

Amount of Current Retail Space  3,500  None  25,000 

Gap  2,872  ‐1,334  5,217 

Dimension 3: Number of Businesses 

Average Amount of Sales Per Business in the 
U.S.   $1,200,000   $2,123,245   $4,213,071  

Total Number of Businesses the Study Areas 
Could Support  2.5  0.4 Businesses  2.7 

Total Number of Existing Businesses  2  None  1 

Gap  0.55  ‐0.4  1.69 
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Description (NAICS) 
Full‐Service 

Restaurants (722511) 

Furniture & Home 
Furnishings Store 

(442) 

General Merchandise 
without Warehouse 
& Supercenter (452) 

Summary 

  

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion or 
recruitment in this 
category. 

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion or 
recruitment in this 
category. 

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion or 
recruitment in this 
category. 

Dimension 1: Sales Potential 

Total Sales Potential in the Study Areas  $3,675,103   $745,019   $993,207  

Dimension 2: Square Footage 

Sales per Square Foot (U.S. Average)  $300/Square Foot  $284/Square Foot  $214/Square Foot 

Amount of Retail Space the Study Areas 
Could Support (Based off U.S. Average)  12,250  2,623 Square Feet  4,641 

Amount of Current Retail Space  2,000  None  7,000 

Gap  10,250  ‐2,623  2,359 

Dimension 3: Number of Businesses 

Average Amount of Sales Per Business in 
the U.S.   $967,204   $1,726,206   $1,588,244  

Total Number of Businesses the Study 
Areas Could Support  3.8  0.4 Businesses  0.6 

Total Number of Existing Businesses  1  None  1 

Gap  2.8  ‐0.4  0.37 
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Description (NAICS) 
Health & Personal 
Care Stores (446) 

Limited‐Service 
Restaurants (722513) 

Miscellaneous Store 
Retailers (453) 

Summary 

  

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion or 
recruitment in this 
category. 

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion or 
recruitment in this 
category. 

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion or 
recruitment in this 
category. 

Dimension 1: Sales Potential    

Total Sales Potential in the Study Areas  $4,732,000   $4,167,721   $1,288,765  

Dimension 2: Square Footage    

Sales per Square Foot (U.S. Average)  $901/Square Foot  $350/Square Foot  $348/Square Foot 

Amount of Retail Space the Study Areas 
Could Support (Based off U.S. Average)  5,252  11,908  3,703 

Amount of Current Retail Space  2,000  1,000  None 

Gap  ‐3,252  10,908  3,703 

Dimension 3: Number of Businesses 

Average Amount of Sales Per Business in 
the U.S.   $2,943,188   $824,707   $912,393  

Total Number of Businesses the Study 
Areas Could Support  1.6  5.1  1.4 

Total Number of Existing Businesses  1  1  None 

Gap  0.6  4  1.41 
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Description (NAICS) 

Snack & Non‐
Alcoholic Beverage 

Bars (722515) 

Sporting Goods, 
Hobby, Musical, and 
Book Stores (451) 

Summary 

  

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion or 
recruitment in this 
category. 

There may be 
opportunity for 
business expansion or 
recruitment in this 
category. 

Dimension 1: Sales Potential 

Total Sales Potential in the Study Areas  $636,188   $697,896  

Dimension 2: Square Footage 

Sales per Square Foot (U.S. Average)  $192/Square Foot  $292/Square Foot 

Amount of Retail Space the Study Areas Could 
Support (Based off U.S. Average)  3,313  2,390 

Amount of Current Retail Space  None  4,400 

Gap  3,313  2,010 

Dimension 3: Number of Businesses 

Average Amount of Sales Per Business in the 
U.S.   $564,069   $1,670,268  

Total Number of Businesses the Study Areas 
Could Support  1.1  0.4 

Total Number of Existing Businesses  None  1 

Gap  1.1  0.58 
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SECTION 8: RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE STUDY TEAM 
 

This section includes: 

 Recommended action plan for business and economic development. 
   

IMPLEMENTING THIS ACTION PLAN 
After analyzing the data included in this report, the members of the study group developed the following action plan. 
Successful implementation of this plan will require actions from multiple stakeholders, according to the specific 
components to be implemented. 

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES 
The following business opportunities were assembled based on consumer preferences, peer community business mix, 
and demand and supply calculations. These opportunities can be filled through business expansion efforts as well as 
business recruitment efforts, strategies to be discussed in this section. 
Restaurants: 

 A variety of family dining places; perhaps a casual sit down restaurant with healthy food, a coffee shop and 
bakery, some fast food options including pizza, etc. 

 Fast food restaurants with drive‐through. While survey respondents prefer burgers/chicken, traditional 
American, sandwiches and pizza (with delivery), they also enjoy ethnic food.  

 Ice cream shop.  

 Many residents expressed concern that downtown’s image is built around taverns, with little to offer local 
families. 

 Many respondents would utilize family‐friendly, reasonably priced, lake view, sidewalk umbrella tables, and 
menus that offer takeout. 

Retail: 

 Second behind food service, many would like to see specialty retail shops locating downtown. 

 These could include antiques, gifts shops, arts and crafts shops, florist, sporting goods, pet store, among others.  

 A hardware store, or hardware section in another store would help fill a gap experienced by homeowners. 
Services: 

 hair salon/barbershop 

 bed‐and‐breakfast 

 professional services 

 personal services. 

 Recreational rentals: bicycle, canoe, and kayak 
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BUSINESS RETENTION & EXPANSION 
Launch business retention and expansion efforts in Belleville’s downtown area and the commercial corridors along 
highways 69 and PB. 
1. Create a Business Retention & Expansion Team.  

a. Identify people with the appropriate skill sets. 
b. Launch the team. Set expectations and review best practices. 
c. Find funding and make arrangements for a paid position to be able to help with business retention and 

expansion efforts.  
d. or, discuss with UW – Extension educators other tools that are available to guide business visits. 
e. Determine the roles of GCDC and CDA as well as the Chamber of Commerce ‐ who does what 

 
2. Regularly meet with businesses on an individual basis to hear their needs and concerns.  

a. Conduct business visits to help identify businesses at risk of closing or relocating. 
b. Initiate discussions with businesses that have specific opportunities for their growth. 
c. Improve communication between the Village and businesses.  
d. Attention should be given to maintain important business anchors including the pharmacy and grocery store 

which directly impact quality of life. 
e. Connect businesses to the appropriate resource/support to assist in addressing their concerns.  
f. Consider UW‐Extension resources as potential tools to assist with this process.  

 
3. Use the market analysis data to support Belleville’s existing businesses. 

a. Share the results with existing businesses in a town meeting, so everyone has an opportunity to see what was 
expressed by those that took the survey at the same time instead on an individual basis. 

b. Identify a team of people to go to each business and talk with them about how the information may apply to 
them, as well as how that information could be used to benefit them. Some examples include. 

c. Using the information to help identify ways in which the business could expand, such as adding hardware 
products to an existing store or making changes to the grocery or drug store. 

i. Communicating with existing restaurants, grocery store, and pharmacy about what the study says about 
local customers and their preferences.   

i. Continue to explore other uses for underutilized or vacant buildings including co‐working spaces. 
business incubators, residential units, and pop‐up shops. g the information to help businesses think 
about how they can make create space in the rear parts of their buildings to overlook and enjoy the 
lake. 

4. Use the market analysis data to identify new businesses that complement, not compete with, existing businesses.  
a. Use this information to help inform the business recruitment work. 

 
5. Identify the optimal location in the community for interested businesses considering relocation.  This may include a 
location in the downtown area. 

a. Work with small businesses to identify the optimal location for their business (i.e. downtown or Highway 69 or 
PB), under the assumption that downtown will become a more active and vibrant center 

b. Identify home‐based businesses in the community that would benefit from having a bricks and mortar location, 
particularly in the downtown area. 

c. Help expanding businesses follow downtown building usage plan and design standards. 
 
6. Given the large number of commuters traveling from Belleville to Madison, develop a plan for capturing spending 
in their hometown. 

a. Recognize that the busy commuter might be in a rush, and might prefer fast food and quick stops along Highway 
PD or Route 69. 

 
7. Encourage and empower businesses and organizations in promoting other businesses and the Belleville community 
in a more effective way. 
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BUSINESS ATTRACTION 
Proactively and strategically attract businesses to Belleville.  
 
1. Create a Business Recruitment Team. 

a. Identify people with the appropriate skill sets. 
b. Launch the team with a team orientation that focuses on setting expectations and explore best practices. 

Contact UW – Extension for guidance. 
c. Make it part of someone’s job responsibility to actively market to and recruit new businesses.  

 
2. Conduct a space inventory in order to market the buildings and land. 

a. Conduct a space inventory. Specify optimal uses for each site as they relate to each business district. Make 
information available to prospective businesses. This should be done first and then start working on marketing 
plans. 

b. Coordinate business attraction with a downtown building usage plan. 
 
3. Develop marketing materials to attract new businesses.  

a. Identify specific types of businesses according to the market analysis that will complement existing businesses. 
b. Engage local business operators as ambassadors of the community, equipped with marketing materials to share 

with prospective business operators. 
c. Issue a press release to The Wisconsin State Journal and Madison Magazine, introducing Belleville as an up‐and‐

coming community on the edge of Dane County. The press release can highlight data from the market analysis 
that can help prospective business operators know the market potential of Belleville. 

d. Develop attractive marketing materials such as one page flyers/recruitment packets that are targeted to specific 
types of businesses. Indicate that this research shows that there is a strong desire to have more shopping, 
dining, and services in the community. Provide data on its growing population, higher household income, and 
other attributes supporting business development. 

e. Establish a market analysis website, coupled with links to resources for people wanting to start or relocate a 
business to Belleville.  

f. Develop an effective, strategic social media marketing campaign.  
 
4. Identify and recruit specialty businesses that leverage Belleville’s assets and complement existing businesses.  

a. This may be an opportunity to leverage some of the natural assets ‐‐ attracting/developing businesses such as a 
destination outfitter/trail/outdoor place or a bike rental/repair/coffee shop. 

b. Consider lifestyle/speciality businesses that would complement existing and emerging businesses. 
 
5. Specifically target area entrepreneurs and work to recruit them to Belleville. 

a. Identify ways to target specific types of entrepreneurs.  For example, the Madison/Dane County restaurant/cook 
association. 

b. Identify entrepreneurs in other areas that might be looking to expand.  
c. Create I & E organization to meet regularly downtown. 

 
6. Create a supportive business environment with seamless and supportive assistance programs for business 
development. 
 

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 
Improve the appearance of Belleville’s downtown area. 
 
1. Position Belleville for successful economic development by making sure the first impressions of the community are 
as positive as possible.  

a. This includes providing a clean, safe, lighted, friendly, and well‐maintained atmosphere downtown. 
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b. Explore business improvement districts as a funding mechanism for downtown improvements. 
 
2. Develop and adhere to a branded “theme” for downtown according to the outcomes from the community branding 
process. 

a. Enforce CDA downtown design guidelines and tie to permitting processes. 
b. Identify appropriate areas to encourage specialty shops to locate downtown and fast food businesses to locate 

in peripheral areas of the community. 
c. Consider building the community's image upon its lake, parks, and quiet town atmosphere. 

 
3. Encourage improvements to downtown buildings. 

a. Incentivize building owners, such as through a façade grant program, to make improvements.  
i. Some possibilities include increasing grant amounts. 

b. Develop an inventory of what sites need to be improved. 
c. Identify someone to reach out to property owners to encourage them to make improvements.  

 
4. Leverage Belleville’s assets, particularly its natural amenities. 

a. Help existing businesses create opportunities for customers to enjoy the lake and leverage lake views. 
b. Explore ways to create additional recreational opportunities for children, including a Splash Park 
c. Continue to look for ways to increase interest of cyclists traveling through the Belleville area.   

i. Create reasons to stop.  
ii. Examine how friendly the downtown area is for bicyclists, for example, having infrastructure such as 

bike racks and wayfinding signs. 
d. Continue to improve the downtown pedestrian environment. 

 

APPEALING TO RESIDENTS, VISITORS, AND COMMUTERS 
 
Increase downtown’s ability to provide quality experiences for residents, visitors, and commuters.  
 
1. Guide downtown Belleville to become a central social district. 

a. Increase awareness of the businesses and events that are downtown.  
i. Reach out to the entire Trade Area, as it has twice as many people as the Village. 
ii. Create a welcome wagon, leveraging the existing community guide. 
iii. Increase and coordinate use of social media. 

b. Increase the number of family friendly festivals and events such as Lake Fest, Blues Fest, and Bastille Days. Hold 
events related to the lifestyle and interests of local residents and visitors including: natural resources, preferred 
activities by age cohorts, sports, recreation, and others. 

c. Leverage and incorporate music into events, including local musicians (blues in the park.)  
d. Explore the possibility to leverage the library to meet community needs for a youth center. 

 
2. Increase the variety of food options, including commuter food options such as drive through. 

a. Identify different sites that would be appropriate for different types of food businesses. For example, fast food 
for the busy commuter might best be available on Routes 69 or PD. 

b. Explore opportunities for multiple businesses to share liquor licenses. 
 
3.  Increase the number of people living in the downtown area. 

a. Improve the upstairs of downtown buildings for residential purposes to encourage more people living above 
downtown businesses.  

b. Bring mixed use/housing to where the school currently is located. This may include modifying the TIF and then 
putting out a RFP to developers. 

c. Partner with businesses to encourage them to promote living in Belleville (consider an incentive).   
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4. Understand how to better serve in‐commuters. 
Initiate conversations with Duluth Trading Company, Federal and other employers to determine how local 
businesses can best serve the worker population. Specifically, what kinds of retail, restaurants, and services could 
best serve the needs of in‐commuters. 

 
5. Understand how to better serve visitors. 

 Study best practices, such as from the University of Minnesota, related to accommodating visitors and capturing 
their spending potential.  

 Create cheat sheets for businesses to respond to common visitor questions. 

 Encourage all businesses to accept credit cards.  

 Explore ways to successfully attract visitors traveling on Highway PB and 69. 

 
ORGANIZING FOR ACTION 
Increase community communication and collaboration in order to strengthen Belleville’s economic development efforts. 
  
1. Agree on a shared oversight plan. 

a. Identify relevant groups. For the purposes of initial efforts to organize for action, the groups are: 
i. Village of Albany 
ii. Economic Development Committee 
iii. Community Development Authority 
iv. Chamber of Commerce 
v. Green County Development Corporation 

b. Update groups on the market analysis work. 
c. Get someone from each group on the marketing/branding study group. 
d. Update groups on the branding work. 

  
2. Designate roles and responsibilities to each group. 

a. Identify the roles and responsibilities necessary for moving forward. 
b. Identify what each group is best positioned to achieve and designate responsibilities appropriately. 

  
3. Identify what cannot be done through existing resources. 

a. Identify parts of the action plan that cannot be done through volunteers or through existing employee positions. 
b. Develop an appropriate structure and find funding for a position to address the additional work. 

  
4. Increase communication across groups. 

a. Create a super committee, consisting of leadership from each relevant organization, to meet regularly to enable 
cross‐committee organization. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
What non-business facilities and activities would you like to see in the downtown area? 
(Choose all that apply). ***These are the responses for the “other” option.  
 
New Glarus has lots of nice little shops with interesting things.  They are pricey, but I buy things from time to time.  
Where is nearest flour shop other than there?  I buy plants there too. Sugar River Pizza has gluten-free choices, 
and the beverage store has lots of gluten-free choices. 

More music in the parks 

Riverwalk 

Nice pub/restaurant (not rough around the edges bar) 

tourist destinations 

Turn old train depot into coffee shop, antique store, specialty shops, ice cream shop 

Veterans Memorial 

Belleville should embrace the trails, river, and lake atmosphere that we have. We should be offering canoe/kayak 
rentals (and paid storage to garner $$ from residents), museum for bikers and water enthusiasts to visit, etc. 
Make it a hub for hiking, biking, canoeing, kayaking, etc. With that, we need a new library location (see Verona 
Library) for larger and more updated library, facilities, meeting rooms, etc. The current library location just isn't up 
to par. 
Youth center or other place for pre-teens and teens to hang out doing safe activities (and keeping them out of 
trouble). There is not much for this age group to do in Belleville which is a problem 

none 

Family oriented activities, splash pad 

Bigger fitness center, 

more things for families and older kids besides sporting events 

Youth Center I know it is a business of sorts but it would be a non-profit business 

More music, and public restrooms 

Keep historice buildings -- old library could be a welcome center with a little history of Belleville. Old depot would 
be a great place for retail along the trail and look better than Landmark crap parked all around it. 

antiques 

Tea shop, resto with relaxed meeting space, ice cream/chocolate shop, massage/adult fitness e.g. Martial arts, 
quiet music, karaoke bar 

So many bars, we need more family oriented business 

Tennis court 

focus on the river 

farmers market, free movies in library park 

Restaurant variety (No chains), coffee shop (No Chains), Existing restaurants / pubs invest in updating their decor! 
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Strong family style restaurant with a patio overlooking the lake/river 

Better police station & city building 

Sports Complex - to have more gym time for winter 

I think our little lovely town does a great job with parks and family recreation/activities! That is what has made us 
so happy in Belleville and has kept us here. Maybe a small shop of local residents' arts and crafts but we r too 
small for a museum, etc. 

art sculptures around the area 

Sport complex facility for kids to hang out at and play basketball and other sports for a reasonable cost 

Library should be in elementary school that is closing 

All the things selected are already available to an extent. More outreach, community engagement is also 
desirable. 

Showcase river and lake 

bandshell instead of the gazebo.  build up the waterfront (back side of main st. buildings, make a riverwalk 
atmosphere 
I'd love to see the ice rink expanded to a larger location to facilitate playing hockey outdoors - Sugar River Park 
seems like a good option with a lot of flat space in which a rink could be flooded, plywood boards constructed, 
etc. 

businesses 

I think Belleville has missed a great opportunity to highlight its unique history (there should be a museum devoted 
to how Frenchtown was settled by a group of 32 families from France, for instance). Also, the fact that Belleville is 
on a great bike path (with cool Stewart Tunnel just a few miles from town) and also the Sugar River, but those 
things have not been showcased enough. Belleville is close enough to Madison that it should be highlighted as a 
place to go to relax and enjoy the outdoors without having to travel far. 

Library 

Police that do not harass the bars downtown. 

A rec center for the youth 

Festivals 

Paved bike path 

youth center for middle and high schoolers to have a safe place to hang out! 

riverwalk with access to downtown 

Recreational  classes and programs children,  class up the parades. 

Skate park, tween/teen oriented space, 

A new library 

Youth/teen focussed activities 

Coffee shop/bakery 

Anything to bring the town up to date 
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more emphasis on paddling/using the lake and river 

irish pub, coffe shop, 

Recreational space would be really nice, esp now that the elementary school playground will be closing. 

Cheese Shop n Good Butcher, local, farm to table 

Shopping 

bakery/ coffee/ cafe 

Something similar to the Memorial Union Terrace 

Splash park 

We have beautiful parks & recreational space. We need businesses. 

Specialty shops 

actual restaurant not another bar or tavern 

Larger library 

Farmers market 

brewery with food and live music 

I like music in the park during the summer. More events to encourage residents to enjoy our park spaces! 

I think we have a good start of all of the above we just need to expand on them 

A park without goose poop all over would be great 

community space, modern library 

Restaurant 

Pet grooming/pet store. Slumlord drove out last business. 

Coffee cafe. 

more offerings from Rec department for classes like yoga crossfire 

New fire station 

Eateries 

youth center for teens to socialize 

Dog park, affordable rental units 

We need a place that people can host wedding receptions and parties at. 

Coffee shop 

Movies 

4 wheels on trail 
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Arcade 

Martial arts 

Splash pad 

Splash pad 

more nature walking trials & improve the lake for wildlife 

A brewery in the old train station 

Dog park 

Shops that have cute Gifts at a reasonable price 

Possibly a farmers market or flea market every weekend or one weekend a month to draw people into town and 
then restaurants and other local activities to keep them in town 

Food (restaurants) 

A gathering space, community center 

some sort of public building that could be used as a restaurant/banquet/wedding reception type facility 

Less bars. 

Bellevilles biggest asset are its natural resources, lake, bike trail, tunnel 

Outdoor dining or beer garden, at community park~ swim area and water enjoyment rentals and in winter skate 
rental with warming house 

Place for community to gatherings 

 
 

Other, please describe 

Other, please describe 

New Glarus has lots of nice little shops with interesting things.  They are pricey, but I buy things from time to time.  
Where is nearest flour shop other than there?  I buy plants there too. Sugar River Pizza has gluten-free choices, 
and the beverage store has lots of gluten-free choices. 

More music in the parks 

Riverwalk 

Nice pub/restaurant (not rough around the edges bar) 

tourist destinations 

Turn old train depot into coffee shop, antique store, specialty shops, ice cream shop 

Veterans Memorial 

Belleville should embrace the trails, river, and lake atmosphere that we have. We should be offering canoe/kayak 
rentals (and paid storage to garner $$ from residents), museum for bikers and water enthusiasts to visit, etc. 
Make it a hub for hiking, biking, canoeing, kayaking, etc. With that, we need a new library location (see Verona 
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Library) for larger and more updated library, facilities, meeting rooms, etc. The current library location just isn't up 
to par. 
Youth center or other place for pre-teens and teens to hang out doing safe activities (and keeping them out of 
trouble). There is not much for this age group to do in Belleville which is a problem 

none 

Family oriented activities, splash pad 

Bigger fitness center, 

more things for families and older kids besides sporting events 

Youth Center I know it is a business of sorts but it would be a non-profit business 

More music, and public restrooms 

Keep historice buildings -- old library could be a welcome center with a little history of Belleville. Old depot would 
be a great place for retail along the trail and look better than Landmark crap parked all around it. 

antiques 

Tea shop, resto with relaxed meeting space, ice cream/chocolate shop, massage/adult fitness e.g. Martial arts, 
quiet music, karaoke bar 

So many bars, we need more family oriented business 

Tennis court 

focus on the river 

farmers market, free movies in library park 

Restaurant variety (No chains), coffee shop (No Chains), Existing restaurants / pubs invest in updating their decor! 

Strong family style restaurant with a patio overlooking the lake/river 

Better police station & city building 

Sports Complex - to have more gym time for winter 

I think our little lovely town does a great job with parks and family recreation/activities! That is what has made us 
so happy in Belleville and has kept us here. Maybe a small shop of local residents' arts and crafts but we r too 
small for a museum, etc. 

art sculptures around the area 

Sport complex facility for kids to hang out at and play basketball and other sports for a reasonable cost 

Library should be in elementary school that is closing 

All the things selected are already available to an extent. More outreach, community engagement is also 
desirable. 

Showcase river and lake 

bandshell instead of the gazebo.  build up the waterfront (back side of main st. buildings, make a riverwalk 
atmosphere 
I'd love to see the ice rink expanded to a larger location to facilitate playing hockey outdoors - Sugar River Park 
seems like a good option with a lot of flat space in which a rink could be flooded, plywood boards constructed, 
etc. 
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businesses 

I think Belleville has missed a great opportunity to highlight its unique history (there should be a museum devoted 
to how Frenchtown was settled by a group of 32 families from France, for instance). Also, the fact that Belleville is 
on a great bike path (with cool Stewart Tunnel just a few miles from town) and also the Sugar River, but those 
things have not been showcased enough. Belleville is close enough to Madison that it should be highlighted as a 
place to go to relax and enjoy the outdoors without having to travel far. 

Library 

Police that do not harass the bars downtown. 

A rec center for the youth 

Festivals 

Paved bike path 

youth center for middle and high schoolers to have a safe place to hang out! 

riverwalk with access to downtown 

Recreational  classes and programs children,  class up the parades. 

Skate park, tween/teen oriented space, 

A new library 

Youth/teen focussed activities 

Coffee shop/bakery 

Anything to bring the town up to date 

more emphasis on paddling/using the lake and river 

irish pub, coffe shop, 

Recreational space would be really nice, esp now that the elementary school playground will be closing. 

Cheese Shop n Good Butcher, local, farm to table 

Shopping 

bakery/ coffee/ cafe 

Something similar to the Memorial Union Terrace 

Splash park 

We have beautiful parks & recreational space. We need businesses. 

Specialty shops 

actual restaurant not another bar or tavern 

Larger library 

Farmers market 
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brewery with food and live music 

I like music in the park during the summer. More events to encourage residents to enjoy our park spaces! 

I think we have a good start of all of the above we just need to expand on them 

A park without goose poop all over would be great 

community space, modern library 

Restaurant 

Pet grooming/pet store. Slumlord drove out last business. 

Coffee cafe. 

more offerings from Rec department for classes like yoga crossfire 

New fire station 

Eateries 

youth center for teens to socialize 

Dog park, affordable rental units 

We need a place that people can host wedding receptions and parties at. 

Coffee shop 

Movies 

4 wheels on trail 

Arcade 

Martial arts 

Splash pad 

Splash pad 

more nature walking trials & improve the lake for wildlife 

A brewery in the old train station 

Dog park 

Shops that have cute Gifts at a reasonable price 

Possibly a farmers market or flea market every weekend or one weekend a month to draw people into town and 
then restaurants and other local activities to keep them in town 

Food (restaurants) 

A gathering space, community center 

some sort of public building that could be used as a restaurant/banquet/wedding reception type facility 

Less bars. 
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Bellevilles biggest asset are its natural resources, lake, bike trail, tunnel 

Outdoor dining or beer garden, at community park~ swim area and water enjoyment rentals and in winter skate 
rental with warming house 

Place for community to gatherings 
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APPENDIX B 
 
How can we encourage people to shop, dine, and spend time in Belleville?  
***These are the responses for the “other” option.  

How can we encourage people to shop, dine, and spend time in Belleville? 

Revitalize the downtown area. More and better food options along with some new businesses. Outdoors are 
already great. 
it's too spread out right now. Wish there weren't three pockets but instead one to encourage going to other 
stores when stop at another. 

Other than bar food -- some variety 

It is very difficult to park with limited space and heavy highway 69 traffic.  Possibly restaurant overlooking lake or 
river, that would make it unique compared to New Glarus/Verona.  Or tap into the customer traffic that goes to 
Duluth outlet. 
Get a variety of business in here.  Make it pretty.  You need food options.  The bowling alley closed in NG and their 
main fish place.  Right now it looks run down and grungy in downtown Belleville.  People in NG also say that there 
are no trails in town.  I know there is the new trail connecting the burm and bridge.  Those are nice.  New Glarus 
has shops that suck  you in to look at stuff, and it has the flower shop and multiple nice food options.  Some of 
those are pricey.  You need more than just a bar.  We go to Verona and Monroe for our food choices, because we 
can only do so much Culvers.  There isn't even a coffee shop in town with baked goods.  Why not? 

Convenience and proximity to downtown Belleville 

If there was a reason to.  We have very limited options and the due we have are all the same.  Also Belleville's 
downtown is not very attractive.  The downtown needs to utilize the lake and river 
Have more of a selection, a reason for people to stop and not just drive through. Word of mouth will have a big 
impact. Can advertise with local tourist areas, New Glarus and Paoli 

have more options to do so 

Change, advertise, keep current/interesting. 

Make it more attractive. I think having the old train depot turned into a coffee shop/sm. restaurant for those in 
the area and area bikers/walkers would be a great draw for visitors and residents. 

promotion, drastically change the downtown environment 

Specialty shops, like you see in Paoli and/or New Glarus 

The quilt shop is a huge draw for may, unfortunately, there are not any stores or restaurants to keep people 
downtown.  A few more niche stores like a florist, a book store, a cafe, or an ice cream/candy shop could 
encourage visitors to patronize our downtown. 

More variety 

Make the downtown more attractive, restoration to a cute downtown area with unique warm feel 

Need to create a consistent theme to the downtown area aesthetically.  The current looks is fragmented from 
many different time periods, and not well kept up.    An example is what Sun Prairie and Waunakee have done 
with their downtowns.  They built new buildings which complimented the architecture of their historic buildings.    
Need to find something which draws people to Belleville.  We have a lot of people pass through on the bike trail, 
seems like doing something with the Train Depot as an anchor spot would be a good idea. 

Overhaul current shops and restaurants 
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Have bars and restaurants that don't make you leery just by walking by them. Offer more parking-I like that the 
pharmacy expanded its offerings, but parking is horrible that makes me start to question whether or not I should 
use a pharmacy in Verona. 
Offer more.  Look at New Glarus right down the road.  That was not an option on your list of places to shop or go 
for food, etc.; but we go to New Glarus for many recreational, dining and shopping needs. It is such a wonderful, 
quaint small town that we love, as well as friends and family that come to visit us in Belleville, we take them to 
New Glarus, and they as well love it.  Paoli is also a great place for dining, shopping and recreation. 

Have options available. 

Price, Quality, & Service.  These are the basis of most people's and my own shopping decisions. 

More offerings, businesses open during normal hours and weekends. 

Offer more and charge some what less.. I get making a profit but I can go to Madison, Verona, New Glarus, or 
Fitchburg and get more for less. 

Quality shops and restaurants 

Seems something like a rock n jump would work...Maybe an adult league for basketball, volleyball, etc 

Give them a reason to come to town.  For example, youth sporting events do bring quite a few people into town 
and assumedly they spend money.  However with that being said, the local pubs do not staff for the additional 
customer and end up losing money. 
modernize the downtown; pave the bike path (Belleville could be a huge destination from Madison if the trail was 
paved and there was anywhere reasonable to eat) 

Live music, new restaurants. 

More character on Main Street.  The park is adorable and there are at least a dozen buildings with character in 
town.  But also a lot of modern looking buildings that don't catch attention.  For example my husband didn't even 
know there was a corner cafe and we parked in front of it to go vote! 

Facebook and other social networks 

Longer and more regular open hours; family friendly, customer friendly, welcoming of new people atmosphere; 
less confrontational police; more interaction between groups (churches, schools, clubs, businesses 
coordinating/cooperating); more information available about businesses that ARE here instead of only via word of 
mouth 

Bring in more selections, more tourist attractions, wider variety of shops and services 

Better stores and restaurants and a variety of stores and restaurants. 

Remodel downtown buildings, add specialty shops, restaurants, ice cream/soda shop, entertainment, arts 

Have quality food ,a variety of different foods,  quality service, 

Make the area unique in its own. Not just variety of business but atmosphere and architecture 

Have some places besides bars 

Variety. Look no further than a downtown area example than Mayville to see the aesthetics that Belleville is 
capable of. And we can make it even better by variety. Variety of shops and restaurants will be key. It's not 
enough to have a Subway, Corner Cafe diner, and some pubs. Verona IS bigger, sure, but look to them for an 
example of VARIETY. Belleville needs to break away from the old school thought of keeping Belleville as is. More 
residents will come when they have a reason to. Variety will be key. Finally, we have to get rid of the dead space 
in the downtown area. The dated building walls. The closed locations. And it's clear that Belleville needs to give 
people REASONS to open businesses in Belleville. Old school restrictions seem to be a problem. Why do we have 
leaders in our community making it so hard to open a local business? There should be incentives. It only makes 
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Belleville a better place. When more people move here (IF the downtown area is revamped and IF more 
restaurants and fast food chains come) the more taxes Belleville receives and with more incoming $$ the 
community can grow. THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH THAT. Enhance what is great about Belleville (community, 
nature, trails, charm) and add elements that compliment that (variety of businesses and restaurant chains). 
Enough of the old school leadership decisions. The board needs to come into 2017 and beyond. And it's wonderful 
that you're taking the first steps hear. Perhaps Downtown should be the hub to embrace the river and trail users 
with art, culture, aesthetics of the buildings and streets, A COFFEE SHOP/CHAIN, and then utilize upcoming BELLE 
WEST area for restaurant chains, etc. And please, can we regulate what businesses are being open on River St.? 
Do we really need a car detail shop (old car wash)? Does that add to what you are clearly trying to do with 
Belleville updates? And if there's no way around them being there, can you regulate how the building looks and 
WHEN it will be finished? If anything, there should be an excellent chain restaurant there. Kudos to you all for 
taking the steps! 
By giving them something to shop for. We need to update the look and feel to entice the younger families to 
move here. 

Not sure 

Fix up the main streeet. The signage on mainstreet needs to look professional and not homemade.  Belleville is in 
big need of a pizza delivery service. 
Make more appealing/quaint with more options.  I really like Paoli and the organic and locally sourced foods as 
well as the art that is brought into the area. 
Businesses need to invest in their businesses more to make them more attractive to today's consumers and need 
to advertise more. A lot of the businesses have not been updated, redecorated or even thoroughly cleaned in 
years (yuck). The Belleville Chamber should be doing more to advertise what Belleville has to offer. In general, if 
businesses want to have more people come to spend money, they need to put in more effort to make their 
businesses more attractive. 
Youth sports bring many people into town. Fast food restaurants would serve those people as well as the high 
school students because of the open campus...and also give community members a dining option besides bars. 
Hard to say.  If there was a coffee shop with good coffee like EVP, I would definitely go there. Maybe it could also 
be a space for music in the evening - I would definitely go now and then.  And if it was an interesting space and 
there was some diversity to the music, it might start to attract people from Msn and the surrounding area. Has to 
have something extra.... Same for a restaurant with interesting, healthy food that served beer and wine - I would 
eat there at least a couple of times a month.    If it were family-friendly (ie, not primarily a bar, not a cave) and 
reasonably priced, I think it might do ok with local residents.  And it does not have to be expensive to be good.  
But it would not pull people from MSN or surrounding area unless it offered really good, high quality, interesting 
food and/or something different/unique in the setting/atmosphere.  I think any kind of chain restaurant would be 
a mistake - would not get enough local biz to survive and would not attract anyone from out of town. 

We need to take advantage of the lake- offer more dinning w/ outdoor seating, family friendly options. 

have more to offer 

We need more venues to entice people to want to spend time in our community.  Some ideas would be to have 
more music festivals in the library park with food and adult beverages.  Instead of having a bar crawl have a trail 
crawl with venues along the ride.  We don't utilize our natural resources like the lake or river - there should be a 
tubing/canoe company. 
Attract & KEEP stores & restaurants.  Advertise.  Have deals & coupons.  Keep it casual, cheap, unique, & kid-
friendly. 

More variety but can't be too expensive 

Offer more options and clean up the store fronts.  Love the historical look and feel of downtown, but could use 
some updating and more options for shopping and dining.  A little boutique would be good, coffee shop/café, 
bakery.  Things like that would go over well.  And also somewhere to take the family for dinner besides the Corner 
Café. 
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More attractive setting. Different types of businesses. 

Advertising, however I like the small town feel of Belleville and don't want it to grow out of control as Oregon has. 

Significant updates 

Build some hotels close by so people can stay over the weekends.  Keep good businesses in town, ex. Sugar River 
Pizza, from moving out. 
Family restaurant with good food and take out and ice cream. Grocery store with affordable prices  Deals for 
locals 

Offer variety 

Downtown needs to be more appealing. If stop to eat, then there is nothing more to do. There are no shops & 
nothing open on weekdends except food/alcoholic places.There is nothing to draw people in. We need a coffee 
shop, bakery, wine bar w/food tastings, gift shop. Older kids need a skate park or a place they can play music. 
Most places in Belleville are for older folks. 

More variety 

Make the downtown more inviting by improving the look of the downtown area....need a theme of some type and 
many buildings need to be spruced up.  Put hard surface on the bike trail and promote Belleville as a place to 
come.  Restore the Depot and put a nice coffee shop and brew pub of some type. 

We just need more options. 

Word of mouth, online serives, ads in paper/flyers 

I think the old Francios Ford Location is prime for a coffee house or a burger joint. You could even leave the 
garage doors and open them in nice weather. the Depot would be expensive to clean up but would make an 
amazing upscale dining experience. We need more shopping. There has to be a reason to go downtown. The 
business' are all very tired looking and have no curb appeal. The quilting shop does a great job of up keep and so 
does the pharmacy. Pat's restaurant would have done very well if he had any sort of regular hours. Ideally a 
couple of business' would start up at the same time helping to draw people downtown. I love the lake renovation 
project and walk the berm often. thanks for doing the survey. 

Expand types of business that cater to tourists and fix up appearance of downtown buildings. 

Offer a greater variety.  Advertise, especially in places that would attract bikers (the trail) as well as people that 
pass through to go to New Glarus. 
Business hours are often limited or not consistent, especially for people working and commuting back from 
Madison.  A dining option that is not bar first, food secondary so that it is more group and family friendly.  
Continue to promote and develop the bike trail, river and community park. 

more variety, affordable prices, unique shops, better upkeep 

More selections, places were kids can be entertained and parents can congregate. 

More options 

Offer a variety of shops and business to bring in various types of vistors. Possibly focus on French heritage and 
compliment each type of business. I.e. Similar to Mt horeb (Norweign) and New Glarus (Swiss). Something of  
interest but possibly also unique, quaint. 

More shops or more advertisement with our current community activity 

There are thousands of people who drive by Belleville to go to New Glarus yet no reason to stop here cuz there is 
nothing to do, eat or see. 

Give them a reason why their time should be spent in the community.  What's the adventure? 
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Have somewhere to do those things! There's no decent food options in Belleville. Corner Cafe and Borlands are 
dirty, run down and gross. I don't want to spend time at Subway.  The Ale House is the only place in Belleville 
worth going to and I can't take my kids there. 

nicer restaurants, try to develop something like Paoli or NewGlarus. 

Need some places to shop and dine at 

Promote the trails, create a unique place to visit based on its French heritage.  The lake is a unique part of the 
village and could be a center piece for more events -- partnering with places like rutabagga or other recreational 
businesses to conduct events. Need more than bars on the main street. 

social media 

1. Retailers to offer business hours that match availability of residents. Do we know if residents mostly work 
outside Belleville or are working 8-5 jobs therefore they're only "home" before 7 and after 6? 2. Offer variety 
specially for families who want or live healthier lifestyle. All we have are bars that serve all fried foods. 3. People 
are more health conscious nowadays or live active lives, have something to offer to those; 4. Can we brand the 
town French and have French themed events or Main Street aura? 5. Offer variety and quality 6. A community 
campaign on why it's important to shop local but first have the options for people 
Better, quality main street attractions including dining and shopping. Better advertising to get the word out about 
our town. Keep it current but also the attraction of a small town can be its history. Also it has to be appealing to 
the eye so make it attractive. 

Better prices (groceries store) , more options. Need delivery options for food too ( pizza or sub) 

If Belleville have a stronger cultural identity, like how New Glarus is Swiss. UFO days is the strongest we've got, 
and that theme is hard to support as much. 
A little more history of Belleville. More variety. Make Belleville appealing to the crowds that travel to New Glarus 
and Paoli. 

If there are good places to go, they will. Would love more convenience like that in town. 

More advertising 

Update businesses 

Attract businesses that will bring people in.  We don't offer any options for shopping or dining.  We don't offer any 
events that bring people in town like New Glarus does.  The one event we have that brings people in is the 
triathlon and the town does nothing after the event to keep people here to enjoy the town. 
Have a more attractive downtown with more things to do. More parks, community activities, shops and definitely 
more places to EAT!!! 
The only store that pulls in the surrounding community now is Patches and Petals. Add more small/unique/locally 
owned stores. And a cafe/coffee shop. 
Give them a reason to come! The only reason for ppl to come to Belleville is for Borlands fish fry, and that's been 
the only reason for a number of years. Look at Paoli... look at the changes and businesses that have come to that 
small area in recent years and Belleville is exactly the same. It looks like a poor town! 
Offer people a pretty town with unique shops and places to eat. Seriously, there are no good places to eat in 
Belleville. That limits the amount of time anyone will spend in a place. 
Better marketing, but that will also require more businesses first.  The food store doesn't carry good variety or 
fresh food so.people shop elsewhere as their prices are also too high which is a conundrum within itself.  Need a 
hook like Paoli has with arts and crafts.  Something that will drive people here.  Outdoor music festivals in the 
updated community park.  A coffee shop definitely!!  This really is a great community that doesn't get it's due 
because of a lack of a variety of local businesses.  I'd love to see it grow. 
Give tax incentives for businesses to grow on Main Street.  Give businesses incentives to grow and thrive 
especially if they meet certain elements. 
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Coupons 

Bring in new businesses. 

Have more available 

update and advertise and offer better choices for dining 

Better known businesses. Burresons has expired and stale food, poor quality and selection. Also that whole strip 
mall looks closed other than Subway. Offer better convenience to residents and those nearby. We need variety 
for food choices, not all bars! I honestly don't want to take my kids to a bar. And the lack of obvious diversity in 
town makes me shy away from going to anywhere downtown as it feels unwelcoming. 

More variety of stores 

Making business fronts more attractive, filling empty business spaces, some business owners need to step up and 
show customers they are happy to have them visit their business.  Cleanup and modernize inside the walls of the 
business, some flat out look dirty and very uninviting.  Try to revive a local music festival, we need something to 
lure people to Belleville. 

Do not know since we are so close to Madison, Verona and New Glarus. 

have more attractions to come to (restaurants, shops) and turn the old railroad station into something along the 
bike path for people to stop at (ice cream shop/cafe) - currently there is very little to draw anyone here! 
good question.  I think we have to become, at least partially, a destination like New Glarus.  Would need our own 
identity though.  We do have some with sports and the lake. 

Family friendly 

More promotion, festivals, events,  Belleville needs a theme like New Glarus Swiss theme. 

Actually have stores and businesses to come to. Are downtwon is not even close to Mt. Horebs. Belleville's 
downtown is It DEAD!! 
-Selection -Be Unique (such as quilt shop is a draw for some) -Create a reason to stop-many times when I explain 
where I live people say-'oh, is that by New Glarus' and my reply is "yes, it's in between Verona and NG" and there 
is no incentive to stop. -good restaurant -unique store -highlight bike trails in area-make an area for a potential 
start point more obvious 

offer more choices for dining & shopping, maybe a small motel for people to stay while they are here. 

Improve inner and out decor of businesses and street.  Downtown is pretty ugly.  Not enough parking if you are 
really trying to attract any greater scale of visitors.  Please,  NO CHAIN / FRANCHISE restaurants / coffee shops.  
We need something like the Flying Hound in Fitchburg.  I do like my neighbors / people in Belleville.  The Belleville 
Community Park is VERY nice.  I do appreciate the police checking things in the neighborhoods!  Though it is nice 
having Village Hall downtown, if you want to make more space for businesses it should be moved.  Though I don't 
visit artsy / craftsy stores one or two would prob be good for visitors.  Some of the existing bars have very limited 
hours.  Not sure how to get them moved off the block or to get them to invest in upgrading decor / better menus 
/ more open hours.  It's going to take incentives to get main street setup the way it should be.  I'd prefer not to 
see increases in property tax though to get this done....how that can work I'm not sure. 

improve the appearance of the shops/restaurants; more seating in restaurants; more options for families 

better prices, better curb appeal 

We need something unique that can't be found elsewhere.  Just as New Glarus has established itself with a Swiss 
tradition, Belleville should establish itself with a French tradition.  We have a road called Frenchtown Road right 
outside of Belleville, but I don't see anything French about the town at all.  Give the downtown a French facade, 
have a French bakery setup shop in town, get a French restaurant to establish itself in town.  Build a mini Eiffel 
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tower in a park.  Change the street signs to look French.  Have French themed festivals.  There's a lot that could be 
done to "French" up the town. 

Offer variety at reasonable prices 

Increase the options available 

Make it a place where people want to stop like for food or conveniences (even travelers passing by).  A lot times, I 
want to get a quick bite to eat, hungry for McDonalds, Burger King, Wendy's etc. 

Provide more options 

Have a resturant that is family friendly yet offers adult entertainment, paint nights, music/drinks. Make things 
look nicer downtown. Advertise. 
Higher quality and atmosphere dining, like a sports bar/brew pub.  Shuttle service for bike trail (shuttle out to 
drop off points with return bike ride to Belleville be the destination) tied in to restaurants.  Antique furniture and 
repair store.  Better food store (review Piggly Wiggly in Evansville). 

A cluster of shops and restaurants 

By making the community look more inviting, having dining options that attract & keep visitors (our bar food in 
Belleville may be cheap and somewhat ok tasting food but the places are dives) and quaint shopping options.  The 
trails are an added bonus and many travel the area stopping at Library Park if they looked down the street and 
seen an inviting downtown area they would be more likely to venture that way and come back again. 

advertise, open/offer more specialty stores, more eating options 

Maybe add more outdoor activities utilizing the lake or bike trail for people to enjoy the outdoors?  Maybe more 
canoe festival or bike races? 

Be more competitive with Madison and surrounding areas. 

Improve the buildings inside and out.  Recruit new businesses.  Reward businesses that have invested in their 
buildings (Patches & Petals, for example). Consider recruiting food carts or local restaurant offerings and hosting 
an outdoor summer movie showing in Community Park or Library Park. 

Offer specials at local businesses 

make downtown more visually appealing.  more variety in stores downtown 

Make buildings more attractive/updated.  Offer some unique or fun restaurants or shops that are fun to hang out 
at, have quality food/products. 
By making the restaurants and shops more appealing through updates with quality food and merchandise. Eye 
appeal. Quaintness beauty updates quality needed 
Better selection of restaurants.  There are not many retail stores in Belleville that I would patronize.  I am not 
interested in quilting or cheap stuff at the Dollar Store.  A nice coffee house would be a nice addition to Belleville 
along with a really nice gym or yoga studio. 

Choices and variety 

Have more options and make the town more attractive. The downtown area is not nice to look at and there are 
not many options for family dining. 
There need to be dining options that will cater to families or youth- ie. gathering spots for after games or events.  
Pizza delivery... ice cream shop along bike trail. 

make it more attractive and cost efficient 

Have more to offer in Belleville. New Glarus has unique shops, as does Paoli. I think if there were more 
opportunities, people would come to spend an extended amount of time here. Maybe amping up the lake could 
be used to our advantage (concessions, beach area, boat rentals). 

Provide something other than bars and more retail/shops 
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Entice business owners with cheaper rent and good facilities so they can survive while having accessible prices to 
customers. Businesses should be encouraged to spruce up the windows in their shops which can bring in more 
foot traffic. Start an Art Walk once a month and bring in local artists and shopping deals. Promote businesses 
heavily during events like run/walks and community weekends. 

have more family friendly places to go 

Appearance is everything 

More options/selection. Location/ease......drive thru's. 

Give us places to frequent.  We would really like to stop traveling to enjoy these types of places. Invest in the 
community.  Art, Coffee/Tea shops, Bakery, Guest authors, Musicians, or local talent. 

Fix up Main Street, it looks like most of town is abandoned. 

Downtown Belleville needs an identity and advertising to draw in people.  Currently it is a wide mix of businesses.  
Also, the functionality does not promote drive-thru restaurants. 
So many people use the bike trail for cycling and snowmobiling that if we had a couple more restaurants and 
shops I think we could be a fun destination like paoli and new glarus. A restaurant with good healthy food, using 
local produce, meat, etc. 
BRING IN MORE CHOICES.  I often wish Belleville had the cute downtown like New Glarus has.  Having the bike 
trail the river and the lake should encourage people to come.  If we had decent food options and a cute ice cream 
shop with a few craft and touristy shops, they would stay for the day! 

Fairs & festivals; Music; Local outdoor activitie- kayaking/biking etc. 

not fill the city with box stores and fast food restaurants...keep home made, relationship building business like 
current corner restaurant and fitness studio, but add fine dining and more services 

more variety and better aesthetics 

Variety...quality 

NA 

Liven up Belleville with some new businesses and activities. 

more options!  belleville currently does not have enough to offer our family to keep our business here-- we have 
to drive 15-30 min to get what we need elsewhere. 

Have places that have quality venues, services and competitive pricing 

Provide a comparable service, with a comparable price. The problem is, things are priced higher at the store, there 
is less variety, and Madison is not far away. With restaurants, unless you want bar food or bad family resturant 
food, we have nothing to offer. There is nothing to offer those who have food allergies. It is too easy to go to 
Madison, Monroe, or Janesville to get things you need/want for a better price. If you want people to shop and eat 
in the community it has to be as good as, or better than, what they can get by taking a short car ride. 

Have shops and dining.. 

Encourage support of local business, hold events that draw and sustain a crowd 

Make downtown look inviting. Marketing to local area of what's in Belleville 

have different events going on down town. New Glarus has events almost every weekend. We could use a few 
more weekend events to bring people out and about. For us we are busy running our kids to different sporting 
events and sitting down for a meal can be challenging. I total love the berm. 

Give them options and leverage lake/bike trail 
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Make the downtown look inviting. Ours looks old and run down! I'm embarrassed of our downtown compared to 
New Glarus, Evansville, and others. Talk to those communities to see what they did 

Variety and selection. Need to support business that are here. 

Bring in some better restaurants with different variety of food like Chinese or Mexican. Belleville has nothing that 
attracts people right now. Even the local bars need to be cleaned up. 

More restaurants 

Make downtown more attractive 

More variety, centralized shopping, community events 

Get better shops, not much here! 

Quaintness- get people to want to stop in Belleville when going from Paoli to New Glarus.  Sweet treats - coffee - 
ice cream - trendy shops. Maybe subdivide some of the bigger spots to allow more variety? 

More sit-down restaurants with ethnic foods 

There has to be something in town to attract people to shop, dine and spend time in Belleville. Main Street needs 
a over haul. There is nothing to be proud of. 

Offer more choices for places to shop and dine. 

Have more options, more live music maybe a farmers market 

Advertisement on radio 

Historically Belleville does not support its businesses.  They want a good restaurant or so they say but go to New 
Glarus to eat.  The cafe is limited by the size of its kitchen, an inability to expand, and the landlords 
unwillingness/inability to upgrade the most basic things like the toilets.  There are no available buildings with 
commercial kitchens.  Short of building a restaurant from scratch on bare ground where do you propose all this 
fine dining to locate?  Should the village dump money it does not have into the rail depot so perhaps something 
will come in.  If that was viable wouldn't private money already being doing it?  The downtown has three 
vacancies i.e. the old pharmacy and two spots in the old building next to the auto body.  A lot of the store fronts 
are occupied as offices that have no signage for businesses that use them as a base of operation.  this makes it 
feel as if the downtown is empty.  I don't have the answer.  What services does a bedroom community need that 
are not being fulfilled?  Answer that and you will have a solution 

VARIETY,QUALITY & AESTHETICS! 

Expand businesses. 

Bring high quality businesses into town -- with a focus on outstanding and unique quality. 

Promoting available options, making information on local services and businesses easy to find and search through 
is an area where a little work could go a long way. Belleville is a beautiful village with a lot to offer, but residents 
and visitors could hear more about it more often. 

The road improvement is a good step. Sprucing up the fronts of the buildings on Main St and the library square 

Give them a reason to come here.  We have a beautiful park and the berm trail is a real treasure, but then what?  
Dining options are awful. 

newspaper shop local campaign 

Advertise the big events. 
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Offer a few exceptional establishments or activities to attract people. Leverage the river and lake as much as 
possible. Cover most of the basics like solid coffee, decent lunch and dinner options, high quality beer and wine, 
etc. Encourage events. Remote suburbs need to offer destinations to draw crowds. 

Bring in businesses with known names. Ex. National chain stores 

Owners that care, stop building the bypass that is PB. 

We need more restaurants and maybe the current eateries to step up their game a bit, and a coffee shop.  As far 
as shopping, what would folks even come to Belleville to buy?  We barely offer enough to keep local residents 
here shopping as opposed to driving to Verona or Madison. 
Business community needs to work together, not just a select few.  You need to include every business owner, 
you need to include all, don't keep doing the same thing and expecting different results.  It always seems to be the 
same business people doing the same old thing.  I know for a fact there a couple very smart business owners 
running successful businesses in belleville and for some reason I never see them involved.  You need to tap into 
those folks.  Work together come up with ideas, make the community hip again.  Be creative make people want to 
come into Belleville instead of bypassing it. 

Many locals really miss the Hardware store.  --- a Bakery would be a nice addition 

Develop businesses/industrial with a large work force for employees to shop in the community 

Need to highlight the unique activities that Belleville has to offer - bike path, interesting history, 
kayaking/canoeing on the Sugar River.  Also, need to find business owners willing to invest in new restaurants in 
town serving different food options (not just burgers, fish, etc). Lots of bars downtown, but no 'pubs.' 

Need to increase options available. 

Provide some unique draws and then advertise to entice people in surrounding communities to try Belleville. 

Bring businesses that people want to shop, done and spend time in. People need good food, updated restaurants, 
good shopping. 

Completely re-do downtown area 

Provide variety and space for meetings. 

Encourage the existing businesses to update their properties and offer incentives to do so.  Also try and bring in 
new businesses (coffee shop, restaurant, gift shops) 

Update/upgrade properties 

Less bars. More family options. 

More options. 

No one that I meet, most of the time do not know where we live. Have to reference we are close to New Glarus. 

Quality space and higher quality food. Less bars. 

Class the town up 

Revitalize downtown. No reason for people to spend time. Attract more business village wide. Town is pretty 
much on life support. 

Advertisement 

Unique dining experiences (we don't need anymore bar restaurants), take advantage of those that use the bike 
trail and promote what's nearby in downtown 

Improve appearance. It looks old and uncared for. It should look like something people are proud of. 
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Have more variety.  There is really not a whole lot of places to go or do anything in town. You've got the 4 bars 
and bowling ally and an iffy diner depending on who the owners  are  and 1 or 2 shops. Downtown looks tired and 
run down.  Doesn't really scream spend time in this town. 
You need more here. There is nothing to attract people here. I have lived here all my life and I feel the community 
has less now to offer than it did when I was a kid. 

Bring businesses to town that people want, new Glarus does a great job of doing this 

We need business brought to town.  Need to make our town family friendly and a town people want to come visit. 

Attract more businesses; Make the store fronts more attractive; Have businesses utilize the back of their 
businesses that have a water view as patio areas that are enclosed and open air seating. 

there needs to be more options than there is. make it more family friendly. 

Probably look at what New Glarus has to offer and get ideas from there. I much rather spend time there over 
Belleville as there are more things to do and see. Belleville doesn't hold a candle to New Glarus. Start by 
remodeling some of the rundown buildings on Main Street and fix River street where it's bad 

provide more amenities and access to the River 

Open up shops --antique stores --bakeries-- coffee shop--INDOOR pool-- water splash pad-- family restaurants. No 
more bars. Make the shops/ BARS  clean up their appearance.  Take a bandage of sugar River budding up to 
downtown.   Put  patios on the backside of restaurants so they can have a view sugar river.  Clean up sugar River 
make it to swimming hole again. Take pride in being a farm  Community -- have farmers market promoting local 
Belleville farmers and  Artist from Belleville. Belleville  is unique in that it's on sugar river   Take a vantage of that   
Community has never changed it needs to grow with the times. Time to get the community excited. 
To start with it would be nice if the restaurant in Belleville could get help with $ to pretty much gut out the 
inside/update the outside. Good food and nice people, just embarrassing for businesses to take other business 
people in. May be a reason Duluth moved offices. Front of stores need to be improved and make it look appealing 
when someone drives through and says "that looks interesting, lets stop" like they do at the Quilt shop. Hard to 
encourage when there is not much to intice us to start with. 

More variety of shops! 

Advertise while adding businesses, IMPROVE THE TERRIBLE ROADS, and beautify downtown - the new sidewalks 
are uglier than the old ones we had to replace. 

Make the downtown more I inviting 

There are several "storefronts" which could use upgrading. Many businesses, besides bars, could use better out 
front advertising. 
Have more options...like a coffee shop/bakery or a ice cream place in summer....have a day of the week where 
food carts come to the square 

Have quality edtablishments and advertising, events to draw them in. 

Update the restaurants. 

Would rather not have more people come. They can stay in new glarus. Our town is getting too big as is and has 
already been getting worse. 
Even when we do have events in town where we draw a crowd (like UFO Days) there is nothing to m here.  Needs 
to be more variety, give people a reason not only to come here but stay.  People from Madison go to Paoli and 
New Glarus all the time, but they don't even come through Belleville, there is nothing that brings them in. 

More selection, higher quality 

Give businesses a reason to come here. Make Downtown look appealing and give people a reason to stop instead 
of just driving through.  Right now Belleville looks like a run down town that does not care if you stop in or want 
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to stay. Refurbish what we have, make the town look interesting. Focus on a niche- art, recreation, antiques- 
encourage any growth. 

More variety and more events 

Business need to improve the look of their buildings and offer more activites 

We simply need better quality options. If we had a GOOD coffee shop, GOOD fast food, pizza, and other 
restaurants, and cheaper groceries, I would rarely go to other communities for these things. We do not have good 
choices for food. Activities for families are slightly better. 
Have some more dining options. Just one or two places would even work. It does not to be so developed like 
Verona is! Something comparable to New Glarus's attractions and restaurant types would be great. The bars are 
already awesome in Belleville. So the addition of a drive thru and a nicer sit down restaurant would be great. 

Belleville needs more variety of stores and restaurants 

Better options that will appeal to a wider variety of people.  More marketing of Belleville events and what day 
trippers can do. Reach out to bike trail and kayak visitors. 

wider variety of options and longer hours for the business that are currently on main st 

Invite/attract businesses to develop in belleville 

Clean the bulidings on Main Street up! All the building with siding on them should be taken off and back to the 
orgianl brick. There are to many buildings sitting empty on Main Street as well encourage those building owners 
to either lease them out or sell them 

More variety 

Make downtown have a denser population of restaurants, cafes, coffee shops and interesting stores that people 
who don't live here would be interested in patroning instead of having local services located in the downtown 
area. Create events and gathering spaces, benches, etc that will make people want to hang out downtown. Allow 
dining and selling outside on the sidewalks of the downtown area to increase the appeal to people passing by to 
be a part of our community. Have a farmer's market that also invites local artists and food vendors to participate 
and draws more people to the town square. Get a locally focussed restaurant in a visible and easy to access 
location, not too far from bike trail. Get a grocery store that carries local products and focusses on the 
community. Have a youth center that hosts events for teens that are fun and fresh and a cool spot to hang out so 
that kids don't have to drive to Madison to have fun. 
Fix the appearance of the buildings as you come into town. Most of them look like they were built in the sixties 
and not maintained 
We have to give them a reason to go downtown. Take a walk and look at what others see. New Glarus store fronts 
are always looking sharp. Also, often, Belleville businesses are not friendly to out-of-towners and owners have to 
want to be better, many businesses have been here forever and they're not any different from 40 yes ago. 

By providing places to shop and dine 

make it unique and attractive for families 

Right now, there aren't many good choices. I go to Oregon because everything is right there. Belleville would be 
closer but all there is is Subway. 
Get other things in Belleville...  right now we have an over priced under stocked grocery store, a gas station that 
isn't even open past like 9-10pm and a dollar store.  Seems anything that u need u can't get in town.  Don't even 
have a fast food restaurant nor can u even get your car washed anywhere.  From what everyone says it sounds 
like no businesses come to town because the whole town is owned or locked by the Francois family and won't 
allow because they would lose their monopoly on what they sell and control 
Follow New Glarus. That community is a destination for people on the weekends. Paoli is also becoming a 
destination for bicyclists and people interested in art. 
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Bring in more options and make it look better downtown. 

Advertise some franchise and local business community 

Advertisement, expand number of businesses, community events focused on youth, more convenient options for 
shopping (bigger name businesses) 

We need to bring people to Belleville -by good shops, interesting events, etc. 

Have to have the stores first and make prices attractive. Don't gouge because you are the only place in town. 
People shop in Madison because it less expensive. 

And updated Main Street with more variety 

I like that Belleville is quiet and it doesn't have fast food restaurants 

Have more to offer shops/ recreational things on lake 

Belleville needs to be updated.  The old time look but updated and buildings need repair or rebuilding to attract 
people to come and spend time here. The buildings downtown are past there prime and need to be worked on.  
It's great to have old charm but the buildings smell moldy and need ALOT of work. 

Offer more attractions for people to want to spend time in Belleville 

Build it and they will come 

Have restaurants and events worth coming to belleville for. We have a lot of bars that serve the same kind of 
food. Theres no variation. Also very challenging for those with young families to go anywhere out to eat. That is 
the number one complaint i get from newer residents to the area and i dont have kids yet but would like to see 
more family friendly restaurants. I also would like to see healthier options and not fast food. Even a small clothing 
store would help bring others from out of town. 

Give the people more choices 

Having quality places to attract people. 

Update the town. Do things that will attract people to the area. Be open minded and listen to people's idea's 
instead of letting 3 families that think they own and run the village. Also would suggest that the village have 24 
hour police protection. 

Very  seldom do  you see local  business owners patronizing other local businesses. 

First have things they go elsewhere for give them that option in Belleville showing it doesn't cost more and it is 
more convenient and easy to get to for residents and people using t h e trail 

Advertise, welcome outsiders not just people from town. 

Make them wanna come to Belleville. You gotta offer more then just bars! Not alot to do in this town. Love fishing 
in the lake. Maybe find a way to control the bird problem by the lake. 
Bring things to this town. It's so outdated and to many bigwigs that run this town. (Such as the people that own 
most of the town) I've heard so many companies do but the village turns them away. 

Weekend events 

Have a variety of activities, events & services on a consistent basis. 

Advertise better 

Have more variety. Stop having the sleepy town syndrome that everyone drives through to get to New Glarus or 
Verona. 

Taste of Belleville, when having things include Family in the big picture 
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downtown is down trodden... Start there 

Finish dredging the north half of the lake, add boat/kayak launches and piers to the lake and river. Keep the river 
corridor clear for paddling both up river and down. Add a few camper trailer sites to one of the parks. All these tie 
in nicely with the bike/snowmobile trail. 

Spruce up the downtown and more restaurant choiced 

Economical, attractive, welcoming 

Frequent visitor cards or specials 

Have places to shop and eat 

Business and Village board members along with local business owners need to set the example of buying local and 
supporting each other.  local service organizations need to look locally when hiring people, artists, musicians for 
events.  Village government needs to look locally when hiring and freelancing work.  When we do this locally we 
can set the example and others will follow. 
Add things that are a destination for people such as a winery or brewery; hold a big festival in the summer so 
people know where Belleville is 
By updating the buildings, currently everything is uninviting and rundown, there aren'the any sit down decent 
family restaurants. 

Food and stores 

Better restaurants 

Have places worth visiting that are good and worth the drive. Even for those that live here, make me want to stay 
here. I try to support the community, but I want somewhere to take my family for dinner that has good food 

Offer more options 

Make the downtown look nicer. It really looks run down. Spruce up storefronts, upgrade storefronts that need 
repairs. The downtown area is clean/neat, which is a good start. But nothing is very interesting or artistic looking--
not very enticing. 

We would need attractive businesses. 

Be unique 

Bring a variety of restaurants to downtown; facelift on the appearance of downtown 

More businesses need to open here 

Offer a lot more choices than we do right now, update and make it attractive 

Change the outdated appearance; bring in desirable businesses for the 21st century,; utilize the Lake front for 
outdoor dining, restaurants, decent pubs, coffee shops 
Encourage more options that are quality and clean and child friendly! I would love to shop at a consignment store 
in Belleville. 

Find a niche or specific direction and utilize the "Theme" for business development and growth 

Make it easy for walkers/bikers/canoers to stop and have a beer outside while looking at the river or lake 

Better and cleaner businesses 

Ensure adequate parking is available and limit traffic congestion.  Offer unique experiences. Do not follow the lead 
of Verona and litter down town with chain garbage. 
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Introduce new popular businesses that will be long lasting. It seems that businesses come and go. Main street has 
more empty space that could be transformed into something that will create more people and the more people 
that are interested the better the businesses will thrive. 

Improve the appearance of some of the buildings. Some look nice but others are starting to look decrepit. 

Our downtown is less attractive than any other small town in wisconsin that I can think of. I have family in 
Boscobel and Fennimore, similar sized towns to belleville. Much lower per capita income, lower taxes base, but 
both have much nicer downtowns. Kind of makes you wonder where the money goes in Belleville... 

A walgreens or other larger store such as target, shopko or Walmart would be amazing to have in belleville. 

Well, by having places to shop & dine. I would encourage a craft mall - rental spaces for sale of crafts. I would 
encourage & seek out small unique shops. A Brewery would draw folks. We need to be able to promote Ladies 
Day trips and activities. They will come & then come again. But right now this town needs FOOD. This is a desert 
for good eating. 

More things to do 

I think we have to make it a destination place for people to want to come and spend time. Things for visitors to 
do- shopping, eating, recreational, educational, etc... 
Have other options besides bars, that is all we have. I don't want to take my kids to eat in a bar. We should be 
utilizing the river access we have. Why don't we have canoe and kayak rentals? If you want people to shop in 
Belleville you have to have shops and local people need to support their own town which they don't. We have the 
bike trial why don't we have a small cafe/ice cream shop on the trail? Why are those neat old building that are on 
the trail not being used? They could have some really neat shops in them including the cafe/ice cream shop. 
Include a free air pump for tires and tubes for popped tires. I've run into multiple bikers needing a new tire tube. 
Could have outdoor seating for diners as well. You need things to do in order for people to spend time in 
Belleville. 
More retail - depot building? Build on bike trail users coming to town, like Paoli. Need a decent restaurant for 
weekends other than just Borlands. 

have and inviting downtown, quaint choices in shopping, and eating other than bar food 

Have more options! Need more than just one reason to bring people in to downtown (I.e., one restaurant or one 
store won't be enough) 
When we moved our business here, we were really surprised at the lack of good dining options. One of the places 
we went to can only be described as "a dive". Dirty, old, musty. There is no way I would want to take a client 
there. I see one of the buildings looks like they are tearing down the old construction and getting back to the 
original facade. That would be a welcome change. Most of the buildings look like they were refurbished in the 70s 
and just look awful. It would be great if the ugly siding was taken off and re-exposed the brick. All in all, a facelift 
inside and out would be a benefit. 

More variety of businesses and better places to eat 

I think the concerts in the park in the summer could be a really good opportunity for businesses to pull in new 
people.  A lot of people have to drive through town on Hwy 69, if there were attractive signs or flowers to bring 
attention to certain things around the downtown area I think it would get people to stop.  A better option for 
parking downtown would probably get more people to stop as well.  I know that if I drive around for too long 
looking for parking, it becomes less likely I'll stop, and more likely I'll go somewhere else. 

offer more then a bar environment 

Update, I've lived her for 13 years. Not much has changed, three grocery store, two pizza places, now closed. 
People are going to Verona and New Glarus and spending money. The village needs to grow, within reason. 
Verona has gone a little overboard. I like it here but we need to change a bit. 
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Like New Glarus, Belleville needs a medium priced restaurant with good food. We do need to have some facilities 
for bikers. Belleville is a pretty town with the lake fixed up. It could attract visitors if there was a pretty park, 
maybe a playground and a nice restaurant. 

Update the downtown with modern businesses that fill needs of our population. 

Provide nicer amenities nice restaurant with outdoor area over looking the lake 

I like New Glarus and Paoli for unique restaurants and variety of unique shops. Could we become a French hub? 
Something heritage based? Become a destination for that... NG is Swiss and Paoli is arts... 
Spruce up downtown area so that people enjoy being downtown.   Create a "theme," perhaps the French 
influence of Belleville history and make things look "Frenchy".  Awnings on storefronts; outdoor cafe seating for 
cyclists, Belleville residents to enjoy.  Belle Vue park should have better picnic tables, picnic areas - rather than 
worn out facilities. 

New quality establishments 

offer more choices, well rounded family oriented activities (for teens as well), must be cost efficient as well.  
Focus on residents!!  Bike path users will not patronize our businesses.  Just some place to get on the trail and 
ride. 
First of all, the events you already have need to be better advertised by signs in surrounding towns, SOCIAL 
MEDIA, and newspaper more than 1-2 weeks before. Cool places like the Ale house attracts people-- probably 
because it's up to date and clean. Look at what is working for towns like new glarus and verona-- what do they do 
to get turnout at events. I'm sure Belleville's budget is minimal which doesn't help but we should be able to learn 
from other successful small towns.  What about a farmers market? Also, we would utilize an Ace Hardware or 
something like that. 
Hold more venues downtown, move community picnic back to the park by the lake, hold concerts in the park, 
have a food/wine tasting weekend like the 1st of every month. 

Have more things or unique rhings that will actually draw people in 

The places we have now are great but need a better selection 

keep up with the awesome community events that you usually do. maybe add a more family oriented or kid based 
food or entertainment place 
More community events, like picnics. Any excuse to mingle and meet others is great. A weekly farmer's market in 
the summer would be fabulous. A regular hot dog/ brat fry fundraiser hosted by a community group would be fun 
(school district teachers, community board members, fire/ police, etc). Add a newer resident it would be great to 
meet those involved in the community and create contacts for my own involvement.  To encourage dining, we 
need more options than bar food, pizza, and a small cafe with limited his age menu options. Mexican! Italian! 
Friday fish fry! Evening dining options that aren't bars. 
More diverse and quality options for dining, especially for all ages. More outdoor areas for dining and relaxing 
(patios, outdoor seating, family friendly beer garden). A variety of unique shops for people to stroll and shop and 
explore. A coffeehouse/cafe with an inviting, quaint atmosphere. Improvements of the overall look of downtown 
while keeping history, charm, and character of original buildings where possible. 

Offer great sales- deals- and make people feel welcome! 

Bring more businesses so we don't have to go to Madison Verona or Fitchburg to get what we need. We need a 
Snap Fitness or Anytime Fitness, a tanning salon, a quick hair cut place, an quick oil change place, a decent grocery 
store that isn't over priced. We need a pizza place that has dine in not just carry out. We need variety, not just 
Subway and bar/grills. 
More restaurant variety and shops that people are able to browse and spend time in. Expand businesses beyond 
main st (include old Francois location and elementary location?) so there is more "exploring" to do. Outside of 
bringing in new businesses - keep the community festivals and events. They are AWESOME. 
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Have what they are looking for...a unique experience!  Must have a great looking store front with great food.. 

Have a decent restaurant, their not going to stop if there's not somewhere clean to sit down... 

Keep the appearance up 

You have to find a way to attract them from the neighboring communities and certainly attract tourism from New 
Glarus by encouraging them to take a day away come enjoy the lake and river canoe, kayak, rentals, etc.  Once 
they come to town we need to make sure the trip provides enjoyment so they tell others and return again.  I think 
unique outside seating areas with live music would be a good start and keep prices in control.  I talk to a number 
of business owners who complain about lack of business but do nothing of their own to make improvements. 

More places to shop and festivals to make people come to town 

We need a KFC in town & a Walgreen's in the downtown area not on the outskirts of town... 

Clean up store fronts! 

Bring in more businesses that arent bars.  Coffee shop, cafe, etc 

Upgrade the look of downtown.  Also I think people don't realize what Belleville has to offer so we need to find a 
way to reach out to new residents 

advertise 

More selection of restaurants and shops clean up the downtown area 

Provide something to come to town for. 

by making belleville look attractive and adding more attractions/food. 

Offer more selection at reasonable prices. Make the stores and restaurants friendly to non-residents. 

Give them an updated better variety of stores and restaurants to eat at 

Even a few unique shops in Belleville would be great not only for locals but when tourists pass thru they see what 
a cute town it is and it makes them want to come back with friends/ family 
have a special town feature of the week campaign to bring awareness to what Belleville has to offer.  Folks love 
playing a game 
Outdoor seating for bars/restaurants. Bring back the history. Store fronts that stand out. More community events 
with beer tents. More unique stores like a cheese shop, antiques, bike shop, bakery, coffee, diner. Corner cafe is 
ok but it's so dirty and falling apart. It's embarrassing. It would be nice to sit outside with a drink and food and a 
view of the river or lake. 

There are no restaurants that are good or offer delivery. There isn't anywhere to shop. 

Add a hotel near by 

Rebuild downtown and give more variety of stores and restaurants 

encourage use of the bike trail and walking trail around the lake and center activities around those 

Make the downtown look more attractive, offer "destination" shops & restaurants like New Glarus 

Nice restaurant and shopping area 

More inviting restaurants and shops. 

Have more attractive places. Honestly, many things in the downtown look kind of dumpy. Belleville is far enough 
away from Madison, that it's kind of a pain to go there, but close enough to Verona that it's easy to get there. I 
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know it's tough with the size of Belleville to have critical mass for a large grocery store. But some nicer places or 
just some refurbishing would be nice. 

Add more things and social gathering places 

The biggest reason I do not go downtown Belleville even though we eat and drink almost every weekend out at 
establishments in Madison, Verona and Ftichburg is because of the current places. They are all the typical small 
town bars which can be good, but I don't feel comfortable eating at these places or staying very long. We prefer 
new, clean places where I feel like they care and actually clean, etc. Places we go are like Monk's in Verona, BBG's 
in Stoughton, HQ in Oregon. If Belleville had something like that it would save me a drive and we would be there 
often. WE also like to occasionally eat at higher end restaurants like Rare downtown, but I am not sure Belleville 
could sustain a place like that. We really miss having a pizza delivery service during Football season!! 

Stop letting Business leave the downtown area. 

Atttact visitors. New Glarus is 8 minutes away and has so much culture in its downtown. More community events. 

River walk behind Main St. A lot of small towns have Main Streets that are run down. Ours is on a RIVER. 

Belleville businesses are not accessible. More people with physical disabilities, and seniors with mobility limits are 
living in our community. All downtown bars and the diner are fully inaccessible, which is not just bad business, but 
also illegal under the ADA. Grants like CDGB funds or private funds should be used to assist businesses to remodel 
for full accessibility, even basement bars. Aside from that, business that draw people are needed. Look at how 
New Glarus is off the beaten path, and has a tourism industry. What are people seeking there, besides the 
brewery? This survey is a good start. 
Lol! For most of the community sponsored events - fish boil, chicken BBQ/community picnic, school functions etc - 
the majority of food and supplies are purchased OUTSIDE of Belleville. When they refuse to purchase supplies 
locally for events and/or functions held IN BELLEVILE, that are sponsored by the village and it's community groups, 
why are you even bothering with conducting this type of survey? Maybe lead by example? Having our community 
leaders and their organizations purchase supplies from local businesses, if at ALL possible, would seem like a "no-
brainer", right? If "Belleville"doesn't shop in Belleville,  why on earth should they expect that anyone will.   Might 
be refreshing to see Belleville business names on the banners,  acknowledgments, and sponsors instead of places 
10 miles or more down the road. Let's start with that,  otherwise, you might as well close most of the local 
businesses 

If you build it, they will come. Word of mouth is the best way! 

Increasing the amount of places to visit/spend time in would definitely encourage people to come. Belleville is 
beautiful, there just isn't anything keeping the tourists around. Having more opportunities for tourists to engage 
with the community will definitely bring more activity to belleville. 

Fix up the downtown area and bring in more variety. 

Be friendlier to strangers and people new to the area! 

Advertise and encourage more businesses to come to Belleville. 

New Glarus is right down the road, by having an attractive downtown and events Belleville could easily bring 
people in. 

Offer more options for both shopping and dining 

Make downtown more appealing more things to do and see on main street. 

The grocery store is fine but the prices are higher than Madison lower the prices or get a grocery store that can 
provide lower prices, a couple more fast food restaurants would be nice along with a family-type restaurant like a 
Denny's, stay away from the upper-class type restaurants  leave the yuppies in Verona, definitely a hardware 
store or home improvement store, the community picnic needs to be definitely improved pick a committee that 
can find things for kids teenagers and adults to do other than sit in the beer tent. 
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Have the down town look nice, not run down. Bring in both decent restaurants and small shops for people to be 
able to walk to from the restaurants. 

Advertising 

More advertising via social media or radio ads (I hear a lot of New Glarus on the radio) and encourage business 
owners to be involved within the community so that the community knows where their money is going when they 
shop local! Also, if we could get more festivals that involve all ages in town I think that would boost economy as 
well. 

Better business, cleaner Main Street LESS BARS 

More job opportunities that would keep people in the village. With so many working in Madison, it's too easy to 
do business after work. Also, small businesses find it difficult to compete with places like Home Depot, Walgreen, 
etc. Internet shopping like Amazon is also a detriment to local, small businesses. 
I know a lot of people that come down this way to get to the sugar river. Perhaps more restaurants that could 
help keep those folks in Belleville after they are done on the river. 
There needs to be reasonably priced places with choices.  The amount of bars that are inappropriate at most 
times for families decreases the amount of choices available in Belleville 
coordinate community activities with businesses together.  Ex. like the library drawing in all ages with community 
activities. 

Have more variety 

By offering better choices. We have nothing in Belleville to draw people in. Surrounding communities have growth 
and changed with the times. Belleville has not done anything to promote growth within the community. We 
continue to be just a bedroom community. 
Provide an attractive downtown that provides choice for visitors. Right now there is nothing that would attract 
visitors to stop. Lack of signage, dining, shopping. 

We need better businesses to attract people to stay here and not drive to madison. A quality supper club. 

I think we first need to start with having options available for people, we can't expect people to come here when 
there's nothing to do and nowhere to eat. I think a lot more people would like to shop and dine locally, they just 
don't have the option at this point unless you want to eat at a bar all the time 

Get something to attract people here 

Not have run down businesses that are out-dated 

Have more to offer 

Most ppl that live in north shore never comes down town 

There needs to be more variety. Right now there are i businesses at all. 

By adding more venues and advertise to shop local 

Make it more of an area to explore like New Glarus. 

More variety 

Get variety of stories and listen to what people want in town. Instead of just doing projects like the walking path 
along the river. 

Offer better choices, friendlier 

You have to build some places first...and people will come.  Madison folks live driving to try new things 

I don't know how to encourage people but I love the feel of New Glarus. They seem to have a variety of 
bars/places to eat/ cafes/salons/etc. 
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Make it visually appealing by restoring downtown. The buildings on main street have great bones but lack 
cleanliness and style. 

Focus more on shopping locally. 

Have shops,there really aren't any other then quilt shop 

Better food, family friendly dining 

Encourage Duluth Tradin to move their outlet store to Main Street to anchor downtown development. Consider 
using TIF funding to revitalize the downtown and end the long standing anti business attitude of the Village Board. 
More physically attractive storefronts. Currently, they appear run-down and I would not choose to eat at any of 
the local bars or restaurants in Main St because they don't appear clean or well-maintained. Enforcement of 
facade and signage standards and consistency would go a long way in attracting both local and tourist business. 
With New Glarus booming as a tourist attraction, we should be able to attract traffic to our area. 

Use the lake! It's our best asset 

Advertising big time, coupons like monks does in verona getting a few new businesses so the can make it a trip 
worthwhile of making from distances 

Allow Atvs on trail 

Encourage new businesses to come to the downtown. There isn't much down there besides bars. 

Have cute shops, not just bars 

Events monthly, a couple of cute shops 

All business working together 

Places to shop dine and spend time in? 

Attract businesses that compliment one another. Businesses could work together to welcome art walks, etc to 
encourage people to come downtown. 
We love the small town feel of Belleville, but we need more options for food and events to keep people spending 
money here. We need to spruce up our downtown to make it more unique. We need to focus on our beautiful 
parks, bike trail, lake and river. Main Street could use more shops for people to wander in and out of. We 
definitely need more restaurants to keep residents in town and gives options for tourists to stay instead of going 
to Verona or New Glarus. 

Creating more desirable and higher end places to go 

Invest in the shops 

Have a variety of options within walking distance 

Bring more options. 

Restore downtown buildings to make it more appealing.  Offer better dining options.  More shops, boutiques, 
home decor shopping.  Maybe a gun shop, or hunting shop.  Bring in both male/female interests. 

Actually have places to shop & dine. 

Dinning would be to have options that are well maintained, clean and family friendly.  It would be great to have 
another, better daycare option in town.  I started with my kids in Belleville and they now go to Verona because of 
the cleanliness and quality of care that is available in Belleville. 
Make it an attractive place to be- currently, it feels like the village is lacking interest in bringing new businesses 
and keeping the ones we have. We need to make our festivals and events more centralized (like bringing 
Community Picnic back to Community Park) and inviting for those in Belleville and in the surrounding area. 
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Should be more attractive. Main Street Looks poor and neglected right now 

There needs to be something here.  As I see it, the only business in town that draw people is the quilt shop. You 
need to create a subsidy opportunity to draw interest of proven business operators to come and open shop. This 
is necessary because we've fallen not a state of more empty fronts than full. 
Attract retailers and business owners to the area.  Better advertisement outside of Belleville.   Work on the 
culture and history to build an interest. 

More variety 

The Quilting Place brings in a lot of Business now I feel we need to accent more on the bike trail. Availability of 
rest, snacks, food, and drinks. 
Better upkeep of Main Street buildings and businesses. Utilize the overlook of the river in the back of businesses. 
More variety. Welcome people not from Belleville 

Offer more variety in town of stores and restaurants 

Have better stores, a place to shop. A more casual supper club option downtown 

Better food, less deep fried bar food. Maybe a nice floral shop. 

More things to do 

The downtown area is catered to older people. I am in my 30s and have little kids. I would like to see more up to 
date restaurants and shops. I would love a coffee shop   I would literally go there everyday. An ice cream shop 
would also be awesome. More events for kids and families at the parks.  Keep the Facebook page up to date and 
advertise events. 

Spruce it up! More choices! 

Offer more choices and more quality food. Businesses need to have hours that accommodate those residents that 
work out of town. 

Provide options. People will naturally stop as they drive through or use social media 

Don't make a car dealership the main focus of the 'downtown'. There's nothing there to do or go visit, just bars 
and a gas station/dealership. 

Get stores and resturants that people want to come t! 

By giving people better options to shop, dine, and spend time at. 

Bring new things in and use the chamber to promote them 

Update the crappy facilities, make the buildings attractive on the exteriors, have a decent restaurant or coffee 
shop where a person could meet a friend or client without a town drunk interrupting. 

TIF district or tax substacies for downtown building peers to improve exsisting structures 

It needs to be visually appealing 

Bulldoze everything and start over 

If anyone knew the answer to that we wouldn't need this survey... 

More variety in the stores and restaurants 

Belleville is all bars, gas stations that suck, and Churches we need restaurants with good food, decent help that is 
not rude to customers and can cook, and places that are acceptable for children. What we have in town is 
acceptable and fun for only adults we do not need a huge car dealership when there are about 20 within 10 miles 
of Belleville nor do we need more gas stations that are over pricing people when you can drive 10 minutes away 
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and pay almost $0.20 less then you can in town and you get better gas. We need change!!! This town has not 
changed very much on the almost 37 years that I have lived here!!! 

Have more businesses and variety in Belleville 

Give them quality places to do it & a variety of them at that! 

Have a wider array of restaurants.  Make our downtown more attractive.  More signage off the bike trail for 
attractions in town. 

Need to prove to people something in the town is worth coming here for 

Resident discount; businesses like Burresons grocery that donate a percentage of sales back to community groups 

Belleville needs to develop a more distinct voice, culture and character. It's very bland and generic compared to 
New Glarus' obvious uniqueness. The downtown area looks pretty bland and boring. When they exposed the brick 
on the fitness center that looked really awesome, and it would be cool to see the town back an old-school look 
similar to that or the Dam bar rather than trying to modernize and try so hard to be a suburb of Verona/Madison. 

Improve the appearance or main st. Businesses look run down currently. 

Belleville needs more stores to attract people, something like Blumenladen's would be awesome.  It's a place to 
shop for clothes, flowers, gifts that you need on short notice, cards, etc.  I also like the Fat Cat in New Glarus that 
serves delicious foods & coffee. 

Beutiful businesses that are welcoming, clean and nice. Nicely priced for most. 

Take advantage of our fantastic trails and have things within easy distance to them 

Create avenues for family gatherings, not bar crawls, encourage venues at the parks that are beautiful and near 
the lake not just at one park, encourage family run businesses like a brewery, bakery, wine bar, grocer and others. 
Make downtown Belleville feel like a walk back in time, not like a time warp. 

Mote options and more advertisment. 

support local economy 

up grade downtown,facelift,New business 

Advertise further out 

Have more upscale businesses, the bars downtown for a burger get old. 

Continue to improve Community Park and have events there if another adequately-sized baseball/softball field is 
build for community use. 
We can't!  Our main st at this time is a disaster!  Multiple business building up for sale or rent and nothing but 
bars and a cafe that is out of date a disgusting.  Look at the surrounding villages and cities and how they embrace 
their heritage and decorate and promote business and tourism based off of it.  This village has a strong French 
heritage and I think we should look into embracing that!  Little Switzerland is 8 miles away why can't we be little 
France?  Bring a winery, coffee shop, bakery, restaurants that have a French background!  Belleville should be 
home of the best eclair! 
Provide people a reason to come to Belleville and then to want to stay in Belleville and spend money.  The trail is 
a huge draw, the lake should be.  The current business offerings are lacking.  We need a coffee shop, a place for 
teens to hang out, good dining options. 

Variety and value. 

Have more appealing activities and attractions 

Provide choices that are not bars for food and home repair/upkeep such as a hardware store. 
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More options to stop and look and then eat quick 

Require businesses to keep storefronts inviting and have more options. 

improve the looks of downtown and build something worth them wanting to come to Belleville 

Have businesses people want to ship and dine at. Music crawl and UFO type events (seem to be) successful 

Make our downtown more Attractive for bikers and other tourists.  Drawing people from outside  Belleville will  
bring in $. 

Welcome new businesses and offer shop local discounts. Market the advantages of being local. 

Get more businesses so there is something to go to besides the bar scene type stuff.  Would be nice if there was 
an auditorium with some adequate space since the high school one is way to small for most everything 
Have places to shop. Have restaurants. Make use of all the money spent on community park. Less bars and more 
small shops. Coffee shop!! 
The village board, business owners, school board should set the example. If these individuals want Belleville to 
have a business presence then they need to support/shop local. Beautify downtown & arteries leading into the 
community. Work on projects faster then you have in the past. Work on the old landmark building it is ugly, work 
on restoring & utilizing the train depot, make the old lumber yard (vet clinic) so it doesn't look like a shack. 
Advertise the bike trail, host bike tours to tunnel, host nature walks on berm. 

Make improvements to bring people here. Take advantage of the beautiful lake with a recreation area. 

Build it and they will come. There is no reason to visit currently. 

Make it look MUCH nicer 

Downtown lacks character -- there needs to be an effort to make it stand out & give people a reason to be there, 
hang out.  The lake / river is there but no dining, etc on it to enjoy. 
I think it's going to take more options for places to eat,  a coffee shop, and other business's to keep people in 
belleville or wanting people to travel to belleville . 

More offerings and variety 

Advertise more. Push the shop local theme. Offer specials. 

Bring in more restaurants. A corner café is terrible. Do I need that many bars? There's really no place for people 
just Just driving or riding through the stop. Belleville's downtown doesn't come close to New Glarus or even 
Monticello. 

you first must have the facilities to get them to dine in Belleville.  We need a variety of stores for them to shop at. 

A variety of stores, family friendly things open on weekends for more than just a morning would be great 

Better display of open hours 

Once we get something like a restaurant, word of mouth and advertising. 
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APPENDIX C 
How can we market Belleville as a destination for retail, recreation, and family-oriented 
activities? 
Outdoor activities now but a revitalized downtown is essential to creating a place people want to go, and go 
often. 

better layout, parking and variety 

Mailings, web pages, tv ads 

Develop recreation opportunity on lake/river.  Promote popular sites like quilt shop and outlet store.  There are 
artists in the area that could be promoted in Belleville. 

You have to have places for them to eat, drink, and explore, not just a lake to look at. 

Focus on the lake and bike trails 

First you need to have services before anyone will come. 

Start adding places to get people interested. Keep them in town instead of having to drive a distance for anything 
you need. 

Add a hotel 

First have to have something here that draws people's interest to the area. than advertise on area media outlets 

PR, news articles, ads, word of mouth 

Do more with the bike trail, lake river. 

We need places where visitors would feel welcome before we can market them. 

What's unique about Belleville is the lake. Build around that. Maintain the trail that goes into the woods.  Fix the 
back ponds. Lots of potential back there! 

The sign above is a great start, it showcases a great idea as to what belleville could offer 

Establish a brand that is something other than just we are another desperate small town. 

It needs more to offer first. 

Not sure 

The best part of the town is covered up by buildings downtown, a view of the lake and river is needed. 

I am truly no sure. 

For current residents: start a Belleville rewards program. Meaning every time you purchase something in Belleville 
you are rewarded a point or points that can be redeemed at a certain place for a certain time for certain items. 
This would require cooperation amongst the retailers xcetra. For non-residents: not sure of this 

promote the history, and the beauty of the bike trail 

We need something to bring more bicyclists to town for food/drink/entertainment.  We also need to attract some 
of the (10,000+) employees at Epic that Belleville is where you want to raise your family/start family etc 

Facebook and other social networks 

Bring in businesses that support the family-oriented activities and recreation and improve the 
attitudes/friendliness of businesses and community members to accept and embrace visitors and new arrivals. 
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Bring in a wider selection of shops and services to the area. 

Just bringing in better businesses will help. 

Multi media, social networking, distribute Belleville magazine in surrounding areas, large businesses that will 
attract customers from around are 

Ne more open minded. To many people here dont loke change and are anti business 

Keeping things small but of high quality and service will get the word out and people will come and keep coming 
back for it 

Have more of them 

VARIETY. Look at Verona's strip of restaurants. They have so many options. It will start there. Beyond food, we 
need to make Belleville LOOK like the charming getaway it is or could be. What do bikers, hikers, canoers, or 
kayakers have to do here beyond those activities? Dive bars (with all due respect). We can keep those there, but 
let's bring something more to it. Let's give the whole downtown area an aesthetics reboot (Mayville as an 
example). If we want to enhance family activities, bring in an ice cream/candy shoppe. Create an area that people 
can pick up some great food and treats and eat in the parks or an enhanced center area. It all comes down to the 
look and variety though. "Oh, this downtown area is so charming." "Oh, they've got some great restaurants to sit 
down at or get takeout." Etc. 

Promote the town. Have community picnics and competitions. Get the kids involved with activities. 

? 

I'm not sure at this time 

First of all, Chamber and Economic Development Committee needs to nake it a priority to market Belleville - no 
real marketing or advertising of the village and what it has to offer has ever been done. 
Youth sports are very big. Belleville should continue to support this and even expand sports facilities to bring 
families into town. Verona is a great example of this. 
Hmmm...retail is tough - probably has to be specialty stores, like Patches and Petals or the chicken store in Paoli 
(who woulda thought?) - stores that offer something unique - have to give people a reason to drive for 20-30 min.   
For recreation, there's the bike trail, but that's just a start/stop spot for most people.  I think that some would eat 
in town if there were some interesting options.  Maybe could attract more people to use BV as a take off by 
providing some amenities in Library Park - bathrooms, water fountains - or by making improvements to the local 
sections of the trail? 
Offer boat rentals- kayak, ect in the park at the lake.  More trails for hiking and biking.  More dinning options for 
family. 

Groupon or Travelocity.   Hosting events.  Word of mouth is the best. 

Make the Community Park & bike trail the hub for rent recreation....rent kayaks, canoes, bikes, etc... Base retail & 
dining downtown to go with those activities. 

Leverage the bike trail and make more out of the Community Park 

It is hard to think of a marketing plan with nothing to market/promote.  If there were more options to bring 
people to Belleville, then it would be easier to promote. 

Online marketing - Facebook, Google, etc. Focus on the lake, parks, bike trail, etc. 

Be welcoming and make people feel comfortable 

Build hotels so people will stay. 

Advertising  Word of mouth Festivals 
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Update main street 

Belleville is great for recreation. Kajaking, canoeing, bike path.etc...but there is no retail & need more things for 
kids , older kids 
Invest more heavily in promoting those businesses that offer products/services that people are interested in (i.e. 
Duluth Trading, Patches & Petals). 

Utilize the bike trail as a selling point. Fix the Depot!!!!! Coffee shop, small store, Diner etc 

Same answer as before 

Host more events here. The Races and the Triathlons are a great start. There could be a kayaking club as well. 

Need to make something available along the bike path like a cafe or rest stop.  Use the older buildings to attract 
attention to our history and turn into usable retail space, like the train depot, old building in library park, and the 
old hotel on the corner across from fire station.  We have a nice older downtown that needs a refresher. 
Focusing on the outdoor activities (the trail, the lake, the river) would be a great way to attract people initially, 
but we need businesses that they would actually want to go to in order to keep them here. 
take advantage of the bike trail and river that goes through town.  The pool should continue to be maintained and 
could be promoted more. 

newspaper, destination booklets 

Start with the the bike path and Lake, promote activities, fishing? Tubing? Kayak rentals? 

Festival 

See prior answer 

You need to have a reason to come 

Determine the different demographics, create the total marketing package for each.  What do we know about 
quilters?  What do we know about bikers, kayakers, hikers, bird watchers, dog walkers, fisherman?  What makes 
them tick!  Build the marketing around their psychological traits. 
Develop the waterfront along Main Street. It could be a beautiful view but no business downtown is using it right 
now.  Build a pedestrian only area from Candy Point to River St, turn those business to face the water and develop 
classy scenic outdoor business spaces that face the river. 

need more unique retail first, the bike trails/lake and parks could be used for more non-sports events. 

use new glarus and mount horeb as models to get ideas/how have they been so successful 

Active social media presence;  a marketing staff who posts info about Belleville happenings, Do you know (past) 
and coming up stuff, about the town stats; unique destination events like French Festival; having performing arts 
shows like pantomime, dance, classic music; generous TIF, modern apartments to attract Epic employees 

Again make it attractive with a variety of choices for every age. 

More signage about the trails in town and nearby areas (i.e., Ice Age Trail). An area map that includes trails 
(including connecting trails and Eagle Loop trail) and parks. Get SugarRiverOutfittersWI.com involved. Build up the 
Badger State Trail trail head. 
Changing the bike trail to a ATV trail would significantly increase traffic and spending in Belleville. Music has been 
a decent draw as well. Canoe/paddle board/kayak and tubing rental for the lake/river would draw big crowds in 
the summer. 

Same as last response 

Advertising/ Marketing/ Signs at Library Park 
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Update the exterior 

We have a beautiful trail that goes right through town and we do nothing to draw people in that are on the trail.  
Example: We could have a coffee shop, ice cream shop, small restaurant by the trail.  If people park in Belleville to 
take the trail there are no businesses to keep them here after their bike ride.  Our town looks run down (i.e. old 
car wash and the townmart).   Owners of downtown buildings do not take are of them. 
By making it more attractive as a start and noting it's close the the New Glarus Brewery, the bike trails. And make 
a safe passage from the bike trail to the downtown area. 
Need a summer food destination for all the bikers. The railway station would be ideal for this -- 
sandwiches/soda/ice cream/coffee. Other small specialty stores -- an antique tool store would make millions just 
off of the husbands that have to wait on wives shopping in patches and petals. 

Give ppl a reason to come to Belleville. There has to b something to market. Right now there isn't anything. 

Keep downtown looking authentic but not run down. Use the lake and town square for events that gather people. 

Answered some in last question.  Outdoor music festivals, somewhere for bikers to stop and have refreshment.  
Better use of outdoor pool.  They tend to close too early and severely limited open swimming. 

Need better looking and more useful places for that to happen 

advertise 

people are interested in something new, that will draw in visitors 

See previous answer. 

You can't market retail if you don't have retail.  Promote the parks and lake walk on social media. 

Do not know. 

we need businesses and restaurants to come here 

Excellent question.  If we are a destination for activities then retail can follow. 

Reasonable rents.. 

see previous answer 

Have a town board that want people to come to belleville. 

maybe have marketing sponsors, radio or television or online. 

ack.  see my last msg. 

Need to have these things. 

utilize the river and bike trail.  better variety of businesses 

Improving access / roads to the lake area and the new restrooms is a good start. 

Just as my previous response said, changing Belleville into a French version of New Glarus would accomplish those 
goals. 

Variety, budget friendly, family friendly, clean 

Not a marketing expert.  I understand the need to maintain the small community feeling and yet also need to 
grow.  Have more unique events to draw more visitors from all around.  Really tough to answer. 

Facebook, radio ads, bucky books. 
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Set up formal walking, running, biking trail around lake, along river, and back through town.  Shuttle service for 
bike trail (going one way back to Belleville is more fun than out and back on the same trail).  Concerts in the lake 
park. 

Residences with solid buying capabili8 

plan organize more events (ie: UFO Days), 

Utilize all the parks we have for family activities as well as the lake and bike trails. 

Family oriented: Fishing in the river and lake, continue music in the park, consider a bike borrowing effort (red 
bikes) for use on the trail.    Our retail establishments definitely need upgrades to building exterior and interior. 

Television 

improve the bike trail.  advertise in Illinois.  point out that you can bike all the way from Illinois to Madison on the 
same trail 

Not sure 

Amazing schools. Good location between fitchburg and new glarus 

I think once you have a better selection of restaurants and retail, more people will come. 

Proximity to surrounding areas. 

By offering more to do in the town. 

Seems like the bike trail may be an avenue worth expanding upon same as access to the lake-  these are family 
friendly activities but may not be drawing families as we don't offer place for food or snacks- restrooms etc 
making downtown a place to spend time before or after these activities. access to the trail for families seem 

make more of those things available in belleville 

Have more unique shops, amp up the lake and activities. 

Small town values and Lake Belle View 

Bucky book deals for local restaurants, be present as a city at other community events (in Verona, Fitchburg, 
Madison...) 
create the downtown to have retail shops and some affordable renting above them or studios  make it a quaint 
downtown that people can walk down the street 

Offer those very things 

Create the atmosphere and they will come.  Advertise in other papers.  I go to activities in the area because they 
are advertised in local papers or online. 

Open new places, make Main Street look better. 

Radio ads? Community events that are advertised in Madison and verona. We need to freshen up our downtown. 
Could the old train station be made into a coffee shop/local arts and craft store? 
Revitalizing the downtown alone and adding shops and restaurants will be word of mouth enough.  Throw in a 
little advertising on TV or in pamphlets, they will come! 

Hardware shops, boutiques, community center/arts center 

the downtown has a store without siding all winter. That owner has no pride (?) and is degrading the city.  Fill the 
downtown spaces with people who care to attract customers and care about the product they offer.  If they don't 
have funds to remodel, provide funds or low interest loans.  Make it nice and they will come.  Also, organize 
regular activities.  We LOVED the blues concerts two years at the park, but believe they were under attended due 
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to insufficient advertising.  We'll planned by having amazing music, except more outreach was needed. Make it an 
annual event, like small towns in MN and other states, where folks will come from far away every year. 

advertising exposure in larger markets 

NA 

Web and brochures at area businesses 

See previous 

Small town service but with style 

Billboards and ads 

Have businesses/things to do that people actually want to go to. 

You need to have all of those things here first. I know we have the bike path but we need MORE to do to bring 
people here to visit and want to visit. 

Get a unique anchor business and leverage lake/bike trail 

Renovate the parks to offer more activities. 

Advertise the Lake & River rec opportunities 

Focus/use the lake, bike trail activities, draw more variety of businesses. 

Facebook 

Bring a target so people don't have to travel so far for household goods.  Provide more after school recreation 
(karate, dance, swimming, etc) that children would be able to go directly from school to without having parents 
transport.  Cooking class shop. 
Start with marketing the few things you have in town (the lake). The more nice things you add in town the more 
you have to market 

Not many places for retail- need more retail businesses to market Belleville as a destination for this. 

Have more family friendly things to do, more retail options 

Radio ads with seasonal activities ( bike trail, snowmobile trail, fishing n kayak use in lake) 

We had a very real opportunity to have a tubing business locate in town.  It seems they were dissuaded by the 
folks working at the village hall.  We could have been the Somerset WI of southern Wisconsin.  It would have 
brought a lot of outside visitors in the summer to town.  It could still be done.  Cross promotion with bars and 
restaurants and Casey's would be a breeze.  Some would view it as not a family activity.  You could even cross 
promote it with biking the trail or the back roads for a full weekend. 
Promote the Sugar River Trail, Duluth Outlet Store, Community Park, Sugar River kayak/canoe adventures.  Make 
sure we have places people WANT to visit.  Kitche craft store??  Lots come to Belleville to visit Patches & Petals, 
but they only serve the quilting community.   Lots of people do fiber crafts, specialty yarn/craft store would be 
GREAT. 

High light patches n petals and other like stores 

have unique events that bring people into town, then market them strongly.  target focus for those users.  Identify 
our strengths and focus on those.  Could we add some tourist focused events or something around our heritage 
(French) that complements New Glarus' Swiss Culture. 
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Adding some retail options and making storefronts more appealing to passers by would probably help. Belleville is 
already a great place for recreation and family oriented activities, promoting this more widely would help people 
find out about it. 

Notices like Paoli does in newspapers and web sites 

How about a kayak/canoe/paddle boat rental business?  We don't even have docks or piers for someone to 
launch their own watercraft. 
Encourage development that fills out a brand that people identify with Belleville. The river and lake are unique 
foundations to build on. Ideas: downtown kayak rental, ice cream stand, winter skating 

You need to have those first?  Festival needs to move back to the lake. 

Capitalize on the trails/lake/river/parks and make sure we offer amenities so visitors can eat here and shop here 
when they begin/finish their bike rides, boat trips, etc. 
Go back to the "Best Kept Secret in Dane Co" promotional pieces.  Feature Patches and Petals, -- the fitness 
center, the bike trail and the tunnel, -- and of course, the lake (canoeing, kayaking,fishing, nature trails, etc).. This 
has to be repeated as feature articles in the tabloids, the village web site and in the various social medias.  I know 
this is costly, but other communities seem to get it done. 

Hire a consultant with a dollar incentive/percentage for each new develoment. 

Tout the recreational opportunities available in and around Belleville - bike path with Stewart Tunnel, Sugar River 
canoe/kayak launches, Community Picnic, Music in the Park, Fall Fest, etc. We do not do enough to draw 
attention to our beautiful village. Too often, people pass right by Belleville on their way to New Glarus to 
experience 'culture' and that is a shame because Belleville could be highlighting its cool French/Irish history more. 
There are people in the village that have treasure troves of unique, historical artifacts and they would probably be 
happy to display them if a real museum were opened. It's a shame that nothing has been done up to this point to 
make Belleville stand out as unique. We are more than silly UFO Days! 
Have to expand and bring in others.  Verona is a good example.  Yes, they are much bigger, but Belleville should 
become a small Verona. 
Market it as close to Madison, convenient to access, but focus on the uniqueness of the community, its parks, 
homes, and people. 
Focus on the history of the village. Turn some historical buildings into updated restaurants and retail spaces. Use 
the river and lake as a back drop to places on the north side of Main Street. Outdoor seating, younger and 
friendlier wait staff at restaurants. 

Completely re-do downtown area. Add restaurants/coffee shop with outdoor seating 

Focus on our lake and bike path! 

French themed buildings, landmarks, restaurants 

Better camber website that is updated more often. Including a detailed calendar of events. 

Tough one!! 

Have more activities around the town! 

Tie in with other communities (e.g. New Glarus, Paoli). Take advantage of the bike trail, lake and tunnel. Have a 
strong restaurant. 

Everything in town needs to be revamped. 

Build stuff that serves those purposes 

Marketing our small town feel close to the city can be appealing to many families, especially young couples 
looking for an affordable place to buy a home and settle down but don't want to live in the city. 
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It's an up and coming town, hometown atmosphere, short drive from Madison 

More businesses more restaurants more shops. 

Bring in new businesses and use the community park more 

New glarus is swiss.  Belleville is French.  Focus on heritage 

Play on the recreational component; utilize the bike path as a draw. Have more unique shops to attract people 
outside of the area. 
there needs to be more for people to be attracted to and what it already has needs to be updated and marketed 
specifically by a graphic designer to know how to draw people in.  also, the schools could be more conservative 
and less liberal. 
Start having more events in the library and community park where people actually want to spend time, not the 
sewage park for the love of god. You spent a lot of money on the pedestrian bridge over the river and building the 
retaining wall next to the river street bridge, now draw people there with fun events. Belleville isn't what it used 
to be 

create unique shops related to biking and kayaking 

Pay up farm community on the water. Use local buy local sell local 

Offer good retail space.  The property where the elementary school and Citgo moved out of would be great for 
just that. Finding the right developer is the key. I think for recreation we are starting to improve that with the 
Riverwalk, burm and the bike trail. Sad thing is is that the Community picnic moved out of the park. Shame on 
that.  How can we get people to use the lake and park when we don't use it for our biggest annual event! 
I think it's headed there with the sprint triathlon in August and other summer events. We just need more places 
to eat and shop for when tourists visit those events. 
Well we need more retail if we're going to market it. We already have cool recreation - river and lake focused- and 
the town is so chill for families already too. We should have more outdoor free concerts throughout the summer 
months, and we can do them in multiple spots beyond the awkward gazebo, such as at parks or even a block party 
somewhere. Plus, we should invite everyone in neighboring towns to UFO Days, the Community Picnic, etc. 
I think B-ville is doing a good job of that as it is. The onlt retail addition I can think of would be another grocery 
store to provide some compition for whats already here. 

Need more options of things to do before you can begin to market it 

Actually having those items available 

Retail: have to attract a few more hobby/craft stores,  recreation:  focus on the bike trail, family: we have nice 
parks 

Focus on the small-town charm, lake, outdoor activities 

Focus on one or two niches and build on those. Art, recreation, music, anything. Belleville has no focus right now. 
Also, invest in making the village attractive. Belleville's main drags are not attractive. After taking steps to improve 
Belleville's look, encourage businesses related to specialized niche and then advertise. 

I am not sure but something needs to be done. 

Again have better options for retail. Family oriented activities currently in place seem to do well, in my opinion. 

Word of mouth, advertising in local papers. Belleville is often travelled through on the way south or north. Having 
some more shops and restaurant choices would definitely attract more people. I really like the community and 
this is what drew me to buy a home here (as opposed to Madison or Verona). Just adding a little bit to our 
community will certainly enhance it. 
How can you market a town when there is nothing to do here. We have a beautiful town and bike path, but 
nothing to keep people here. No coffee shops, gift stores, etc. 
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A more coordinated effort by the business community. A more effective Chamber with a larger active 
membership. 

better events and much more communication 

I think you are doing it right now 

Have farmers markets, music, festivals 

Offer an escape from big city but still offer a wide selection 

Right on the bike trail, beautiful downtown, market the history (maybe post more information about Belleville's 
history for the public to see), have more activities on our lake that people would want to do (perhaps a company 
that rents out kayaks and tubes and paddle boats for the lake and sugar river), use our beautiful town square for 
more events that draw people out (food cart round ups, more live music and food in the park), cross country 
skiing on the bike trail? Candlelit cross country ski and snowshoe event in the winter on the bike trail?, get the 
downtown to be more bustling with people, take photos and be more active on Facebook and online, keep 
website up to date with fun things to do in Belleville 

Get a gun/sporting good store 

Paoli has a merchants association. The businesses all work together to promote each other. Our businesses have 
to work together rather than compete with each other. We have a beautiful park, it'd be nice to be able to rent 
kayaks, canoes and them give a coupon for food/drink downtown. 

Right now you can't because it has nothing to offer 

make it attractive and unique 

Have some. 

Look at every other town of its size in WI and let businesses  like they have come in 

Focus on the bike trail and lake 

Close to bike path and sugar river,  community parks and recreation activities, unique stores 

Attract bigger businesses, community events for all ages, 

Belleville the small community with a big heart! 

Niche shops and restaurants that people will travel for. Arts in the park. Maybe local farmers market 

First you need to revitalize the downtown and then market it 

Focus on Recreation paddling biking such 

Need to spend the time and money to rebuild Belleville so that people want to come.  All the towns/cities around 
have invested the time and money. Thus the appearance for people to want to come. 
It would be nice for Belleville and surrounding towns to have more offered here and not to have to travel to 
Madison for most things. 

Location,schools. 

Not sure other than having someone that has a marketing background focus on that specifically for belleville. 

Marketing 

Create it. Assist the owners of the old buildings to fix them up with grants, have stipulations for upkeep. Look at 
other communities and the offerings. Kwik Trip has a lot to offer with great prices on fresh items. 
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To start with you need to get buisnesses that will stay in town. Then you need to let the village make the decisions 
not the 3 families that think they own and run the village. I don't know why we have a village president when 
decisions have already been made before there is a vote. 
We need to show them we have space ready to go for development and highlight things like the traffic patterns to 
show good traffic that could stop to use there business on way in and out put out sign to direct to other from 
major traffic areas put out billboard, commercial to draw attention 

More possibilities in Belleville 

Gotta get the stores here first! The down town area is kind of a eye sore. Some places look great. But Im pretty 
sure they didn't get any help from the village. 

Bring more retail 

Just a short drive south of Madison. Advertise in Madison. 

Social Media. TV. Radio. Newspaper 

Not sure 

Local advertising and social media. 

bike trail, lake, small town atmo, 

Because of Belleville's proximity to Madison, it's not well suited for major retail. It is, however, perfect for family 
recreation. We should promote: the river and lake for paddling and fishing, bike/hiking trail (some great sections 
of the Ice age trail are close as well). Belleville needs to be much more dog friendly (75% of successful 
couples/families have dogs). 

Social media, advertise why we are a destination 

Actually offer these things 

You have to have the "social infrastructure i.e. shops, local businesses, etc" in place and supported by local 
businesses and people.  If locals won't even support each other why would people from the outside want to? 
Invest into these things. Upgrade the beat up roads, male things more family oriented, the downtown has nice 
green space but nothing really for kids/families to do. 

More events at the park 

I think there is a good start to these but nothing to support them. A bus came in for the quilt shop; realistically 
where do you tell them to go for a great lunch or coffee. 

More events, advertising 

Retail--I just don't see this happening. There really isn't much here in the way of retail, so that would require 
bringing in more actual retail businesses. I think family-oriented activities and restaurants and spaces that cater to 
kids/families/being outdoors would help. If you have young kids there's not really anywhere in Belleville to sit 
down with kids at except for bars and that's not very appealing. 

Not sure 

More businesses that are invested in and part of the community 

Advertise on media sites 

Change the appearance, community festivals n events, good food, decent shopping..... make it a weekend 
destination. We want to spend our time n money localing, but there is so little offered and it is unattractive 
Have some boutique type businesses and several varieties of shopping and leisure businesses, like a coffee shop. 
Places that will encourage people to stay and look around and while. 
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Bike Trail and community activities 

Advertise the pool, have better parking (not on the main road where kids could get hit), remove the offensive 
Native American swing from Blaser Park 

Add more stores and food 

Unique places. Define it's culture. 

Have more stores and advertise them. 

Have more events and a fast food location 

Update the playground equipment. 

Once we are, promote day trips and events and check out Paoli. An article came out in the Milwaukee Journal 
about the new brewery there and you can't believe the people who drove there for a Sunday outing. The whole 
town was busy. Check out Gallina, Il.  I go there for day trips - shopping, eating, spending money. Find an art 
community looking for a home. They come in groups. Talk to Brenda in New Glarus about a 2nd Blumenladen. 
That place is always busy. As I get older, I am happy to stay right here in town most of the time - but I like to go 
grab dinner and not cook for one. I don't sit alone in bars, I'm burnt out on subs and I can't even order a pizza! 
Belleville is doing a great job on family activities. We need to concentrate on ladies who lunch and shop. We need 
to concentrate on activities for young singles with money to spend. 

Many options 

Not sure 

Have canoe and kayak rentals, bring in shops people want to go to. Offer family friendly options and use the river 
and bike trial and nature options to bring people in. 

Seems like you're doing a pretty good job - use more social media like Facebook to publicize events. 

antique/vintage  stores, cafes with good food and coffee, 

Trying to market downtown Belleville right now would be putting lipstick on a pig, especially for retail. Overall, the 
buildings look dated (not in a good way) and dirty. The bike path, the lake/river, and the downtown square 
certainly are the highlights of Belleville, so events centering around them have potential. 

A quiet suburb of Madison 

There aren't a lot of small towns with a hometown feel anymore.  I love our town.  You feel safe walking the 
streets at all hours, people are friendly. 

Grow our business community. Not much going on here. 

How about Isthmus? On line? a Web page. We have found that social media is the way to go in advertising our 
resort in CA. 

First we need to have more family oriented events, bringing in places if business people want to explore 

Provide more to the community so people want to live here 

Facebook page is how I keep up with New Glarus happenings. Radio, madison stations is how I find out about 
other communities fests 
Spruce up our tired looking town.  Create a unique cultural town.  Upscale French restaurant, perhaps.  209 Main 
in Monticello is gone. Awnings on stores to create the Parisien feeling. 

Social Media 

must work with village board, offer tif's, incentives for ALL businesses, not just a select few. 
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Better advertising-- see previous comment. Many people in town don't even know about Town events. You have 
to find out how to reach these people. Apps like Nextdoor are getting popular here. Facebook sale sites are 
popular here. 
When it comes to retail, there is nothing.  But could market Belleville as a family-oriented place, show how we 
have nice parks, and plenty of family actives for all ages 

Bring the community picinic back to community park 

Advertising and having events 

as a mom I know a lot of my friends enjoy going to any sort of coffee shop that has a small play area. also 
community events especially things around holidays. Alot of people respond to Facebook events. even something 
like having someone dress up as anna and Elsa and read a story or something of that sort 
Give visitors something to see and remember. All small towns have a main street, a park, and July 4th parades.  A 
youth center might also help - there just doesn't seem to be much for kids to do in town after school. Build 
opportunities for kids to meet each other and grow as part of the community, not just in school. 
Most people from the Madison area I have spoken with identity Belleville as a place they ride through on their 
bike while cycling. Finding a way to get cyclists to stop and dine or relax while in town by having more to offer is 
important. Advertising the lake, park, and trials as a way to spend the afternoon through Madison ads like in the 
The Ishthmus paper  is a great resource for advertising. also "Visit Madison" 

Advertise! 

You can't right now - not until you have more retail and restaurants. We have the lake and the bike trails, but not 
much else for families to do. 

Not sure. 

Have a store that people would actually shop at, a nice park with something for the kids to do downtown. 

recreation - canoe & kayak, bike rentals.  Retail - unique shops, family steer them towards water activities.  I think 
the river walk business idea is a good one if the merchants would get behind it. But it would need to be nicely 
presented so the experience is meaningful enough to tell others and come back again.  I would enjoy outside 
seating along the river with live music 

Need to have a better selection of restaurants and stores so people want to spend the day in town 

Advertising more about our town 

We have a beautiful lake and parks - more outside activities in spring, summer, and fall.Flea markets, farmer 
markets, and so on. 
Parks, trails, meet up groups or activity groups ever few wks from photography to physical activities to trivia, etc 
and actually have the notifications on the community calendar online too 
Focus on the lake, parks and trails.  More retail stores would need to be added to the community.  I would also 
highlight that it's only 7 miles from New Glarus and 20 minutes from Madison 

Add more of the attractions listed above 

Keep business in town so people don't just sleep here. 

promote the birm, bike trail and lake 

Highlight bike trail, lake 

Tell them about all the changes to the park, and work on the lake 

Expand on the idea of the beautiful lake and bike trails in this area. Maybe focus on a theme similar to New Glarus 
and the Swiss feeling throughout their town 
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need a cafe 

We're between paoli and new glarus. Two cute towns to stop in. We need to mimic what they have. Then we 
need to promote our beautiful river and lake. Rentals for canoes or kayaks would be nice. 

Add a hotel 

close to Madison and New Glarus!! 

It has to look more attractive.  Really dull looking town.  Put up flags on poles like Verona.  Use New Glarus as 
inspiration.  Invest in family friendly play park & aquatic park. 

The look of downtown needs to be updated. 

Emphasize the bike trail. Highlight the water features. 

By adding more places to shop and dine. It currently feels like a place that's off the beaten path which could offer 
a lot but besides the lake does not 
That is a tough one. We go to New Glarus when they bring in cool festivals like Beer, Bacon and Cheese, etc. 
Maybe Belleville could have a great festival like that to get people into the downtown area. 

Create these options and people will come. 

More public events 

Hosting events. When you host events you need volunteers. Finding a team of volunteers is a challenge. 

You need to build it before they will come. It's out of the way and nothing unique here beside the quilt shop. 
Make it accessible and market that too. 
Maybe by  supporting Belleville and it's businesses? If we don't even patronize our local businesses or show 
support for our community, how can we expect others to consider it a an appealing "destination" point? 

The city has to be able to grow!  No decent size business will come to a small community, that is not growing 

More planned activities. 

Advertise on WEKZ Monroe 93.7FM, a lot of Green County comes this way but turns on PB to go to work in 
Verona and Madison. 

First start by actually getting some of these things 

Radio, state journal 

Bring in more shopping, retail and food 

Just what I said in the last question 

Advertising in both local papers, Madison papers and on the Internet on various applicable travel and event 
websites for Wisconsin. 

Special events 

Facebook is a wonderful thing... also we should have a map or online website in which visitors can use to look up 
where to eat or what to do if they're in town for sports. I know a lot of people look to eat out when coming to 
another town to play sports and if they're not aware of what we have they might go into Verona or Madison. 

Building our near Christian brothers PROBLEM SOLVED 

I think the main St area needs a face lift. There are some older buildings that could use a new face or remove 
buildings no longer in use like that auto shop on the corner by the place station. 
The improvement needs to be there before marketing can begin.  More shops close to each other with a variety of 
products makes a welcoming environment 
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resident word of mouth promotion will be the best.  Happy residents - happy community - it will grow! 

Look at New Glarus or Monroe as a model. They are always packed because of variety of businesses. 

Have to offer options for people. 

Show increase in population, small town with big town amenities (if businesses are added),  great school system. 

Again I think we first need to figure out a plan for what will be here before we start trying to attract people, but 
social media outlets and word-of-mouth are really really good marketing tools currently. You could also get 
interest by promoting a website with current up-to-date information. I think the more family-friendly options and 
activities you have is always a good start especially for a community like ours exclamation point 

Not sure 

Social Media 

Beautiful Belleville right here in your backyard 

Social media, also using word of mouth (word travels fast after someone experience good or bad) 

we need a reason for them to stop. 

Lovely small town, just outside of Madison. 

Use social media to interact with residents. Post community calendar, create events and set reminders of events. 

Park and lake is what we have to offer, other then that honestly we are a bedroom community and always will be 

Enter the modern times and utilize social media and other streams of communication. Find a way to make 
Belleville unique and learn from the success of New Glarus. 

Lake bell view 

Music in the Park was a big draw last year. There needs to be more choices, right now there is nothing for families 
to do. 

Relate it to the bike trail or pull them in from Paoli or NG 

Events monthly 

Again all businesses working together 

Cleancup downtown.. Get younger people on the boards with fresh ideas 

Focus on revitalization of outside of businesses. Develop plan for multi-use facilities. Offer more family-friendly 
events/gatherings like music in the park. 
We need to do a better job of advertising. We need more activities or festivals which are marketed outside of 
town. Maybe we need to work with other towns to focus more on a travel destination for conoe/kayak trips, 
biking trails and wildlife viewing at the park.  Maybe we should bring in food trucks during certain times of the 
year. We should also try and attract more vendors for our farmers market. 

Make the town look cleaner 

Fill store fronts with these options for the family, tourists 

Market as small town with big city amenities. Then encourage those amenities to move here with insensitives 

Come up with one major attraction that can't be resisted, bringing people in to town.  Something big. Something 
major. The rest will happen. 
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The Community Park is a big draw for biking, walking, fishing, canoeing/kayaking, & sports....but we need close-by 
family dining & cute shops to get people to explore downtown more. 

Parks and recs program? Better retail options. 

Like I said- being Community Picnic back to Community Park. Highlight the most central area of town and nearest 
to our businesses. This will increase foot traffic on Main St. Also, make downtown more appealing with an array of 
businesses for all ages. As a village, we are afraid of change- and that will not help marketing. 

Social media 

The only retail option is Duluth Trading. Look at the surrounding small towns that prosper. New Glarus has the 
tourist market down. Mt. Horeb has tourism locked in. Downtown Dodgeville has tourism strengths. All these 
towns have two things in common. First, they have a variety of all the businesses the community needs. Bakery, 
bar, fine dining, arts, creative shops. Second, they have events that are more than getting drunk, which draws 
people into town. Belleville has an image problem, in addition to the empty downtown problem. 

You need to first have these in the community. 

Lakes, fishing, canoeing, trails, biking. 

More opportunities that are better advertised and marketed for people from places Belleville and beyond. 

By showing and having a variety of things/options for families to do in town without having to go to other towns 

The lake park and our schools and our proximity to Madison 

Probably get some retail in there to begin with. Clean up the main street 

Less pricy 

advertise the events and activities. 

Bring in more businesses 

Social media/word of mouth is available 

Bring in more small businesses, pretty up the downtown area, don't make it a drive thru town. 

You have to have something here in Belleville not just a empty main street... 

There is virtually no retail available currently, so maybe that needs to happen before it could be marketed as so. 

Get more of the word. It in all the small communities surrounding Belleville. 

Have family friendly restaurants, activity centers, sports facilities (lord knows the school can't handle all the 
gymnasium requests) 

Get a kwik trip, and no more bars! 

Have actual legitimate businesses 

The lake and it's attractions 

Lake, trails 

I don't know, ads in newspapers on social media, small time tv ads 

Bring more businesses to Belleville 

Presently we can not however, we do have a beautiful lake & river walk AND are located between New Glarus & 
Madison via road & bike trail so great spot for biz's to build. The more the merrier as variety will attract. 
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advertise in the Isthmus, focus on bringing Madisonites south 

Not sure 

Less expensive than madison, local business owners, offer internships in businesses to Belleville students 

It needs more options rather than just being a stop on the way to Madison or Monroe. There's nothing that sets it 
apart. 

Promote more festivals, flea markets, etc. Better advertising for events on social media. 

Flyers and mailings 

Offer more choice, allow people to come in and start small businesses. It's been the same old Belleville for 30 
years, encourage young representation on village committees/boards. 

Billboards on highways i.e. (18-151) other small town papers. 

local newspaper, magazines, social media 

Promote New ideas 

Commercial on radio 

More community events, festivals, advertise them better. 

Again go back to our heritage and turn belleville into little France! 

Provide better options.  Right now the reply I get when I say I'm from Belleville is "I'm sorry.  There's nothing to do 
there.". Talk about the lake, river, parks.  Duluth outlet.  Have dining options that bring people here! 

Make our town look fun and exciting. 

Well you can't market something that doesn't exist ... give businesses incentive to set up shop and the support to 
keep things kickin' 

Emphasize the bike trail. Provide easy access to parking and places to get refreshments and food for families. 

Use the badger state trail or the walk over the community park more events 

We would need retail first. We have no retail shops, no decent dining. Bring those in and Belleville could sell itself. 

First you have to have something in Belleville to draw them here and from there radio advertisement, billboards 
outside of town and in other local newspapers 

Growing community... bike path brings people in... ?? 

Probably by catering to the bikers 3 seasons of the year.  Also by making  Belleville an attractive place for Madison 
commuters.  Possibly a haven for retirees 
The Community Guide is a GREAT start. Marketing, Branding, starting a habit, growing the idea that BELLEVILLE 
provides it all. 
not sure but would like to have more retail and not see so many businesses come and go and let those businesses 
feel more welcome. 

Maybe have such things as these. There is nothing in Belleville that does not involve drinking!!! 

I had a business in Belleville for 9 years. If you want businesses to stay you have to support them. Concentrate on 
the natural resources, lake, berm, tunnel, bike trail. 
I can walk into any coffee shop anytime and they are full of people.  They have a range of fast and healthy food 
offerings, they have numerous types of beverages including alcoholic beverages.  They provide a place for people 
to work, talk, visit, etc...  Most coffee shops use local resources and tap into the local community art etc...   I know 
we have a lot of people who use the trails and roads around here and having options for them would be great.  I 
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don't think that bikers (road and trail) always want to have to grab a candy bar or a burger for food.  The 
community members use what is here already, I think we need to make ourselves more appealing to visitors and 
people looking at moving here. 

Advertise events in larger newspapers and websites r 

Total overhaul of business culture. 

Well, first you have to have something to market..... 

Make it unique, a theme, something.  All that money was spent on the lake -- is it usable? 

We would need more retail and business's that can produce enough business to stay in business and then in 
return will bring more people in. 

We are lucky to have the berm, bike trail & the river & lake. We could push our french history. 

Make Paoli and  New Glarus your models. You have to put on events that outsiders will show up to. 

Advertise Belleville.  We have no signage for what is in Belleville.  Other communities advertise their activities and 
businesses in larger newspapers or even on the radio, and tv. 
Activities at the community center or public space on evenings and weekends, when those of us who work 
outside of Belleville could attend. We love the music in the park in the summers, having restaurants offer take out 
(or advertise it so we know it's there) for those sorts of things. Capitalize on the trail that goes through the Village. 

Advertising, promotionally 

 
 

 

 

























STRATEGIC VISION
2018-2020

Village of Belleville, Wisconsin

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES AND GOALS
Priority Create a Business Retention and Expansion Team: Launch 

business retention and expansion efforts in Belleville’s downtown 
area and the commercial corridors along highways 69 and PB.

Goal #1 Compile a list of businesses and organizations 

Goal #2 Meet with local business and organizations to conduct comprehensive 
interviews

Priority Increase Communication Across Groups: Create a super committee, 
consisting of leadership from each relevant organization, to meet 
regularly to enable cross-committee organization.

Goal #3 Improve and update social media

Goal #4 Create a super group inclusive of one representative from each 
committee/group

Priority Develop and adhere to a branded theme for downtown according 
to the outcomes from the community branding process

Goal #5 Develop downtown theme/identity

Goal #6 Ensure downtown design standards align with the established theme
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Business Retention & Expansion 
Launch business retention and expansion efforts in Belleville’s downtown area and the 
commercial corridors along highways 69 and PB. 
 
1. Create a Business Retention & Expansion Team.  

a. Identify people with the appropriate skill sets. 
b. Launch the team. Set expectations and review best practices. 
c. Find funding and make arrangements for a paid position to be able to help with business 

retention and expansion efforts.  
d. Determine the roles of GCDC and CDA as well as the Chamber of Commerce - who 

does what 
 
2. Regularly meet with businesses on an individual basis to hear their needs and 
concerns.  

a. Conduct business surveys to help identify businesses at risk of closing or relocating. 
b. Initiate discussions with critical quality of life businesses such as the grocery store and 

drugstore. Identify specific opportunities for their growth. 
c. Improve communication between the Village and the businesses.  
d. Attention should be given to important business anchors including the pharmacy and 

grocery store which directly impact quality of life. 
e. Connect businesses to the appropriate resource/support to assist in addressing their 

concerns.  
f. Consider UW-Extension resources as potential tools to assist with this process.  

 
3. Use the market analysis data to support Belleville’s existing businesses. 

a. Share the results with existing businesses in a town meeting, so everyone has an 
opportunity to see what was expressed by those that took the survey at the same time 
instead on an individual basis. 

b. Identify a team of people to go to each business and talk with them about how the 
information may apply to them, as well as how that information could be used to benefit 
them. Some examples include: 

i. Using the information to help identify ways in which the business could expand, 
such as adding hardware products to an existing store or making changes to the 
grocery or drug store. 

ii. Communicating with existing restaurants about what the study says about meal 
preferences (and coffee shops).   

iii. Use existing businesses and meet resident and visitor needs.These may include: 
1. Business categories that have a high market potential include: included a 

hair salon/barbershop. Spending potential calculations suggest possible 
opportunities for retailers such as florists, antiques, gift shops, 
sporting/bicycle shop, pet supplies etc. 

2. A variety of dining places; perhaps a casual sit down restaurant with 
healthy food, a coffee shop and bakery, some fast food options including 
pizza, etc. 

3. Fast food restaurant as well as a casual sit-down restaurants. While 
survey respondents prefer burgers/chicken, traditional American, 
sandwiches and pizza, they also enjoy ethnic food. Respondents to our 
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survey also highlighted the importance of a coffee shop and bakery 
downtown. 

4. Other possible businesses include professional services, and personal 
services. 

iv. Continue to explore other uses for underutilized or vacant buildings including co-
working spaces. business incubators, residential units, and pop-up shops. g the 
information to help businesses think about how they can make create space in 
the rear parts of their buildings to overlook and enjoy the lake. 

 
4. Use the market analysis data to identify new businesses that complement, not 
compete with, existing businesses.  

a. Use this information to help inform the business recruitment work. 
 
5. Identify the optimal location in the community for interested businesses considering 
relocation.  This may include a location in the downtown area. 

a. Work with small businesses to identify the optimal location for their business (i.e. 
downtown or Highway 69 or PB), under the assumption that downtown will become a 
more active and vibrant center 

b. Identify home-based businesses in the community that would benefit from having a 
bricks and mortar location, particularly in the downtown area. 

c. Help expanding businesses follow downtown building usage plan and design standards. 
 
6. Given the large number of commuters traveling from Belleville to Madison, develop a 
plan for capturing spending in their hometown. 

a. Recognize that the busy commuter might be in a rush, and might prefer fast food and 
quick stops along Highway PD or Route 69. 

 
7. Encourage and empower businesses and organizations in promoting other businesses 
and the Belleville community in a more effective way. 
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Business Attraction 

Proactively and strategically attract businesses to Belleville.  
 
1. Create a Business Recruitment Team. 

a. Identify people with the appropriate skill sets. 
b. Launch the team with a team orientation that focuses on setting expectations and 

explore best practices. 
c. Make it part of someone’s job responsibility to actively market to and recruit new 

businesses.  
 
2. Conduct a space inventory in order to market the buildings and land. 

a. Conduct a space inventory. Specify optimal uses for each site as they relate to each 
business district.Make information available to prospective businesses. This should be 
done first and then start working on marketing plans. 

b. Coordinate business attraction with a downtown building usage plan. 
 
3. Develop marketing materials to attract new businesses.  

a. Identify specific types of businesses according to the market analysis that will 
complement existing businesses. 

b. Engage local business operators as ambassadors of the community, equipped with 
marketing materials to share with prospective business operators. 

c. Issue a press release to The Wisconsin State Journal and Madison Magazine, 
introducing Belleville as an up-and-coming community on the edge of Dane County. The 
press release can highlight data from the market analysis that can help prospective 
business operators know the market potential of Belleville. 

d. Develop attractive marketing materials such as one page flyers/recruitment packets that 
are targeted to specific types of businesses. Indicate that this research shows that there 
is a strong desire to have more shopping, dining, and services in the community. Provide 
data on its growing population, higher household income, and other attributes supporting 
business development. 

e. Establish a market analysis website, coupled with links to resources for people wanting 
to start or relocate a business to Belleville.  

f. Develop an effective, strategic social media marketing campaign.  
 
4. Identify and recruit speciality businesses that leverage Belleville’s assets and 
complement existing businesses.  

a. This may be an opportunity to leverage some of the natural assets -- 
attracting/developing businesses such as a destination outfitter/trail/outdoor place or a 
bike rental/repair/coffee shop. 

b. Consider lifestyle/speciality businesses that would complement existing and emerging 
businesses. 

 
5. Specifically target area entrepreneurs and work to recruit them to Belleville. 

a. Identify ways to target specific types of entrepreneurs.  For example, the Madison/Dane 
County restaurant/cook association. 

b. Identify entrepreneurs in other areas that might be looking to expand.  
c. Create I & E organization to meet regularly downtown. 
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6. Create a supportive business environment  with seamless and supportive assistance 
programs for business development. 
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Physical Environment 

Improve the appearance of Belleville’s downtown area. 
 
1. Position Belleville for successful economic development by making sure the first 
impressions of the community are as positive as possible.  

a. This includes providing a clean, safe, lighted, friendly, and well-maintained atmosphere 
downtown. 

b. Explore business improvement districts as a funding mechanism for downtown 
improvements. 

 
2. Develop and adhere to a branded “theme” for downtown according to the outcomes 
from the community branding process. 

a. Enforce CDA downtown design guidelines and tie to permitting processes. 
b. Identify appropriate areas to encourage speciality shops to locate downtown and fast 

food businesses to locate in peripheral areas of the community. 
c. Consider building the community's image upon its lake, parks, and quiet town 

atmosphere. 
 
3. Encourage improvements to downtown buildings. 

a. Incentivize building owners, such as through a façade grant program, to make 
improvements.  

i. Some possibilities include increasing grant amounts. 
b. Develop an inventory of what sites need to be improved. 
c. Identify someone to reach out to property owners to encourage them to make 

improvements.  
 
4. Leverage Belleville’s assets, particularly its natural amenities. 

a. Help existing businesses create opportunities for customers to enjoy the lake and 
leverage lake views. 

b. Continue to look for ways to increase interest of cyclists traveling through the Belleville 
area.   

i. Create reasons to stop.  
ii. Examine how friendly the downtown area is for bicyclists, for example, having 

infrastructure such as bike racks and wayfinding signs. 
c. Continue to improve the downtown pedestrian environment. 
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Appealing to Residents, Visitors, and 
Commuters 
Increase downtown’s ability to provide quality experiences for residents, visitors, and 
commuters.  
 
1. Guide downtown Belleville to become a central social district. 

a. Increase awareness of the businesses and events that are downtown.  
i. Reach out to the entire trade area, as it has twice as many people as the Village. 
ii. Create a welcome wagon, leveraging the existing community guide. 
iii. Increase and coordinate use of social media. 

b. Increase the number of family friendly festivals and events such as.Lake Fest, Blues 
Fest, and Bastille Days. Hold events related to the lifestyle and interests of local 
residents and visitors including: natural resources, preferred activities by age cohorts, 
sports, recreation, and others. 

i.  Leverage and incorporate music into events, including local musicians  -- for 
example, with blues in the park.  

c. Explore the possibility to leverage the library to meet community needs for a youth 
center. 

d. Focus business development on dining, services, and retail businesses that appeal to 
residents, visitors, and commuters. 

 
2. Increase the variety of food options, including commuter food options such as drive 
through. 

a. Identify different sites that would be appropriate for different types of food businesses. 
For example, fast food for the busy commuter might best be available on Routes 69 or 
PD. 

b. Explore opportunities for multiple businesses to share liquor licenses. 
 
3.  Increase the number of people living in the downtown area. 

a. Improve the upstairs of downtown buildings for residential purposes to encourage more 
people living above downtown businesses.  

b. Bring mixed use/housing to where the school currently is located. This may include 
modifying the TIF and then putting out a RFP to developers. 

c. Partner with businesses to encourage them to promote living in Belleville.   
i. Consider offering a benefit to employees who decide to locate in Belleville. 

 
4. Understand how to better serve in-commuters. 

● Initiate conversations with Duluth Trading Company, Federal and other employers to 
determine how local businesses can best serve the worker population. Specifically, what 
kinds of retail, restaurants, and services could best serve the needs of in-commuters. 

 
5. Understand how to better serve visitors. 

● Study best practices, such as from the University of Minnesota, related to 
accommodating visitors and capturing their spending potential.  

● Create cheat sheets for businesses to respond to common visitor questions. 
● Encourage all businesses to accept credit cards.  
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● Explore ways to successfully attract visitors traveling on Highway PB and 69. 
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Organizing for Action 
Increase community communication and collaboration in order to strengthen Belleville’s 
economic development efforts. 
  
1. Agree on a shared oversight plan. 

a. Identify relevant groups. For the purposes of initial efforts to organize for action, the 
groups are: 

i. Village of Albany 
ii. Economic Development Committee 
iii. Community Development Authority 
iv. Chamber of Commerce 
v. Green County Development Corporation 

b. Update groups on the market analysis work. 
c. Get someone from each group on the marketing/branding study group. 
d. Update groups on the branding work. 

  
2. Designate roles and responsibilities to each group. 

a. Identify the roles and responsibilities necessary for moving forward. 
b. Identify what each group is best positioned to achieve and designate responsibilities 

appropriately. 
  
3. Identify what cannot be done through existing resources. 

a. Identify parts of the action plan that cannot be done through volunteers or through 
existing employee positions. 

b. Develop an appropriate structure and find funding for a position to address the additional 
work. 

  
4. Increase communication across groups. 

a. Create a super committee, consisting of leadership from each relevant organization, to 
meet regularly to enable cross-committee organization. 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 



Vote tally from goal prioritization activity 

BUSINESS ATTRACTION 
• Create a business recruitment team. 1. 
• Conduct a space inventory in order to market the buildings and land. 3 
• Develop marketing materials to attract new businesses. 
• Identify and recruit specialty businesses that leverage Belleville’s assets and 

complement existing businesses. 4 
• Target area entrepreneurs and recruit them to Belleville. 
• Create a supportive business environment with seamless and supportive assistance 

programs for business development. 
 
ORGANIZING FOR ACTION 

• Agree on a shared plan. (3) 
• Designate roles and responsibilities to each group. (5) 
• Identify what cannot be done through existing resources. 
• Increase communication across groups. (9) 
• Hire a half time or full time person. (2) 

 
APPEALING TO RESIDENTS, VISITORS, AND COMMUTERS 

• Guide downtown Belleville to become a central social district. (1) 
• Increase the variety of food options, including commuter food options. (2) 
• Increase the number of people living in the downtown area. (1) 
• Understand how to better serve in-commuters. 
• Understand how to better serve visitors. 

 
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

• Make sure the first impressions of the community are as positive as possible. (4) 
• Develop and adhere to a branded theme for downtown according tot eh outcomes from 

the community branding process. (7) 
• Encourage improvements to downtown buildings. 
• Leverage Belleville’s assets, particularly its natural amenities.  

 
BUSINESS RETENTION & EXPANSION 

• Create a business retention and expansion team. (10) 
• Regularly meet with businesses to hear their needs and concerns. (4) 
• Use the market analysis data to support Belleville’s existing businesses. 
• Use the market analysis data to identify new businesses that compliment existing 

businesses. (1) 
• Identify the optimal location in the community for interested businesses considering 

relocation. 
• Develop a plan to capture commuter spending. (3) 
• Encourage and empower businesses and organizations in promoting other businesses 

and the Belleville community more effectively. (1) 
• Better events. (1) 
• Improve and increase (centrally coordinated) online presence. (4) 
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Significant Activities Details since our last report (06-10-2021) include:  

• Village Public Information/General Marketing & Promotional Activities  
 EDC Paddle in the Park! June 16th, July 7th & July 21st;  

• Note: June 9th had 12 reservations & 7 participants 
• June 16th : 5 reservations/participants  
• July 7th: 6 reservations as of the date of this report.  
• July 21st: 4 reservations as of the date of this report.  

o News release is out partnering the event with a Library & Wildlife 
Committee Program on Purple Martins.  

 Newsletter – Distribution on 06-18-2021 
https://mailchi.mp/53a5b904f200/village-news-june-18-2021  

• June Topics:  Congrats Class of 2021!: Family Paddling Nights; Comprehensive 
Plan Hearings; School District News; Library News; Badger State Trail/Green 
County Health COVID Clinics; Village Wide Community Clean up; Belleville EMS 
News.  

• As of 6-30-2021, 514 total opens, 416 total audience, 400 direct deliveries 
• Top 3 Clicks: 1) Comprehensive Plan Survey; 2) Community Clean-up; 3) Family 

Paddling Events  
o Village (& Chamber) Social Media (337 unique topics/posts since July 2020 to date)  

 24 unique Social Media topics/posts, across 4 different platforms (Village Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn & Next Door and Chamber Facebook) since 6-10-2021 

o  Websites Updates continue as needed and content is created/available.  
 Economic Development & Marketing Website www.developbelleville.com 

• In-progress: Commercial Real Estate Page  
 Chamber Website: www.belleville-wi.com  

• General & UFO Day Updates in Progress 
o Wayfinding Signage/Kiosk Project 

 Began development of Interactive Map; looking at examples.  
• Potential Partner Event Planning & Promotional Assistance on Deck:  

 Ten Junk Miles Races: July 31st “Badger Trail” & October 15th “Last Dot Standing.”  
 Summer: Community Picnic – awaiting assets to share 
 Autumn: Chamber UFO Day –Saturday, October 30th.  

 

http://www.developbelleville.com/
http://www.villageofbelleville.com/
https://mailchi.mp/53a5b904f200/village-news-june-18-2021
http://www.developbelleville.com/
http://www.belleville-wi.com/
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• Redevelopment/Beautification Project Activity 
o Park Development/Redevelopment Activities & Inquiries  

 Dane County Stewart Lake Tour –  Beach Feasibility set for August 3rd 
 Park Bench Memorial Interest – one proposal may be in progress – forwarded to Public 

Works & Parks for consideration 
 Disc Golf Group  - Group plans to promote the idea at UFO DAY  

o Depot & Trail (Rail) Corridor: Joint CDA & EDC Planning 
 South Central WI Rail Commission Meeting on July 28th (Primarily focused on Tunnel at 

this stage)  
o 130 S Vine Street RFP Status:  New RFP. Assisted with finding Commercial Appraisers (6-17-

2021) and promotions on social media & reaching outside groups (such as Dane Buy Local, 
GCDC & Wisconsin Realtors Association) 

o Façade Grant Applications; Potentially two in progress currently.  
• Business Retention & Expansion Activity 

o Economic Development & Marketing Specialist numbers to-date (since mid-July 2020):  
 8 new retention contacts with Belleville Businesses  (Multiple meetings with some) 
 1 additional unique significant business expansion (recruitment) contacts  

• Community Meetings, Outreach, Involvement & Information Gathering 
o Green County Economic Develop Corporation Board 

 Childcare & Workforce Housing continue to be focus. Also awaiting Federal Funding 
news, which may have funds potentially available through alternate channels 

o Dane Buy Local Program (Targets Chamber organizations, but not exclusive)  
o Belleville Chamber of Commerce Activities  

 Chamber Files are now primarily with Board Officers.  
 Still assisting in UFO Day on specific tasks; promotions  

• Other Village Staff Activity Support 
o General office team-work during transitions & vacations; Office Signs for closures; specific 

content creation for social media posts & target audience identification.  
• Significant Additional Workshops/Trainings 

o USDA Rural Development Place-making Challenge Grant Webinar on June 24th.  
o UW SBA Place-making as 4th Wave of Economic Development on June 26th.  

http://www.developbelleville.com/
http://www.villageofbelleville.com/
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